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Announcements

We would like to congratulate one of our recent contributors, Patricia 
Smith. Patricia Smith’s  nonfiction piece “Pearl, Upward” which appeared 
in Crab	Orchard	Review,	Volume	15,	Number	2	(Summer/Fall	2010),	our 
special 15th anniversary issue, “Land of Lincoln ~ Writing about and 
from Illinois,”	was selected for The	Best	American	Essays	2011,	edited 
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The 2012 RichaRd PeTeRson PoeTRy PRize,

Jack dyeR FicTion PRize, and

John Guyon LiTeRaRy nonFicTion PRize

We are pleased to announce the winners and finalists for the 2012 Richard 
Peterson Poetry Prize, Jack Dyer Fiction Prize, and John Guyon Literary 
Nonfiction Prize.

In poetry, the winning entry of three poems—“Memory Is a Kind of 
Broken Promise,” “Suicide Is a Mind Stripping Petals off Flowers,” and 
“I Have Drinks with My Dead Friend’s Ex-Boyfriend”—is by Teresa 
Leo of Lansdowne, Pennsylvania. In fiction, the winning entry is “Laura, 
Lost” by Amy Merrick of Chicago, Illinois. In literary nonfiction, the 
winning entry is “Núi Khê Revisited” by Jim Fairhall of Chicago, Illinois. 
The finalists in poetry are three poems—“What Trees Remember,” 
“Field in Late Summer,” and “Permafrost”—by Lynne Martin Bowman 
of Greensboro, North Carolina; and three poems—“Rags a Lion,” 
“Ghosts of Chicago,” and “Teeth, Wind, Ice”—by Susan Elbe of Madison, 
Wisconsin. Finalists in fiction are “Deserted” by Eric Gunter of Port 
Neches, Texas; and “Her Thirty-Seventh Year, an Index” by Suzanne 
Scanlon of Chicago, Illinois. Finalists in literary nonfiction are “Cleaving 
To” by Kristine S. Ervin of Houston, Texas; and “Dancing for the Bomb” 
by Iraj Isaac Rahmin of Houston, Texas.

The final judge for the poetry competition was Allison Joseph, Crab	
Orchard	Review’s editor and poetry editor, and the final judge for the 
fiction and literary nonfiction competitions was Carolyn Alessio, 
Crab	Orchard	Review’s prose editor. All three winners received $2000 and 
their works are published in this issue. Several of the finalists also 
chose to have their works published in this issue. Congratulations 
to the winners and finalists, and thanks to all the entrants for their 
interest in Crab	Orchard	Review.	

Crab	Orchard	Review’s website has information on subscriptions, calls for 
submissions and guidelines, contest information and results, and past, 
current, and future issues:

CrabOrchardReview.siu.edu



Our Poetry, Fiction, & Literary Nonfiction Prizes 

& the Charles Johnson Student Fiction Award

2012 Richard Peterson 
Poetry Prize Winner

Three Poems by Teresa Leo

(Lansdowne, Pennysylvania)

2012 Jack Dyer 
Fiction Prize Winner

“Laura, Lost” by Amy Merrick

(Chicago, Illinois)

2012 John Guyon 
Literary Nonfiction Prize Winner

“Núi Khê Revisited” 

by Jim Fairhall

(Chicago, Illinois)

2011 Charles Johnson 
Student Fiction Award Winner

“Canoe”

by Dana Fitz Gale

(University of Montana, Missoula)
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The Order of Things

As he enters the scene, people stop talking, and give the figure 
a covert glance, as if to mark the uncanny presence of an outlander 
from another continent. He is aware of them, friendly ones he 
presumes. He is “a camel in a herd of sheep,” in his estranged wife’s 
sarcastic words. He would opt to be a sheep in his next life, yet he 
doesn’t believe there is a next life, and strives to live this one well. So 
he is wishful to pleasure himself with a splurge, having to resettle in 
the city from which he has been absent for a decade. 
 Although he is now alone and must exercise his spending habits 
with caution, he will not forfeit the pleasure of shopping on pay day 
and is not discouraged by his limitation—he’s had ups and downs, even 
survived severe debt. Now with shortened strides and his monthly 
retirement salary in pocket, the tall man, pushing his old bicycle, forges 
ahead into the street market.
 The makeshift stalls, anchored by gnarled tree trunks, sit along 
the southern wall of the neighboring college. The entrance promenade, 
decked with red and yellow flowers still triumphant following the 
National Day celebration, opens to a soaring poplar-flanked, peopled 
avenue. The birds have disappeared, people say, but no one seems to 
care. Yet unlike many, who no longer remember the vanished birds 
and their songs, an elderly man, squatting by one of the pillars at the 
gate with his olive green cap pushed back, cannot contain his joy as he 
boasts of his singing huang-chue in an ornate cage to a passing man. 
 Leaves flutter and fall precipitously, amidst the slanted dusty sun 
rays. The tall man dodges the shoppers, who drift from booth to booth, 
stopping to touch for quality and haggle for price. He’s tuned out the 
vociferous disco beat, the hawkers pitching, and greetings shouted 
over the din. A boy ceases his tantrum, eclipsed by the man’s eyes 
and his large presence. A spark of fear, then the boy’s gaping mouth 
eases into a sliver of smile, the way children see the heroic Zhong Kui 
conquering monsters in their cartoon programs. At one booth, the 
man stops to study a smoky blue sweater for a few seconds. A few steps 
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further, he thinks the brown jacket a good color for his wife, whom he 
hasn’t seen for five years—they’ve found peace an ocean apart. Finally, 
he spots a down coverlet wrapped in clear plastic. 
 “Ching	wen,	duo	shao	chian?” Liang asks, bending slightly toward the 
young woman in a red jacket, his baritone voice projecting, indicating with 
his eyes the coverlet hanging on the soft tent wall, next to a framed license. 
 Coy at first, then, with a timid smile, she says in her high-pitched 
countryside accent, “Si	 bai,” four hundred, as she quickly rises from 
her stool. The west sun gently brushes her wind-burned face, revealing 
plain, ruddy features. Behind her on the beaten-grass lie plastic shopping 
sacks, rustling in the breeze. An audio cassette player sits on top of her 
makeshift shelves airing what he believes to be foreign “Rock and Roll.” 
Woolen sweaters, coats, flowery underwear, and scarves of bright colors 
are folded in piles or displayed on the soft tent walls and poles. 
 The woman has been watching Liang, the broad-shouldered man 
in fine casual attire, and is captivated by his bronze face and arresting 
stature. She surmises him to be fifty-something. She has seen professors 
and businessmen in this university district, but this man is unique—
something she cannot place: his intense, intelligent eyes behind the 
gold-rimmed glasses, and his stance, unlike most men, ranking yet 
courteous. “New product—the best—‘SWAN’—one hundred percent 
pure goose down—a bargain,” she says with the emphasis on “Swan.” 
Unzipping it, she presents a packaged coverlet to Liang. “Lai	lai	lai—
Shiansheng,” come, come Mister, she says. “Please you feel it yourself. 
Please.” She pushes forward the sky-blue coverlet. 
 The soft touch of the coverlet reminds Liang of the cozy comforter 
he once experienced in a Hong Kong hotel during the ten years he ran 
a university-owned enterprise in a southern city. Escaping a political 
upheaval, he has now retreated back to the university where he had 
taught for thirty years. Liang knows the high life is history and feels 
that he’s reached the summit of Mount Tai on which he’s climbed a 
lifelong journey and that the descent could be an accelerating ride. He 
is content that he has survived thus far and does not look back. “Bu	
yao,	bu	yao!” not necessary, Liang says with his smile. “Shie	shie,	shie	
shie,” thanking the young woman, he retreats. 
 “Shian—” a man’s sales pitch immediately rises from the neighboring 
booth. 
 “Shiansheng, export sweater diverted to the domestic market. Yi	
bai—” 
 “Here, Shiansheng, here, new style of boots! Over here…” 
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 Four hundred yuan—it takes a fortune to dream an emperor’s 
dream! Liang chews on the farcical number, hand gesturing an apology 
to the woman, who watches him slip away, like a big fish, and attempts 
to reel him back. Her eyes are desperate. Yet Liang obviously doesn’t 
want to empty his wallet on a coverlet. Lin would have bargained. 
The few times they did shop together, they argued: she emphasizing 
material quality while he—style. Now he’d rather shop. 
 “Shiansheng—san	bai	wu—I can sell it to you…” he barely hears 
the woman saying, and recalls Yan’s fussing about these street markets 
being “too chaotic and intimidating.” “American malls,” he countered, 
“like a glass of flat beer, are lacking the zeal of market dealings.” He has 
placed his rebellious daughter in the generation who cannot recognize 
the ancient order beneath the commotion. He dodges in and out; a sea 
of hawking continues.
 Having straddled the bicycle, Liang is about to pedal away when 
a shrill chirping, like sparrows, draws his attention down the avenue. 
Surprised, he turns to find a group of schoolgirls getting off a red-
striped yellow bus. As it clatters away, he sees, between the silver 
poplars, in front of a row of rundown single story structures, a lone little 
table tucked away from the other stalls, yet not far from the college gate. 
Next to it is a small beat up truck stacked with boxes. On the makeshift 
table are a couple of plastic packages marked “Goose Down.” Perched 
under the table is a hot water thermos in bamboo casing. The vendor has 
already attracted a couple of customers. But why is he out there all by 
himself, and why does he appear flustered? Liang, unhurriedly pushing 
his bicycle, approaches the table some fifty paces away.
 People move in and out of the shops. A man in a blue cap carries 
bags of cooking oil, soy sauce, and bundles of dry noodles. A woman 
with a girl in tow holds a piece of dark cloth in her arm, enters the 
tailor shop where the sound of turning wheels is steady. Outside the 
bicycle repair shop, tools are on the ground alongside a disassembled 
bicycle, and a boy is filling his front tire with a manual pump. At the 
north end of the building, there is a shabby lamb fondue eatery, where 
gray smoke puffs from the chimney, the air sweet and spicy to his 
senses—the favorite northern cuisine of Liang’s. 
 The vendor, a middle-aged man in a dusty gray jacket, perches on 
a stool behind the table. A steaming cup in one hand, his weathered 
face with a confused expression gazes up at the two men, as if someone 
on his first visit to the big city is already in trouble. 
 At the sight of the two, Liang’s large eyes widen, like seeing a 
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dreadful imitation of a comedic duo on Television—a skinny weasel 
and a fat clown. They are just gorgeous: both with cigarettes; one 
stocky while the other round-shouldered; both in ill-fitting dark 
soiled western suits; and each carrying a black portfolio. 
 “Na’r	 lai	 da?” where’re you from, says the weasel clearing his 
throat. He surveys the truck and inspects the license plate smudged 
with dirt, his Beijing accented ‘r’ swirling on his tongue and in his 
nostrils. Swaggering about the table, sniffing like he would welcome 
a free meal at anytime, the fat clown catches sight of the approaching 
Liang. After a second look, he grins and straightens his tie, as if 
unconcerned. 
 “Jian…gseh—Nanfeng ren,” from Nanfeng of Jiangxi, the vendor 
replies, his voice edgy, with a drawl on ‘ng,’ in the accent of his distant, 
poor southern province. Liang stops and notices on the table a piece of 
cardboard with ¥300 written on it.
 Having inferred that the two are district officials busying 
themselves, asserting their authority, Liang leans his bicycle on 
its kickstand and lets his eyes wander. Beyond the perimeter of the 
roadside, the large park, buried in trees stretching west toward the 
Summer Palace, has been furnished with stone walls. He knows behind 
the walls are heaped ancient ruins of carved white marble blocks. 
Across the street, out of the onetime rice field, apartment buildings 
begin sprouting, which he has observed from his campus. Above, the 
pounding echoes—its sound shatters into small waves and dies out in 
the thick orange air. Erect and arms folded, Liang studies how the steel 
scaffolds are being assembled by the workers. The diagonal beams 
add extra strength, he thinks, impressed, and recalls the scaffolds he 
built while in the university reeducation camp, with bamboo, and 
the bloody challenge of fastening the adjoining poles with ribbons of 
bamboo strips. He reaches inside his jacket but quickly remembers 
that he has abandoned the habit. Every yuan is now calculated—he has 
made a choice: meals over a heavenly smoke. 
 A bird flutters from a silver poplar tree across the street. 
Descending, its long blue tail and wings fanning, the bird sails 
a curved trajectory toward Liang. Before passing him, it slows to a 
near stop, now blue feathers iridescent, glides encircling his head to 
another pause, then, following a dark, hypnotic eye contact, it ascends 
into the tree next to Liang. Surprised, that the shee-chue is not extinct, 
he traces its movement in the thicket but doesn’t find a nest. He hasn’t 
seen or heard a sparrow since his return—anything that has wings and 
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may be heard or seen has been taken care of, or has escaped the dusty 
air to a haven—let alone this beauty. Liang thinks it must be a mute 
or just smart enough to stay quiet to have survived thus far, when he 
overhears the word “license” and turns to the table. 
 “Our fa…ctory,” the vendor says rubbing his cup and staring 
into the weasel’s beady eyes, “I work there— Honghai— here—” He 
reaches into his back pocket and brings out a small booklet laminated 
in red plastic: a Work Certificate. 
 “Ne’r heard of it.”
 “We’re small. We made too ma…ny— sales su…ffered— they 
cou— couldn’t pay us, so they distri…buted the overstocked co…
verlets to us instead of wa…ges—” 
 “Ya kidding!” The clown cackles, “No matter, rules are rules.”
 Liang feels the urge to smoke. He moves a few steps closer, and, 
pursing his lips, watches the clown taking a piece of worn folded paper 
from his portfolio.
 “Aiyo! I say, you higher ups,” the vendor leaps from his stool, crying 
as he reads: the tea spills, the thermos teetering. He is not tall and his 
brow wrinkles as he leans forward looking agape at the officials, as if 
he’s just learned that his life savings had been wiped out.
 Liang tightens his folded arms and ponders. The man has traveled 
far to scratch out a living. Who is at fault? The factory, or the workers? 
Liang would have inserted himself but this is not a cadre nosing into 
his trading practices. He has no part in this. Though aware of his own 
recalcitrance, he believes order is essential, and for Chinese people it is 
the nature of things and has for thousands of years ruled and governed 
their way of life. On the other hand, there are also customs in human 
affairs—you don’t welcome a visitor by penalizing him; and bullying 
the disadvantaged is cowardice.
 “Don’t waste time. You aren’t licensed, so get on with it—” the 
weasel says. 
 “Plus, you know this property an’t free, huh,” says his partner, 
pointing a thick finger in the vendor’s face. 
 Property fee? Liang’s discerning eyes suddenly intensify: now it 
sounds as though they represent the city college. With a push of his 
glasses, Liang marks the two and moves closer. 
 “Co…mrades, I beg you— that’s like a…sking for my li…fe— 
some mercy, will you? Where do I get that kind of money? Please, 
these are our rice bowls.”
 “You don’t pay, penalty greater—read’t yourself,” the weasel says.
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 Liang, expanding his chest and legs apart, yields a cough, the 
rattled sound echoing from the concrete walls. The clown casually 
swings around his fat body, and slowly raises his head. When his eyes 
meet the laser-like stare, he winces and his meaty jaws drop quivering, 
petrified, as if being haunted by a good demon. 
 “Maade!” cursing under his breath, the clown sucks air. He 
jerks his arms as if to free them from seizing. Liang is now five paces 
away, towering over him like the all mighty Zhong Kui in his darkest 
nightmare. After a moment, his hands fumble in pockets and finally, a 
cigarette, then a lighter. 
 “How,” says the vendor, “how about you take a co…verlet?” He 
says staring into the weasel’s face as if looking for an answer. “You 
each take—” 
 “You don’t understand,” the weasel says, exhaling smoke into 
the vendor’s face. He is about to unzip the package when his partner 
nudges him rolling his eyes toward the stranger. He frowns as if 
annoyed. Then with a stiff turn of his head, his hand pinching his half 
smoked cigarette out, he glances over his shoulder. 
 At that, he recoils at the sight of the muscular figure. Suddenly trouble 
twists all over his face. Glancing left and right, seemingly collecting his 
thoughts, he elbows his partner, signaling toward the street. 
 “Ta…ke it. That’s all I ha…ve,” the vendor says pushing the 
coverlet forward. 
 Neither man is listening. 
 Liang once more clears his throat. The men quickly glance at each 
other then again at the apparition of Zhong Kui surveilling them as 
if, with bulging, fiery eyes and ears standing out like loudspeakers, he 
was ready to catch and devour his prey. 
 This Liang watches, as the weasel snatches from the vendor’s 
fingers the document and stuffs it into his pocket. Not wasting a 
second, they scurry away while looking back as they hasten across the 
avenue. Running, the pair turns the shadowed corner and disappears 
from sight, away from the college. Gone.
 “Ah,” the vendor watches the two officials suddenly vanish. He 
stares at Liang, and his puzzled face stiffens like a piece of wood. Oh,	
misery!	I	am	undone.	Heaven	denies	me	today.	Who	is	this	man,	who	
clearly	has	greater	authority?	
 “Lao—lao-Shian-sheng You— you want— a co— cover…let?” he 
says, ready to accept his fate. “What do you say old co…mrade, I can 
do this fo— for you.”
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 “Uh?” startled, Liang remembers he did want to buy a coverlet. 
 “Here, you can have this one. I— I— I won’t—” says the vendor, a 
sheen of sweat on his forehead.
 “Bu	yao,	bu	yao,”	Liang waves a “no” to the vendor.
 “Please take one. I won’t do it again, I— I pro…mise.”
 “Ahh—” Liang smiles, moving closer. “Don’t worry. Just quote 
me the price.” He takes out his wallet for the first time this day, as if 
willing to pay whatever the price may come from the vendor’s lips.
 “Huh?” The vendor scratches his brow. “Ah— ah— how— how 
abou…t half price— ¥150?” Still nervous with a puzzled stare, he 
opens a carton, his hands shaking, and places a new package on the 
table and slides it toward Liang, who seems uncomfortable.
 “Are you sure?” 
 “I’m sure, I’m sure.” 
 “Ah— na	jo—	bu	hao	yi	si	la,” that would be difficult to refuse. “Duo	
shie,	 duo	 shie,” thank you so much. Liang forks over one-hundred-
fifty yuan as he accepts his new coverlet, confident the vendor would 
still make a profit since these factory workers earn about two hundred 
yuan a month. 
 “Shie	shie,	shie	shie!” the vendor clasps his hands and bows. 
 The sun is setting beyond the treetops over the West Mountains. 
Shards of slanting pale purple rays cast a soft glow on Liang’s broad 
shoulders. “It’s not easy,” he says with a gentle voice. “You be careful,” 
he adds as he takes his leave. A few steps, he stops and turns again, 
nodding his head and waving a “Good-bye” to the vendor, who once 
again peers down the road where the two “officials” disappeared. 
He then counts the bills and tucks them deep into a hidden pocket, 
and a smile ripples over his face, grateful that this hand of fate has 
embraced him. 
 On the street, suddenly the traffic escalates. Alongside trucks, 
tractors, and occasionally cars, are bicyclers, old and young, hurrying 
toward the evening: on their rear racks are groceries for supper, or 
children demanding attention; their shoulders bowed under pricks of 
office insolence; but for a few, unspoken sweet private thoughts. With 
his mind peaceful, Liang is free from contemplating what has taken 
place, what goaded those would-be officials to run away, or his well-
deserved discount. Contemplation is an infrequent thing for Liang, 
who is a man of rare euphoria or melancholy and who instead takes 
things as a matter of fact. As if a cat, having enjoyed a playful catch, he 
is simply purring in the warm sun. 
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 A glittering red motorcycle growls dashing into the scene, but is 
at once cut off by a bus pulling into the stop, a large tricycle laden 
with a pile of coal cakes, and a small crowd viciously wrestling its 
way onto the bus. But before the traffic order is restored, the man 
on the motorcycle, with a twist of his hand and right foot anchoring 
the ground, turns sputtering and spraying dust, skirts around the 
maneuvering crowd, and passes Liang. In that instance, the reflections 
of rearview mirrors flashes in his mind a winter morning of a remote 
past, some fifty-five years ago. For this Liang pauses, with a raised brow 
of brief contemplation. The bus door screeches then snaps closed. The 
driver honks, switches gears, and the bus groaning with chokes slowly 
moves again in fits and starts. Diesel fumes mix with the ticket agent’s 
asserting voice. The traffic flow reorders once more. 

It is worth telling what Liang does not contemplate, in light of 
what he does contemplate. Yan would spend years searching for answers 
to understand her autocratic father. Liang does not contemplate his 
wife Lin, or what attracted him to this diminutive gentle creature, who 
seemed only impassioned by Pushkin’s long poems which he cared not 
to read, before her occasional impudence of honesty began to offend him. 
She would tell, of all people, his friends, in her candid fashion, as in “For all 
his eminent faculties, what’s his lifelong achievement? Yes, those beautiful 
sofas he did build for me.” He does not contemplate her arraignment—
“Even destitute, you would spend more than you earn. Apart from 
spending, what other talents do you possess?”—as she paid off, with her 
own savings, his debt mounted since he cut off the ties with his father. 
Liang does not contemplate how important it was for him to prevent the 
scandal of a divorce. Nor does he contemplate his contentment, whether 
academic or political, having elected to be a non-Party member, for being a 
“free soldier” as his superiors would say—a “non-achiever” in the words of 
Lin, who dismisses Liang’s idea that he is the Head while she and everyone 
else are the Limbs. 
 Liang does not contemplate the other women from his youth 
whom he did not heed nor look in the eye, those family members who 
dined after the men, and those who reared him as the youngest master 
of the house, and dared to spank him only behind the men’s backs. He 
does not contemplate his daughter Yan, a fledgling journalist at the 
New	York	Times,	or why he adamantly opposed her choosing a career 
in humanities, and insisted that she pursue engineering. Nor does he 
contemplate her childish curiosity he so adored, before her wings grew 
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big and she challenged his authority—her disobedience, her insistence 
on reason, especially her heresy, as in “with what logic should I listen 
to you when you are absolutely wrong!” or her “western” opinions on 
topics such as corrupted government taking land from peasants, or 
the violence against the student protest. 
 Liang does not contemplate the ancient Confucian lines that made 
no sense to him as a child yet grew roots in his still vacant pupil’s 
memory: “The pleasure of learning, is to often review”; “When with 
others, their virtues shall be discovered”; “To be worthy is to be modest 
and self-effacing”; or “To be wise is to know thyself”—endless Confucius 
teachings and tiresome readings then. Nor does Liang contemplate its 
feudal ethical code which has become his second nature: Sangong—the 
Three Cardinal Guides—“Subject obeys Ruler, son obeys father, and 
wife obeys husband;” and Wuchang—the Five Virtues—Benevolence, 
righteousness, propriety, wisdom and fidelity. Nor the ingenious war 
strategist Sūnzǐ’s “The best of all thirty-six ploys is to	retreat.” 
 Liang does not contemplate the gold reserve that he was to carry 
while fleeing to Taiwan, nor being interrupted when the port was 
captured by the Red Army, nor his 180-degree turn that became his 
first monumental contribution to the revolution, his bringing fifty 
childhood friends to join the Huazhong Revolution University. That 
last earned him the rank of 2nd Lieutenant of his class. Neither does 
he contemplate the pleasant surprise of his classmate Lu’s promotion 
into the Politburo, or his subsequent visit when that comrade was 
demoted and disgraced to a mere janitor—the only visit since their 
graduation twenty years earlier. 
 He does not contemplate the occasional exhibit of his political and 
academic adroitness: particularly the afternoon of 1972, prelude to a 
political movement, when he delivered a lecture from four words on a 
matchbox—“counter Confucianism; editorial quotes.” The higher-ups 
dared not but Liang dared since he had little to lose; he enlisted text 
quoted in official newspapers, cited from the classic phrases and names 
such as Liu Bong, the orthodox Confucian of the Western Han Dynasty, 
and managed a few laughs from the audience while dancing around 
any political position—yet he was not a heartbeat off the editorial line. 
Neither does he contemplate how Lin, in the audience, was embarrassed 
at such a pointless lecture, one that had been simulcast to thousands 
of intrigued and bewildered—except for a handful of his colleagues—
college faculty members and students. 
 Liang does not contemplate the feelings of power and sympathy in 
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writing letters of credit for his school friends so they might obtain sacks 
of flour from his family warehouses or cash from family accountants 
in the cities where he attended schools. He does not contemplate, on 
his way to college as a freshman at the Tianjing station, the stranger in 
a white Chinese shirt that a servant would wear, to whom he rewarded 
one silver yuan, a significant amount, after the man ingratiated himself 
with “Master” and uttered that Liang possessed the appearance for a 
prominent future and would undoubtedly rise high. 
 Nor does Liang contemplate the men of his youth: grandfather, 
being his oldest grandson; father, being his oldest son; uncles, being 
their oldest heir, whom he shunned at silent and intimidating dinners, 
where women were never present. He was towed, by the elders, since five 
years of age, to hail matrimony, or to lament death, reciting memorized 
phrases he did not comprehend. He does not contemplate his escapes to 
the kitchen where the family chefs allowed him to roam from tenderly 
fried fish to meat stews fresh out of the wok, and gave extras for his poor 
friends. Nor does he contemplate what resolved the family clan to send 
him, at twelve, to a boy’s school to discipline him, eighty li from home, 
or his decision to cut the ties with his father after the revolutionary 
college. He never saw the old man again until his funeral. 

What Liang does contemplate is the reflection of his own 
youthful image in the large round mirrors on each side of the gated 
entrance to his elementary school, and the rigid new order. He sees 
a sports field of yellow sand; his neck chilled by the brisk air, his feet 
planted behind his hands on the white line running down the track, 
his eyes fixed on the track’s end, where tan shaded officers waited with 
whips in hand. 
 The mirrors had been installed for a month by the invaders, 
demanding that pupils look at their own postures, prior to their 
chests and arms being measured upon entering and exiting school. 
Pupils and teachers were issued khaki uniforms, the same kind worn 
by officers on the large motorcycles patrolling the small campus. Odd 
looking white flags with a bloody red sun in the center and utterances 
in foreign words induce an air of fright and unfamiliar orderliness as 
though reality has been suspended. Many students have been worrying 
about the new physical training, especially the chest and bicep growth 
goals—unachievable goals in their elementary years. That morning, De-
Wen the bookworm was slapped for his inability to answer a question 
in class; his buddy, the chubby Heng-Zhu, hunching down next to 
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him was whipped for missing a shirt button, before his arm and chest 
were measured in front of the gate mirrors. The boy Liang hears him 
mumbling something and fears the boy would be punished again. Then, 
“Ge-jio-ge-wei—yu-bei—” he listens, breathing slow and steady, as his 
buttocks rise high in the air. Then the sharp whistle breaks the silence. 
He is off running, eying the end of the white line. 
 “On the line. Not a hair off. Right on the line!” On the line, he tells 
himself, that was the order and he would obey. 

The sound of the roaring motorcycle is quickly dissipating, 
carrying its wild spirit and disturbances deeper into corners of city life. 
Liang looks up searchingly through the fluttering leaves and branches, 
and barely glimpses the long blue-tailed mute hopping about the 
treetop. A smile rises on his face, as if to say good luck to a friend. His 
one thought in that brief moment, before he merges into the afternoon 
flow is—Still the law matters. Order matters—Confucius lives. Order 
is the measure of all things.

Notes:
—huang-chue: A siskin of the finch family known to be bred and trained 
easily. 
—Zhong Kui: A folklore god. As it tells, Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang 
Dynasty (Tang Ming Huang), during an illness, dreamed of a monster ghost 
seizing and devouring a smaller ghost. Upon inquiry, the monster declared 
that his name was Zhong Kui, and he had not passed the imperial civil service 
examinations for the honor of a warden title, and therefore, following his 
death, vowed that he would vanquish evil under heaven. Upon awakening, 
Ming Huang ordered his artist to record the image of Zhong Kui. It became a 
tradition, first during the Duanwu Festival, and then the Lunar New Year Eve 
in the Wudai Dynasty, to hang paintings of Zhong Kui in order to conquer 
demons and vanquish evil spirits. [Translation from: The	 Lexicon	 Book,	
Shanghai, 1979]
—shee-chue: Chinese magpie that signifies happiness.
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Anecdote of the Osprey

  Babies plummet 
like stones from their mother’s 

 basket, barely alive, their shells 
shellacked & cast aside to humble 

them in the aether. There is no time to be young. 

 She’s decided they should learn 
a thing or two about the clouds 

fanning out in hydra’s-heads, 
 the gilt apparatus of thunder. 

The wind & mother 
 blend into a single susurrus. 

  Then the snap of her 
 talons, open like switchblades. 

Her duty is not to her children, 
 but to nature—she is a servant, 

 splitting the air into roiling 
  shards. Light strikes her babies’ heads 

in a fistful of matches. That’s what’s so harrowing 

  & delicate about a bird’s 
 first flight: we almost lose 
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 sight of Icarus—his perilous 
  decline—before we realize 

        she, too, could be falling
  where there are no hands

willing to catch her.
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White River Junction

From inside the bakery

   I study

 the train station’s

cupola

 shielded in copper,

   greened

from the air, 

  its cock & arrow

showing us 

  where East lies.

                 The station

peeks through

               the limbs

of a Japanese maple,

          the medallions

of its leaves

   dark

full of sap from the august rain
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so purple

  to be almost black.

What fineness

             between life 

& death;

   the charcoal and the plant

indistinguishable.

  And while swimming

beneath the railroad bridge

we hear

  our voices returning to us—

How startling

              to be naked in the water,

and hear your own self

                pleading

before the train passes

               overhead

and drowns you in its thunder.
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The Exit after the One You Should Have Taken 

Who says you can’t find a good room for the night 
where Happy Hour is boxed wine and a dusty 
six-pack forsaken by the last night clerk fired,
and something the weak imitation of pizza beside
a bowl of apples shriveled like hearts. Your best 
view of the sunset comes filtered through interstate 
silhouettes, barreling past not a hundred yards off.
For alternate scenery there’s the new wing
of the motel that’s been ‘Opening Soon’ forever,
barely eclipsing the view of gentlemen’s clubs
that encircle a joint like this; Gideon Bibles,
like strippers, outflanked and outnumbered.

For one man, the hour’s over too soon, but a short
bumble to Legacy Liquor says he’s waivered-in,
a good buzz to surf his clock into evening.
You watch him go, join the chorus of shaking
heads and snickers, guess how long he’ll last
in this heat, picturing the fool stumbling back
through dust—a specter trapped in amber,
tie loose, booze-fevered sweat a fresh self-inflicted
wound. Worst of all, he’s humming all the songs
you hate, as you drop wearily on some ancient 
mattress, to find yourself well-rested come dawn,
nothing louder than your coat fallen by the door. 
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Achsah
Judges	1:14–15

Requested that her dowry include not just the land
but the lower and upper springs of water
because women are like that—
secret sources invisible to the eyes of men.
We bare our skin, go naked, translucent
into each day and the stars follow us.

Women waited in the desert to gather rain,
held it, cool beneath the sand,
closed their eyes and rested against 
the gray shadows of underground.
We women prayed to the gods of our fathers
to save us from the wars of our fathers
but they didn’t save us, and we cast them aside,
the altars and fires and sacrifices of lambs—
and we waited in the lonely arms of spring,
in the indecipherable prayers of stars,
for something like joy.

Achsah knew how to take the forked branch of a tree
and walk slowly over the earth.
She knew how to feel the pull 
of water twitching at the Y-shaped branch;
she held her palms facing down and the earth spoke to her.
She raised the branch into the air
and the magical spirits answered her.

Some of us forget to love the gods of our mothers,
the oak trees and pulsing waters—
When we ask it is given,
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the trail of tiny purple wildflowers leading
us back to the hidden springs of our own voices singing.
Her husband wanted the earth below his feet
but Achsah wanted the water.
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Monsoon
Wash	the	bones,	bring	the	body,	leave	the	heart	behind.
	 —Téa	Obreht,	The Tiger’s Wife

Last night the light, tiger-bright
over the mountains, spoke
in forked tongues and rain
slashed earth to vein.

We took the truck
and waded through the lashed
streets and because I knew you could
not hear beyond the roar I said,

when did we become two alone?
and you looked at me and said
What?	Wash	the	bones?
at least that was what I heard 

above the tires’ thud and bump, 
wheels splitting the streams that spilled
from the washes onto the roads, 
making rooster tails tall as the windows.

When love dies, I said, bring	the	body 
to the water’s source and wrap it in poisonous leaves—
oleander, rosary pea, or white snakeroot—
so the beasts of prey will not devour it.

In the reflected glow of headlights
from an oncoming car 
your eyes belonged to the tiger
and your teeth to sharp white stones.
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You wanted to charge out into the electric air,
to find the rush and thrill of the river’s sudden flood,
but I—too timid—crouched in the cab
and wondered what I wished for—
 
a sudden clap of thunder, your body candescent
in its heat? A fire of orange and night-stripe, a muscled 
back rippling at the moment of the tiger’s pounce?
You stood dripping in the rain and shouted at the dark.

What? I said. What? I rolled the window down
and thrust my face into the storm’s fury;
your speech flew scrambled through the wind.
I heard: We’ve left	the	heart	behind.
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False Summit
How	does	a	love	end?
—Then	it	does	end?
	 	 —Roland	Barthes

We thought we saw the top,
saw clear to the top—
thought that if we kept on
climbing, we would reach it:

stand at the summit
up 16,000 feet,
dazed and exultant
on a hill high as a mountain,

looking out at mountains
higher than clouds.
We’d stare into Tibet,
a day’s walk north

and real—a place.
Anyone could tell
the sharp line above us
was the crest itself—

no snow, no scree,
but a limit we could see
as we scrambled up the slope,
the close clouds caught

in thin and thinning air.
When did it happen?
One minute we were climbing,
next minute we looked up
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and the world had changed:
a wide field unfurling
behind the horizon,
brown field unfolding 

toward a steeper
slope beyond—
and rising above it,
another summit.	

Trick of perspective…
or was it our error?
Chilled, now, aching,
we turn in patchy sunlight

and stumble out of morning
like two people in a landscape.
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Last Dress

Dazed by fluorescent lights,
I amble past the shirt rack, 

stop to look at sweaters
folded in a stack, and turn 

toward the fitting room.
What’s hanging in the doorway?

Isn’t that the dress she wore,
summer shift I found her in?

There’s no way to know.
Hers was slashed and soaked.

I’ve got to get out of the store—
it wasn’t my fault—

nobody could mend her,
nobody could mend her child,

little shape she’d cut and cut.
What could she have thought,

putting on that pretty dress?
Or did she think at all? 

Maybe she’d been wearing it
for days, sleeping—not sleeping—
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listening to instructions
only she could hear.

But what if she did choose,
stood at the closet and reached for it 

knowing this would be her last dress, 
last shape her son would see—

embroidered bodice—cap sleeve—
as she raised the knife? 
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The Invention of Fire

I cannot count the years it lay buried
in veins of flint beneath the Sangre de Cristos, 
safe from us, as we in turn were safe 
from it, so that we might understand
so little about it, how lightning strikes
from both our skies, above us and below.
And beyond that, the hidden nature of things
bound us to them, to each other even,
like boys huddled about a fire, seeing
these bright gestures among the trees as one 
more threshold that fluttered in the wind, 
the air full of smoke, talk, stars to sleep by,
men with hooks who slashed the night down
the sternum to reveal and conceal 
at once this gift, this heart we cannot touch.
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Sleeper

As a boy, I took a night train over the border, 
above acres of tenements and town squares

locked in the black box of winter. Go home,
said the quiet streets just beyond the scrawl

of graffiti and electric wire that held us, bound 
for West Berlin. Everywhere the unspoken 

contract with a past no boy could understand, 
let alone me, there, behind the passenger window, 

my bleached face gone dim as the dark fell through. 
Block after block the dull terror of cities

like warehouse districts alive with citizens—
they must be out there somewhere—though who was I to say.

Late came early in the heart of the regime, 
or so I imagined as I slept, best I could, 

the train shuddering like a waterfall around me.
In time the noise whitened to an emptiness

that drowned the inner ear, a veil over the voices
which in turn veiled the silence of the season.

There, in my sleep, I could not sleep, and so stepped 
into the city, looking for a lamp in the glaze

of some chained window, a curtain to rustle, 
a code to crack. Which is when I caught my own eye 
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in the glass, collar turned against the wind,
and asked, who am I to trust the person that I see.

December made the stars harder, their secrecy
more ruthless. What I would not give to sleep 

a deeper sleep, and so I lay in the snow,
weary as an hourglass, feeling less and less,

as all the while a locomotive in the distance 
plunged farther to the north, to the chamber of engines

where a boxcar from Warsaw went still, latched in horror, 
and the smell of chimneys drifted though the door.
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Aliens

Why here, in the sleepy fields of nowhere,
their starships rolling out their landing gear,
silent through the crickets, where the whites
of beds open scared, washed in searchlight.
And the ones who rise to part the curtain,
who might have seen angels in another
millennium, see there a civilization
of cold men, whose brains brought them near,
where a body’s heart is warmer, funnier,
more engorged, more cautious in the art
of friendship. The seraphim have disappeared
into fears that made them, that lock their gate.
Are you still there, I ask, my ruby, my wine,
blood of stars that pulse on the horizon.
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Ice

When my father died, I inherited his ring,
its eye looking back at all I did and did not do.

If only I could fill it, and so belong, 
though I never could, nor could he those final days

he wasted to the bone the ring would slip from.
And though the circle broke for no one,

neither did the zero that gripped him 
the way my mother did, my father in his Navy 

whites, his bewildered body returned 
from a sea of things they never spoke of.

Marriage is made of such things, and understands
what goes unsaid creates a space

that waits for one to break the ice. 
Sometimes my father hardly let me speak, 

neck-deep in words, save when he lost them 
in the end, when he looked up and waited, 

his garbled sounds repeated by me as questions, 
and he gestured simply, as fathers do, yes or no, yes or no.
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Listening for Water, Waiting for God

On the eighth day of rain, the sandbags appeared. Heaped and 
bulging and white like piles of fresh mozzarella, they lined storefronts, 
corralled low-lying houses, and all but walled off the Sunny Time 
Thrift Store, where it sat squat and vulnerable at the advancing edge of 
Slate Creek. It was here, with a onesie for Clara in one hand and pair 
of scuffed but wearable hightops for Charlie in the other, that Masha 
looked out on the rising waters—brackish and turgid and rippling 
with threat—and first considered her own house, not five blocks away 
and with just one other home—Rastle’s—between it and the swelling 
waters. She hadn’t been paying attention, too busy with work and the 
kids to think much about the rain and its consequences, even if the 
weather was the one subject the people of Leavitt felt comfortable 
discussing with her, however briefly. As far as Masha was concerned, it 
had been raining for months and she’d seen no pressing matter in the 
appearance of this new and constant drear. But now, as she peered over 
a rack of used clothes through the shop’s rain-streaked window, and 
on to the widening creek beyond, a beacon of panic flashed inside her. 
She had nothing in the whole world but her children, her collection of 
matryoshka dolls (the ones Jimmy had threatened to smash just two 
days after the wedding), and the house, four walls and a roof sitting 
on American soil, her name on the title. If the caprice of fate were to 
take that from her too, she—she wouldn’t fathom it, couldn’t allow 
that vision to poison her. It would be terrible, and that was enough. 
Masha paid for her things and left, the stares of the two crones behind 
the register piercing her back. 

By the time she picked Charlie and Clara up from daycare, 
made dinner, and started a load of laundry, it was past six and dark like 
a tumor. The rain thrumped the roof in tympanic waves, and on TV 
the weatherman was serious and furrowed before his shifting, multi-
colored maps. The rain would continue for at least two more days, 
and with warm afternoons expected to melt snow in the mountains, 
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streams and rivers were on flood watch. What did Jimmy always say? 
Doesn’t take a college degree. She could look out her kitchen window 
and see everything the man had just told her. Charlie, playing with a 
truck on the floor, the blue cast of the TV flickering on his small face, 
stopped and looked up at her. “Mama,” he said, “Is it going to flood? 
Can we make a raft and sail down the creek?”
 Sailing down the creek and out of this town hadn’t occurred to 
her, but it wasn’t a bad idea. “No,” she told him, “It is not to flood, but 
maybe come weekend we make boats out of newspaper. For the creek.”
 “Will they sail all the way to Russia?”
 “It is possible.”
 “Then we should write messages on them.”
 “What would you write upon your boat?”
 When the boy rolled his eyes to the ceiling and turned his lips 
down to reach for his deepest thoughts, Masha saw his father, just a 
boy of a man himself, and couldn’t decide if the pang that cut into her 
was anger or loneliness or some bitter mixture of both. After several 
seconds of consideration, Charlie smiled and said, “I would write 
‘Hello from Oregon. We have big trees and nice schools and a Harry 
Potter DVD. My mommy’s from Russia. She likes America and takes 
good care of me and my sister. Hope it isn’t too cold.’”
 “That is nice, Charlie.”
 “What are you going to put on your boat, mama?”
 Помогите—Help—is what came to mind, but she told her son, “I 
would write, ‘I love very much my little ones. Clara is just but a baby 
and her bigger brother Charlie good care of her takes. He is good boy. 
Smart. Funny. And to bed he goes when it is time.’”
 “Ah, mom.”
 “That’s right. It is time. Go brush teeth.”

After nursing Clara down and getting Charlie to sleep with 
a story about Moscow and the nine cats that lived beneath and behind 
Anton Petroyov’s house (for the sake of drama, Masha endowed each 
of these felines with the ability to talk and one, named Rudy, could 
fly), she shrugged on Jimmy’s yellow rain slicker and pattered down 
the driveway, towards the now-audible creek. She needed to see the 
water, assess it, and watch its roiling surface in the diffused, roseate 
light coming off Leavitt. Inside the slicker’s hood, the rain sounded 
like a machine, one that punches holes in metal or grinds things into 
dust. It was coming harder than earlier, and the wind bent it into 
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canted sheets and forced them to the ground like curtains torn free in 
a rampage. And it was cold. Not Moscow cold—Masha remembered 
the perpetual numbness in her toes and the plumes of breath that 
hovered over the busier streets—but she was unaccustomed to the 
moisture, the constant wet that found every last pocket of warmth and 
drowned it. As if to remind her, a trickle found a hole or weak seam in 
the slicker and made its way to the skin of her neck. She lowered her 
head and picked up the pace.
 Rastle’s house was dark and his truck was gone, and that was 
good. She didn’t want that man to see her out here; if he found her 
on his property, no matter her motivations, he would take it as some 
kind of advance, a chink in her frigid armor. If Jimmy, even with all his 
graceless behavior and base sensibilities, could look down and see how 
this man, Bob Rastle, Jimmy’s best friend and neighbor, had treated 
Masha in these months, he would surely do something, conjure up a 
misfortune or, at the very least, make cause for Rastle’s relocation. But 
so far, the sooksin had stayed put. Masha did all she could to avoid him.
 Slate Creek, with its headwaters tucked into the mountains high 
above Leavitt, usually made its way through town as little more than 
a swift trickle, with a handful of pools here and there to satisfy the 
swimming needs of the town’s children. It was idyllic and peaceful, 
and the town’s size coupled with the larger economy’s disinterest had 
guaranteed it staying that way. Since Masha had come to Leavitt five 
years ago, only one new house had gone up, and the commercial center 
hadn’t changed but for a doubling of empty storefronts. The trees and 
the grasses and the wildflowers that hugged the banks were left to their 
own verdant devices. If there was one thing she liked about this town, 
it was this creek, a place where dragonflies zoomed through the air, 
birds recited epic dialogues, and the sun filtered through the canopy 
in dappled blots of lemony color. Last summer, pregnant with Clara 
and still somebody’s—an American’s—wife, she would take Charlie 
on walks here. Along the social trails worn into the banks, they 
would hunt for rocks, throw sticks into the current, and watch for the 
occasional kingfisher or pileated woodpecker. Some days, they would 
have a picnic; others, they would sit near the water’s edge and listen to 
the wind run its wispy fingers through the treetops.
 Now, those trails were gone, and any stick (or log, for that matter) 
thrown into the current would be carried downstream with punishing 
alacrity. In the weak light, Masha could see the makings of froth-tinged 
rapids. The lowest trees now stood in water, the current breaking around 
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their trunks. It had advanced on the four or five houses lining the creek, 
and, looking up- and downstream, Masha determined that all her 
creekside neighbors except Rastle had taken precautions with sandbags. 
He was probably too drunk to notice or care that his house was on the 
verge of flooding, that a plane of rushing gray water was closing in on 
him. She looked back at her own house, orange light burning in the 
windows, and tried to determine how bad it would have to get before 
the water ripped through Rastle’s and made its way into hers. Should 
she get sandbags? Where? How? Who would help her stack them? In 
the spirit of doing something, anything but standing in the rain and 
watching sodden debris whip by, she took a step toward home. It was 
then that the beam of a flashlight fell on her, the harsh glare igniting 
her rain slicker like a traffic sign. She didn’t even have to raise her 
palm and squint to know the source.
 “Well, hey there Masha.” Rastle was sitting on his deck, underneath 
a patio umbrella. The ember of a cigarette was all she could see of his 
face. “To what do I owe this surprise?”
 “Hello, Bob.” She kept walking. The light followed her.
 “Now wait a minute, you’re on my property, aren’t you? Last I 
checked, that’s trespassing.” He laughed, low and thick.
 Masha stopped, raised the pale moon of her face into the glare. 
“Sorry, Bob. I was checking the flood.”
 “That is quite the shit, ain’t it? I guess I need to get my ass in 
gear and go get some of them sandbags they’re handing out down at 
ODOT.”
 “Where’s your truck?”
 “My buddy Ricky’s got it. Ran to Medford for supplies. Hopefully 
that son of a bitch’ll be back tonight so I can get busy in the a.m.” 
Rastle paused, took a drag on his cigarette. The beam of his flashlight 
moved off Masha’s face and traced its way down her body. “What are 
you going to do? Just ’cause you’re over there a piece don’t mean you’re 
out of danger. This thing’s supposed to get worse before it gets better.”
 “I will figure out.” Masha wanted to be done with this conversation. 
The leak in Jimmy’s slicker had soaked the collar of her blouse, and her 
shoes were starting to take on water. It was cold, and her children were 
alone. “I must go.”
 “Whoa, hold on. How many sandbags you think you can fit in 
the hatchback of your Saturn there?” The beam arced towards Masha’s 
house, then back.
 “What do you mean?”
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 “I mean you haven’t got any way of hauling.”
 “I will figure out.”
 Rastle leaned forward, put his elbows on his knees. “You know, 
Masha, I’d be more than happy to get you some sandbags. I mean we’re 
neighbors, after all. Jimmy would want you to get some help.”
 He sounded genuine. In the face of challenge and potential 
property damage, had Rastle happened upon the chance to behave like 
a man? “I will think about it, Bob. I appreciate.”
 “And another thing,” he said as Masha turned towards home. 
“Won me a hundred bucks in the Powerball this week.”
 “Congratulations,” she said, and felt a stab of envy digging into 
her. An extra hundred dollars would mean the phone would stay on 
and Clara could get her second round of vaccines. Maybe there’d be 
enough left over to take Charlie out for pizza. Jimmy had played the 
lottery, five tickets a week, but she’d always considered it a waste of 
money and energy. Her father had frittered away his rubles in the 
casinos down on Novy Arbat, and she couldn’t stand to watch her 
husband do the stateside approximate. But now, husband gone, bills 
unpaid, and a widening band of water frothing just outside her door, 
she reconsidered. Perhaps one or two dollars a week might be worth it, 
if only for the thrill of hoping. “What will you do with it?” she said.
 “Well, I was thinking,” Rastle said, “I’ll bring you a truckload 
of sandbags, give you half my winnings, and you shake your sweet 
Russian ass over here for some disaster relief.”
 It wasn’t the first time he’d propositioned her, but there was a 
new aspect of cruelty in this overture that Masha hadn’t encountered 
before. He was trying to exploit her, dangling assistance and money 
in front of her like she was some kind of cheap and desperate whore. 
And even though the circumstances of her marriage to Jimmy had 
been unusual at best (nothing like the matrimonial dreams of her 
childhood: flowing white gown, a sea of faces in a candlelit Orthodox 
church), she wasn’t a whore. And for a mad rain-soaked moment, 
she wanted to explain it all to Rastle, make him understand how a 
girl from Moscow might end up here, in flood-periled Leavitt, how a 
dark turn of family fortune would send her to an agency, and how a 
suggestive photo and a padded bio could end up on the Internet and 
catch the covetous eye of a man half a world away. If he could see that 
none of it—her papa’s trouble, her moving here, even Jimmy’s death—
had been her fault, and that like him, she was just doing what had to 
be done, then maybe he would empathize, even reach out to her like a 
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neighbor and treat her with the respect she deserved, needed. But the 
other, more powerful impulse that channeled through her shivering 
body was rage, and when she told Rastle to fuck off and eat shit, her 
only regret was that she didn’t sound better saying it—more certain, 
more polished, more American.

It was Friday, and that was something to be thankful for. In 
every other way, though, it was identical to all days previous: beds to be 
made, toilets to be scrubbed, and towels and shampoos to be replaced. 
Even here, among the four-woman crew at the Paradise, Masha was 
the outsider; Juanita, Luz, and Consuela weren’t friends exactly, but 
they shared a language and the tenuousness of illegality. They only 
spoke to Masha when absolutely required, in an English so broken 
and hesitant that it made her feel eloquent by comparison. She was 
also a citizen, a foreigner who’d made it, so to speak, and these three 
women clustered around their own status and very near simmered 
with jealousy of hers. The effect was a lonely one: Masha worked 
alone, took breaks alone, and ate her lunches of canned borscht and 
baby carrots alone. Only Matthew Porter, the proprietor’s youngest 
son and the Paradise’s de facto manager, paid her any attention. 
Masha guessed him to be no older than twenty-two or twenty-three, 
and she considered him handsome despite ears that stood out and 
hair that seemed to vanish overnight. Perhaps it was the way he spoke 
perfect Spanish with the other women, softening his instructions 
with plenty of por	favors and lo	sientos. Or maybe it was the zeal he 
had for this threadbare excuse of a motel, his dreams of transforming 
it into a hunting lodge complete with guides and gun lockers. But 
it was the evening he’d actually come to her house—ostensibly to 
drop off Christmas gifts for Charlie and Clara—that had kneaded the 
soft spot into her heart. He’d stayed for only a few minutes, drank 
half a glass of water, and then left, giving no indication that he was 
anything but the kind boss. But it was the first time anyone had 
paid her a visit in months, and Masha couldn’t help but think the 
gifts were just an excuse, subterfuge for other intentions. Or at least 
that’s what she wanted to think. Since then, Matthew continued to 
be friendly, if not flirtatious, but he never strayed into the realm of 
explicit overture. And on this rainy Friday, he stayed true to form 
and kept their exchange focused on the weather. He told her the creek 
would crest by morning. She told him she was going to Conner for 
sand bags. They shared a wry laugh when the rain let up for a span of 
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seven or eight seconds then returned with even greater force. He said, 
“See you later,” and made his way back to the office.
 After work, she drove the ten miles to Conner and the ODOT 
station there. Just as Rastle had said, a team of employees and 
volunteers were filling sandbags and loading them onto trucks and 
trailers, piling them into mini-vans. She asked one of the men about 
getting a load and was told in no uncertain terms that it was first 
come, first served and that there just wasn’t enough time, money, or 
manpower to deliver bags to everyone who needed them. “You should 
contact the Red Cross,” he told her, “Maybe they can help.” Masha 
thanked him, drove back to Leavitt, and picked up her children.

As she approached the house, she noticed Rastle had backed 
his truck onto his lawn. The tailgate was down and a pile of sandbags 
spilled out of the bed. A man—someone Masha didn’t know and had 
never seen before—was tossing the bundles to the ground. When he 
heard her car, he looked up and offered a meek wave and wan smile. But 
once he got a better look and realized that she belonged to the house 
next door, his expression changed, going from courteous to lecherous 
in a dim flicker of cognition. She went stony, tried to look undesirable 
and sexless. From the cowl of his rain jacket, the man continued to 
watch her as she pulled into her drive, his lickerish grin disrupted only 
by his own muscular gum-chewing. Behind him, the creek swept on, 
white-fringed riffles marking its new entropy. Since last night, it had 
risen, and now the strip of land between Rastle’s house and the water 
was no more than ten yards wide, and new trees had come to find their 
trunks submerged. 
 Masha unloaded the kids. She clutched Clara to her chest, drew 
Charlie close to her, and tried to keep them both dry under her 
umbrella. They trotted up the drive, and Charlie let out a squeal of 
glee when a sheet of rain angled into him.
 “Hey, Masha.” It was Rastle’s voice, keening through the weather. 
Masha feigned like she couldn’t hear him and kept moving. When 
they reached the dry protection of her porch, she made the mistake 
of looking back. He stood in front of his truck, wearing a cowboy hat 
and camouflage raingear. A cigarette dangled from his mouth, a beer 
bottle lost in the meat of his hand. “Hey sweetie,” he said, “Looks like 
the creek’s going to flood. I’d get some sandbags if I were you. Fact, I’d 
probably do just about anything to save my house and all my precious 
things. Offer still stands.” And then he laughed hard and without 
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restraint. He laughed until his chinless, gum-chomping buddy—was 
this Ricky?—thought it appropriate to join in, and together the two 
men fell into a chuckling duet.

That night, it did nothing but rain and blow. At some dark, 
whooshing hour, Charlie came into her room, fearful that one of the 
pines would snap and drop directly onto his bed. By the sound of 
the wind, Masha didn’t think it entirely unfounded. She gestured for 
him to join her, and with him sleeping on one side and Clara—the 
ribbon of her mouth turned ever-breastward—holding her place on 
the other, she didn’t feel as alone and desperate as her heart knew she 
was. She could still feel Jimmy’s absence, but for those quiet moments 
before sleep returned and she was cast into dreams, the void showed 
its limits. A day would come, she understood, when she would just 
quit thinking of him, and only when her son would knit his brow in 
anger or bite his lower lip just like Jimmy used to, would she even 
remember her husband. Trying to decide if that was good or bad 
and whether she should feel guilty or relieved, Masha winked out of 
consciousness.
 The peal of a siren woke them all in a startled tangle of arms and 
legs and bedding. Clara began to cry. Charlie rubbed his eyes and 
looked toward the window, glowing with the strained, crepuscular 
light of an overcast dawn. The siren crescendoed, then faded as the 
police cruiser or fire truck or whatever it was blasted its way down 
their street, a mobile alarm for the entire town. 
 Morning had failed to break the weather. Rain continued to 
hammer down. Wind pursued its challenge to the trees. Downstairs, 
Masha stood on tiptoes and peered out the front door window, eager 
to avoid both the rain and Rastle. The creek had surged during the 
night; its gray waters lapped at the wall of sandbags he and the other 
man had erected around the perimeter of the house. His truck was 
gone and the patch of lawn where it had been parked was now flooded, 
the surface swirling with debris and chopping with flashes of froth. 
Masha’s stomach tightened. Behind her, the television repeated its 
series of flood warnings—those living in low-lying areas or near rivers 
or creeks were to seek higher ground, not to take chances with volatile 
waters. And for someone with a place to go, that sounded like fine 
advice. But looking at Rastle’s house and the water closing in, she felt 
as if her life had ceased to be her own, and that what she might do 
today mattered little to the course of tomorrow. She could have been 
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ill just as easily as she could have cried, but Clara began to wail again, 
and Masha went to the living room to be with her children.

“We could go to Grandma and Grandpa’s,” Charlie said. He 
was a smart boy, and for being just four he surprised Masha with 
how much he understood. Her platitudes about the flood had only 
taken him so far. He’d collected his own evidence and could see right 
through her: everything was not going to be fine.
 Masha nodded, first thinking of her own parents. Charlie and Clara 
would never know them, and that was acceptable. After all, she would 
hate for them to see what her father had become, a man so desperate 
and threatened that he would give up his only daughter to live, drink, 
and amble through a casino another day. As for Jimmy’s parents, they 
lived in Medford, and since their son’s death, had called to check on 
her and the kids just once, and that had been back in October, more 
than three months ago. They wouldn’t say it—nobody would, now 
would they?—but like those in Leavitt who knew Jimmy, they blamed 
her for what happened. At the funeral, she could see it writ large on 
Mr. Thompson’s angular face; his cold blue eyes cut into her like spears 
tipped with diamonds. The story had moved and permutated with a 
social efficiency on par with the grandest oral traditions. And by the 
time the mortician had glued and stitched Jimmy back into something 
presentable, it was not only an accepted fact that Masha—six months 
pregnant at the time—had been drinking at the party, but that in the 
heat of a moonlit argument, she had instructed Jimmy to go home, 
even though he was drunk to the point of stumbling. Some even said 
that she screamed at him to “go die,” and that she ended up drinking 
so much that night that she passed out next to the bonfire. 
 Truth was that Jimmy had cajoled her into going to the party 
up on Mt. Fraser, a midsummer bacchanal thrown in a tree-rimmed 
meadow on the mountain’s south side. She was large with child, 
tired, and just wanted to sleep, but Jimmy insisted, and either out of 
weakness or the desire to share in his enthusiasm, she finally agreed. 
Charlie would spend the weekend at his grandparents’. Jimmy’s little 
Toyota truck barely made it, the Forest Service road so rutted and 
vertiginous that Masha had to steady the jostling sphere of her womb 
to keep from being sick. By the time they reached the party—volatile 
with booze, pot, and meth—she was in no mood, and as Jimmy drank, 
got high, and became increasingly aggressive towards her and others, 
she lost it. Yes, they argued. No, she did not drink that night. And yes, 
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she told him that she wouldn’t ride home with him. He hit her then, 
his fist falling on her like a stone cast from the farthest reaches of the 
star-speckled night. And then he left, cantered away and out of her life 
forever. The police report estimated his speed to be between seventy 
and eighty when he lost control and launched his truck off a roadcut. 
Jimmy was cold by the time rescue crews hacked their way through 
the chaparral that held his crumpled truck like a hard-won prize.
 She looked down at her son. “No,” she told him, “With this we do 
not need to bother them. We will be okay.” 
 Charlie parted the curtains of the living room window again and 
took a long look. “Okay, Mama,” he said, but Masha saw him bite his 
lower lip and knew he didn’t believe a word.

By ten, it was nearly sixty degrees, and the temperature 
continued to rise from there. The sun broke through for a period, 
painting each gravid raindrop with a bead of pearly luminescence. 
But no sooner than the hopes of an entire county had risen, the clouds 
trundled back in and flattened the sky into a featureless plane of gray. 
The rain went on, unabated. 
 Masha kept the television on all morning, in part to catch any 
new development or warning, but mostly to keep Charlie placated and 
occupied with Saturday morning cartoons. But the weatherman had 
nothing to say about her small town, saving his time and technology 
for the larger burgs of Medford, Klamath Falls, Roseburg. There were 
images of a car trapped on a flooded bridge, the current moving 
through its sprung and open door. There were ruined houses and 
submerged mobile homes, landslides that had shut down the interstate. 
And as of this morning, the floods had claimed their first victim, a 
homeless man swept from his campsite at the edge of Bear Creek, near 
Ashland. She tried to pretend all was well, normal, just another rainy 
January weekend. The creek, however, continued to rise, and every 
fifteen minutes Masha would go to the window and check the level 
on Rastle’s sandbags. Another foot and the waters would breach his 
fortification; another two and the creek would be at her house. But 
surely the deluge had to stop, surely God wouldn’t let this happen to 
her. After lunch, she put Charlie and Clara down for naps upstairs, and 
she took that time to pray for the first time since Jimmy’s funeral. Her 
mother’s theory of petition was “never ask for much,” and this modesty 
was so rooted in Masha that she, genuflecting now at the living room 
window, could only ask God that He see her. If He would look down 
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for a moment and consider the spectrum of her life, He would take 
care of her; she would merit His love and grace and assistance. 
 “Amen,” Masha said. She opened her eyes. There was Rastle’s 
imperiled home, the raging creek, her car, her lawn, her life. And like 
static in a weak transmission, the rain scratched taunting lines into 
everything.

Not long after, Masha heard the rumble of Rastle’s truck. 
He and the other man had a second load of sandbags. The weight 
pressed the wheel wells close to the tires. Rastle backed up as near 
to the house as the water would allow, and soon the two men were 
unloading, working at a frantic pace, carrying sandbags two at time 
through knee-deep water in hopes of shoring up their previous and 
inadequate work. Masha tried to do other things around the house—
she loaded the dishwasher, cleaned the toilet, and folded some of 
Charlie’s clothes—but kept returning to the window and the flurry 
of work next door. Within an hour, Rastle and his friend were out of 
sandbags, and what they’d gained was little more than half a foot of 
additional protection. Rastle stood in the bed of his truck, hair soaked, 
raingear glistening, and surveyed their efforts. He shook his head and 
spat as if to clear his mouth of something bitter and unwanted. The 
water was higher, no doubt. Many of the new sandbags were already 
stained with mud and foam. And the truck’s rear tires—having rolled 
to a stop on sodden but solid ground less than an hour ago—now 
stood in water up to the hubcaps.
 Masha heard Rastle launch a series of profanities into the churning 
sky—feeble artillery from a broken army. A dark part of her wanted to 
enjoy seeing Rastle like this, beaten, taken down a notch by forces far 
beyond his control and understanding. And if she had been watching 
from a greater remove—some place higher, safer—his misfortune 
might have filled her with a delightfully decadent kind of glee. After 
all, being his widowed neighbor these past six months had been the 
insult added to injury. He had mocked Jimmy’s death as only a best 
friend could: showing up at her door at all hours of the night and day; 
slipping salacious suggestions into every casual exchange; and, now, 
leaving her over here alone and unprotected as a flood threatened to 
take away the last of everything she had. And yet, the danger they now 
shared prevented her from laughing at him. From the television, she 
overheard the weatherman discussing snowmelt and the torrent of new 
water it was dumping into streams and rivers throughout the region, 
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triggering flash floods that could overwhelm bridges and inundate 
homes in just a matter of minutes. She thought of the place where 
Jimmy died, high above her and covered now in a blanket of snow. She 
imagined that pillow of warm air the weatherman couldn’t shut up 
about, saw how it moved in from the coast, and how it massaged the 
frozen ridges of the Siskiyou and settled like a maternal hand onto the 
shoulders of Mt. Fraser. Here, in Jimmy’s last place on earth, the snow 
began to melt, and trickles of the purest, cleanest water met others, 
joined the pull of gravity, and made their way through a warren of icy 
tunnels and down a worn groove of earth. This water, perhaps with a 
ferric trace of Jimmy’s blood along for the ride, found more water, and 
more, until it was cascading down the mountain, through the trees, 
over the rocks, and into the valley below, where it met no resistance 
from bridges, trees, cars, or the home of Bob Rastle.
 Masha went upstairs. She eased Clara out of her crib. The baby 
stirred, but didn’t wake. She went to Charlie’s room and laid next 
to him on his small bed. Perhaps it was the soporific sounds of rain 
and wind. Or maybe it was not enough sleep coupled with too much 
morning excitement, but Charlie didn’t come to either. Masha clutched 
her daughter to her chest, nudged herself close to her son, and closed 
her eyes, listening for water, waiting for God. 

The sound was insistent and metronomic, but beneath 
the noisome weather, it felt distant, like the rumble and clack of a 
train heard from the far side of town. She assumed it was her house 
coming apart, that the current had pulled free a length of siding or 
flashing and that one end clung stubbornly to the framing while the 
free end thrashed in mechanical rhythm. It was hard to relax now, 
with that sound, but Masha took a deep breath and tried to focus on 
the white noise of wind and rain. Still. The sound grew louder and 
more aggressive; she even thought she could sense vibrations rising 
through the floor and into Charlie’s mattress. She opened her eyes, 
strained now to listen. It was, she realized with a hitched breath, not 
the percussion of imminent doom but rather the front door, someone 
at it. Quick, she lifted herself out of bed, palmed Clara’s chest to settle 
her back into sleep, and went downstairs, two steps at a time. 
 The door quaked in its jamb, and Masha assumed it must be 
Rastle, seeking refuge in her house. If she hadn’t developed the post-
Jimmy habit of throwing the deadbolt every time she came home, he’d 
be in here right now, dripping and snotty and reeking of beer, sweat, 
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and more. She padded to the door, knelt beneath the window, out of 
sight. “Bob,” she said, loud enough to pass the door, low enough to 
keep the kids asleep, “Leave me alone. Help you I cannot.” 
 “It’s me, Masha, open up.” The voice belonged to a man, yes, but 
not Rastle. This: an octave higher, flat and without drawl or slur. It was 
familiar, but— “Masha, come on, it’s Matthew. We have to get you out 
of here.”
  Matthew. Her boss. And even before she flung the door open 
and willed herself to keep a mad embrace to herself, she saw his pate 
gleaming with rainwater, his dripping ears, his reticent smile. She felt 
relief—perhaps even a microburst of joy—blossom inside her, and when 
she tried to thank him for coming, he waved a silencing palm. “I—” he 
said. “I—” he said again. “I was driving over to the motel and saw the 
roads, the creek. Your car—” Matthew turned; Masha thought he was 
affecting a pose of shy retreat, something to show his embarrassment 
at coming, at playing the presumptuous hero. But no, he was pointing, 
using his whole body to show Masha her car, now just half a car: the 
tires, the doors, the grill gone, submerged. The creek was at her porch. 
Debris piled against the foundation. And the swollen, roiling mass of 
brown water had breached Rastle’s sandbags and was sluicing through a 
broken window and his sprung front door; by all indicators, he and his 
friend were gone.
 “Masha,” Matthew said, “Get the kids. Let’s go.”
 She said nothing, did what he said, and the four of them—Clara in 
her arms, Charlie in his—trudged the thigh-high waters to his waiting 
truck.
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Canoe

Chet is outside, hauling trash-bags to the dumpster, when 
the car with the canoe pulls up to the first pump. It’s the end of April, 
cold and sunny—the store hasn’t had a customer all morning. Taking 
the trash out is supposed to be Mark’s job, but Chet doesn’t mind. 
He likes the fresh air, never tires of these surroundings: snow-capped 
peaks and ponderosa pines, the nearby murmur of the river. On days 
like this, Chet thinks that Mark is right: as shit jobs go, this one is not 
half-bad. 
 The driver, tall and ruddy-faced, fair-haired, gets out and waves 
at Chet. Chet waves back, trying to read the license plates. Not local, 
that’s for sure. Nobody from around here would be caught dead in a 
car with such bald tires. But this guy doesn’t look much like the usual 
out-of-stater, either. In tourist season, Chet sees kayaks nestled atop 
custom roof-racks, big trailers laden down with boats that probably 
cost more than Chet makes per year. He doesn’t see too many wood 
canoes tied to the top of station wagons with old rope. Especially not 
this early in the spring, when there are ice chunks in the Middle Fork 
in certain spots.
 The tall man’s standing, staring at the pump. Another day, Chet 
might just let him stand there, flummoxed, until he read the sign taped 
to the handle or else got back in his car and drove away, but Chet is 
feeling generous this morning. His girlfriend, Sandy, has just had her 
second ultrasound—the doctor says that it’s a boy, ten fingers and ten 
toes. So Chet’s happy and relieved and, anyway, he likes this customer. 
Most of them ignore Chet altogether, or they stare right through him, 
searching for something a bit more photogenic, like a four-point 
buck—a chipmunk, even. This guy waved. Chet slides the latch shut 
on the bear-proof dumpster and walks over, wiping his hands off on 
his jeans. “Our pumps here don’t take credit cards,” he says. “You have 
to pay inside.” 
 As the man heads towards the store, Chet moves a little closer 
to the car so he can read the plate (Land	of	Lincoln—Illinois) and the 
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adjacent sticker (Love	your	mother	earth). He and Mark will probably 
laugh about that sticker later on. Chet sees that the canoe, atop the 
car, is made of several different kinds of wood. It’s not like any boat 
he’s ever seen—it might be some kind of antique, he thinks. Then 
the passenger side door swings open and a woman gets out, hugging 
herself and muttering about the cold. 
 She’s tiny, with dark hair cut very short, in a big-city style. She 
opens the back door and Chet hears the snap of car-seat buckles. 
“Come on,” she says. “Time for a potty break.” And two small boys 
climb out, one light, one dark, just like their parents. 
 The dark-haired one is older, five or six, maybe. He skirts behind the 
car, in front of Chet, gives him a somber look. Over the next few days, 
the journalists will have a lot to say about this boy and how he never 
seems to smile in photographs. They’ll comment on his seriousness as 
though it must be evidence of something, but Chet thinks that serious 
is probably how this child was born—it isn’t anybody’s fault. 
  The younger boy—who can’t be more than three—is wearing a 
plastic Viking hat, with horns. He takes off running towards the store, 
holding his arms out sideways, making airplane sounds. Chet watches 
until the woman and the boys all disappear into the store, then he 
moves closer to the car. He runs his fingertips along the curving side 
of the canoe, feeling the silken smoothness of the wood, and wonders 
which of the two boys his own son will resemble most: will he be quiet 
or exuberant? Chet makes a fist and raps the boat, once, then again. 
The sound that answers him is deep and rich, reverberating in the 
mountain air.
 Chet has been working at the store three years. He started when he 
was in high school and went full-time after graduation. There aren’t a lot 
of jobs to choose from in these parts. Besides the store, there’s just the 
school and post office and Fuzzy’s Bar—which is nothing but a double-
wide, and only open half the year. From their graduating class of seven, 
Chet and his girlfriend are the only ones remaining. One of their old 
friends moved away to college, another one is selling carpet in Missoula, 
two joined the Marines, and one’s in prison, serving five to ten. 
 If he weren’t going to be a father soon, what Chet would like to do 
is go up to Alaska, work the big oil rigs. Not just because it pays well 
(though he wouldn’t mind making a little money, for a change) but 
because it’s dangerous. Chet likes movies about stranded mountain 
climbers, trapped miners, airplane crash survivors. His social studies 
teacher once loaned him a book about the Shackleton expedition and 
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he read the whole thing, front to back. But Alaska’s not an option 
anymore, and working at the store is pretty much okay, as shit jobs go. 
Especially since Mark got hired, full-time. 
 Before the store, Mark worked at a casino up in Whitefish, but 
the town was full of assholes so he left. Mark’s funny, for an old guy. 
Mark’s first day, he said, “Hey kid, I’ll bet you ten bucks I can stand 
inside the meat locker for fifteen minutes.” He did it, too. He sealed 
himself inside the small, refrigerated shed behind the store, a shed 
their boss built for his other business: processing wild game. When he 
came out, his lips were almost blue and he had icy sparkles in his hair 
and eyebrows, like the ghost of Shackleton. “Pay up, d-d-douchebag,” 
he said, through chattering teeth. Yes, Mark’s a blast.
 Inside the store, Chet finds Mark leaning on the counter, flipping 
through a Rolling	Stone.	The tall man’s looking at the fishing tackle while 
his wife is in the bathroom, with their boys. Chet hears the children’s 
voices through the door. Mark is leaning on the counter, flipping 
through a Rolling	Stone. The man from Illinois holds up a thin spoon 
lure for Mark to see. “Hey, how about this one? This one any good?”
 “Sure,” Mark says, sounding bored. “Like I told you, anything we 
sell is gonna work, so long as you remember that you’re smarter than 
the fish.” Chet wonders if he’s being funny. Hard to tell. They both 
mess with the customers, for kicks; when things get slow, they have 
fun with tourists—like the time they marked that German couple’s 
map to help them find a colony of jackalopes (“Be sure to go at dusk. 
They’re active then.”)—but when it comes to fishing, Mark has strange 
ideas. Chet often invites Mark to go down to the fishing access with 
him and cast some flies after work, but Mark always has some excuse. 
Chet wonders, sometimes, if his friend is scared of water. 
 Chet feels bad for the tourist; the lure he’s picked out is the wrong 
one for the fast spring current. It won’t sink deep or fast enough to 
reach the trout, made sluggish by the icy temperatures this time of 
year. Chet walks over to the tackle section, finds a box of midweight 
spoons. “Try these.” 
 “Hey, thanks,” the man says. “Are these what you use?”
 “No. I use flies, mostly. But these lures should do the trick.”
 Chet sees that Mark is scowling at his magazine, and Chet’s face 
and neck get hot. He walks back past the coolers full of bait and cold 
drinks, past the cardboard cutout of the woman in the hula skirt 
holding a beer, past racks of dream-catchers made in Taiwan, and 
hand-tooled leather cell-phone holsters. Chet picks up a holster, wipes 
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the dust off on his sleeve, and puts it back. He should have kept his 
mouth shut, he knows that. 
 “Last night we camped near the Missouri River,” says the tourist. 
“What a spot. Looks like it hasn’t changed since Lewis and Clark. Woke 
this morning to a whole field of snow geese taking off. All around us, 
it was this white ocean of wings, beating.” And he flaps his arms, slow-
motion —an absurd thing for a man his size to do. Chet hopes Mark 
isn’t watching this. He’s grateful when the man stops flapping and 
extends his hand. “I’m Brian.”
 “Chet.” 
 They shake, and Brian says, “We’ve been on the road almost a 
week. The boys have never been out west before. Tess wanted to fly but 
I said no, you get to see things on a road-trip, you know what I mean? 
I want my kids to remember this forever. You don’t get to see stuff on 
an airplane.”
 Chet nods. He’s never ridden on a plane. Mark has, plenty of times. 
Mark even flew up to Alaska, once, though he’s kind of vague about the 
details, when Chet asks. 
 Brian crouches on his heels and lifts a basket full of caddis flies 
from a low shelf. Chet wants to tell him it’s too early for that hatch, but 
he’s determined not to interfere again. 
 Chet’s parents own a taxidermy shop, where they do trophy 
mounts: moose, elk and bighorn sheep, along with a few mountain 
lions, bears, and fish. From time to time, their clients bring in poached 
game, assured that there will be no questions asked. Work hard and 
mind your own damn business—that’s the family motto, a philosophy 
that’s served them well enough, so far. 
 Since taxidermy doesn’t pay the bills, Chet’s father also drives a 
propane truck, five days a week. His mom sells handmade earrings on 
the internet and cleans vacation cabins. “Cabin” is the wrong word for 
those log monstrosities, four times the size of any ordinary home, all 
owned by out-of-staters and all vacant ten months of the year. Chet’s 
mother keeps a pair of sheepskin slippers in her glove compartment, 
since her clients don’t want her scuffing up their hardwood floors with 
outdoor shoes. 
 Someday, Chet hopes to have a cabin of his own. Just a little place 
where he can take his boy and Sandy on the weekends, nothing fancy. 
Chet’s parents never took him anywhere when he was young. They were 
too busy working, for one thing, and his dad said: “What’s the point? 
We already live in poor-man’s paradise.” Chet’s mom has never been to 
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Glacier Park, although it’s only a half hour away. She says, “You’ve seen 
one tourist, seen them all.” 
 Chet hears the water running in the bathroom. Then the door 
flies open and the younger boy comes running out, with his mom and 
brother trailing, at a slower pace. Mark looks Tess up and down as she 
goes past the checkout stand, and Chet is pretty sure he’ll have some 
things to say about her, later. Mark’s never said a single impolite thing 
about Sandy, though—he’s good that way. He has his flaws, but he’s 
a loyal friend. One time, a customer in an expensive-looking ski suit 
started tearing into Chet about the bathroom, said he hadn’t cleaned 
it thoroughly enough. This was back when Mark first started, and he 
interrupted: “Lady, where do you think this is—Beverly Hills? If you’re 
too delicate to do your business there, we got a forest right outside the 
door. Just pick a tree.” And when the woman stormed out, furious, he 
winked at Chet. “You can’t let out-of-staters treat you that way, kid. 
Don’t let them think they’re better than you, just because they’re rich.” 
After that, Chet didn’t care about Mark’s overly long smoke-breaks, or 
the way his eyes are often red and out-of-focus. 
 The three-year-old runs over to the cardboard cutout of the woman 
with the beer, starts pulling on its hula skirt, making the whole thing 
sway. “Cole, knock it off,” says Tess. “That’s not a toy.” She looks much 
older, under the fluorescent lights. She looks tired.
 Brian turns around, holding a pair of child-sized, plastic fishing 
poles. “Hey, honey, look at these!”
 “We don’t need those,” she says. “We have some fishing poles 
already, in the car.”
 “But the boys would love these. They have racecars on the handle.”
 “Then why’d we bring the others all this way? Why bring them fifteen 
hundred miles if you’re just going to buy some new ones, on a whim?”
 “They’re not expensive. See?” Brian tilts the poles to show the 
price tags, but his wife won’t look and Chet can tell that Brian’s not 
going to win this argument. Chet wonders if this is how he and Sandy 
will behave once they are married. Already they are fighting about 
money. Sandy doesn’t want to go on living in the basement of his 
parents’ house. Neither does Chet, but what choice do they have? 
Each morning, after Chet opens the store, he scans the classifieds, 
looking for someplace cheap to live—a rented trailer, maybe, near 
some forest service land, a place with lots of room for a young boy to 
run, but there is nothing. Sandy works at the fish hatchery. She likes 
her job, but barely makes enough to make up for the gas it takes to get 
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there—forty miles, round trip. And anyway, she’ll have to quit before 
too long.
 Now Cole, the little boy, is tugging on Brian’s arm. “Please, Daddy, 
please. I want that racecar pole.” His older brother sidles over to the 
candy rack, inspects a carton full of Tootsie Rolls. 
 “They’re not expensive,” Brian repeats.
 “That’s not the point.”
  “Can I have a candy?” asks the older boy. Nobody answers him. 
 Brian hangs the fishing poles back on the rack and Cole bursts 
into noisy tears. Tess scoops him up. “You’re tired. You guys stayed 
up too late last night,” she says, rubbing his back. She carries him out 
of the store, his Viking hat askew, and his wails grow louder and then 
softer, as the door closes behind them. 
 “We were looking at the constellations,” says the dark-haired boy, 
to no one in particular. He scoops a handful of square caramels up in 
one hand and lets them rain back down into the box.
 Chet fumbles in his pocket, looking for loose change. He wants 
to give the boy a dime to buy a candy, but he’ll have to do it quick, so 
Mark won’t see. Mark’s ringing up Brian’s purchase at the moment: 
two spoon lures, a wooly bugger and some caddis flies. “And give me 
thirty bucks in gas,” says Brian, “and these.” He turns and grabs the 
child-sized fishing poles down off the wall. 
 “Good man,” says Mark. “You can’t let them tell you what to do.”
 Brian squints at him. “You’re married?” 
 “No.”
 Chet finds a dime and hisses, underneath his breath, trying to get 
the dark-haired boy’s attention. “Can I ask you something?” Brian is 
saying to Mark. “My guidebook shows a river access close to here.”
 Mark nods. “Just past the bridge.”
 “What is it, four or five miles to the next take-out?”
 “Yessir. Some real good fishing on that stretch.”
 “And it’s safe?” says Brian. “This time of year? It didn’t look like 
there were any hazards, on the map.”
 “Oh, hell,” says Mark. “Round here, we float it all year round.” Chet 
glances through the window at the wood canoe atop the car, then looks 
back at his friend. Mark can’t be serious. No one they know would ever 
go canoeing now. Not when the rivers are so high and cold. And then, 
out of the corner of his eye, Chet sees the dark-haired boy slip a caramel 
into his jacket pocket. 
	 Stop,	thief. Chet wants to laugh, watching the boy stand motionless, 
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like that. Chet remembers being his age, he remembers stealing things. 
The poor kid’s heart is probably pounding now. He probably thinks the 
local sheriff’s going to show up with a posse and a rope to hang him 
high. Well, he doesn’t need to worry. Chet’s no snitch. 
 “Hey, thanks,” says Brian to Mark. “It’s good to talk to someone 
local, get the scoop. You never know if you can trust these maps, know 
what I mean? Jasper, come on. It’s time to go.” 
 Brian leaves, trailed by his thieving son, and Mark goes back to 
looking at his magazine. Chet takes the inventory binder and starts 
ticking through the cigarette list, until he can’t stand the silence 
anymore. “That one boy—Jasper—he just stole a candy,” Chet says. 
“Right in front of me.”
 Mark shrugs. Outside, Brian is putting gas into the car, his free 
hand resting on the side of the canoe. The others are already in the car. 
Chet sees Cole’s profile, in his Viking hat; he sees Tess in the passenger 
seat, smiling. She must not know about the fishing poles, yet. Then 
Chet thinks of something that has not occurred to him, till now. 
 “Hey Mark, you don’t suppose they’re gonna take those little boys 
out on the river?”
 Mark turns another page of Rolling	Stone. “Look, kid, it’s really 
not my problem what these dipshits do.”
 Chet drops his pencil and it rolls beneath the beverage cooler, out 
of sight. For years to come, he will recall that pencil at odd times. When 
he’s brushing his teeth, tucking his young son into bed, he’ll hear it, 
rolling over the linoleum, or picture it shrouded in dust beneath the 
cooler and then —no matter how hard he resists—he will think about 
Tess, waiting on the bank, shading her eyes to look upstream, checking 
her watch, again, wondering where they are.
 And the next thing he’ll remember is how long he stood there, 
staring out the window at the car. It took at least two minutes for Brian 
to finish filling up the tank, another thirty seconds to drive down the 
frontage road, and even then—after the car was on the highway—it 
was not too late. Chet could have followed them in his own car; he 
knew where they were going. At the very least, he could have called 
someone—the sheriff, maybe, Fish and Game. And though he’ll try 
for years to tell himself the accident was not his fault, that it happened 
because of Mark or Brian or Tess—deep down, he’ll always know 
where blame resides.
 

uuu
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A Sunday morning, ten years later, Chet is at the kitchen 
table with his daughter. They’re working on her science fair project, 
building a display case for the various types of owl pellets she has 
dissected. With his X-Acto knife, Chet makes an inch-long notch on 
each side of a square of balsawood and hands the square to Hannah 
Rose, his only child. It turns out ultrasounds are sometimes wrong. 
 In the small, adjoining living room, the television’s on. No one 
is watching. Grunt, the dog, is sleeping underneath the wood-burl 
coffee table. On the corner bookshelf is a clock that once belonged 
to Sandy’s great-great-aunt, and under this is Sandy’s own collection 
of glass horses. Also there’s a large stuffed-and-mounted weasel that 
Chet’s parents gave them for a wedding present.
 Hannah tilts her square of wood and dots some beads of glue along 
one edge. She’s telling Chet about some new girl in her class. “Yeah, Caitlyn 
thinks she’s so cool, just because she went to Disneyland for Christmas.”
 “Uh-huh,” says Chet, only half-listening. He’s been helping 
Hannah with this project for an hour. He stands to stretch, looks 
through the sliding glass door at the deck he built behind their 
manufactured home.
 “It’s true,” says his daughter. “Apparently her grandma lives down 
there. In California.”
 Through the glass door, Chet can see a herd of deer, walking single-
file up the hill, sinking chest-deep in the snow with every step. The 
hillside is a tangled mesh of tracks —deer, rabbit, fox, raccoon. And 
Chet’s and Hannah’s bootprints, marking where they pulled their sleds 
up, earlier this morning, to slide down the steep bowl on the other side.
 “So anyway,” Hannah is saying, “Then Caitlyn goes, my grandma has a 
swimming pool in her backyard. And we’re like, hello, we don’t care, okay?” 
 “Uh-huh.” He walks across the kitchen, pours another mug of coffee, 
puts it in the microwave. While he waits for it to heat, he contemplates 
the pictures on the fridge. There’s Hannah playing on her swingset, 
Hannah holding up a fish she caught in Glacier Park, Hannah playing 
the recorder, Hannah swimming in the reservoir below the dam, her 
red hair fanned out on the surface of the water (people are always telling 
Chet it’s a good thing the girl resembles Sandy, and not him). Here’s a 
crayon drawing Hannah brought home in first grade: herself in a pink 
dress, with wings. The paper’s fading now, and curling at the edges, but 
Chet doesn’t want to take it down. Each time he sees it, he thinks how 
strange it is that he once thought he would prefer a son.
 The bedroom door opens and Sandy comes out in her bathrobe, 
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mug in hand. She goes over to the coffee maker, pours herself the dregs. 
“So guess who died?” 
 “Who?” Hannah says. 
 Chet frowns. “Why aren’t you studying?”
 “I am,” says Sandy, tightening her ponytail. Sandy’s been taking 
online classes in biology. The hatchery would probably pay for Chet to 
take some classes, too, now that he works there full-time, with his wife. 
One day, he might just do that, when he’s not so occupied with other 
things, like trying to build an extra room onto their manufactured 
home, so they’ll have space for a piano. Right now, his daughter has to 
practice on an electronic keyboard, which is not the same.
 “I’m studying,” says Sandy. “I just saw this story someone posted.”
 “Surfing the net?” says Chet. “I thought you had a test.”
 “I do. Remember Lyndon Mackie? Heart attack.”
 Chet sets his mug down on the counter, hard, splashing hot coffee 
on his hand.
 “Yeah, Mackie. You know him. The game warden who pulled that 
kid out of the river. You remember?”
 Chet nods. He remembers. Every day.
 “Yeah, had a heart attack and died. Apparently, the family of 
that boy is going to fly out for the funeral. All the way from Ohio, or 
wherever.”
 “Illinois,” says Chet. 
 “Yeah. Anyway, I think it’s nice they’re flying out. I bet some 
people around here will show up at the funeral, just to see what they 
look like in real life. I’d be curious to see them. Wouldn’t you?”
 “See who?” says Hannah, making pencil markings on another 
piece of wood. “What family?”
 Chet doesn’t speak. His wife is not aware that he met Tess and 
Brian and their two kids in person, in the store. He’s never told a soul 
about that day. After the accident, he wanted to tell her, or someone, 
just to get it off his chest, but Chet was too afraid. He thought if Sandy 
knew what happened, she would never speak to him again. 
 “I admire them for coming back,” says Sandy. “Must be really 
hard. Remember all those letters people wrote?” 
 “What letters?” Hannah says.
 “Tell you later,” Chet says. And someday, he will. Someday he’ll tell 
his daughter everything. He’ll even tell her about how angry people were 
when the papers ran that picture, the next day. A photo Tess had taken, 
right before the launch: her husband and her two sons at the river’s edge, 
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all wearing lifejackets, all holding paddles with the blades up, towards 
the sunny sky. Brian and Cole are grinning; Jasper’s not. The	older	boy’s	
afraid—that’s what one person wrote, some stranger who had never met 
the boy. You	can	see	it	in	his	eyes.	The	poor	kid’s	terrified. And there were 
lots of other letters to the editor, many of them saying that Brian and Tess 
should be locked up for negligence. One woman, writing from someplace 
in West Virginia, said Tess was a	disgrace	to	motherhood. 
 “I still don’t understand why anyone would take a risk like that.” 
Sandy sniffs a gallon jug of milk that Chet’s left open on the counter. “I 
mean, they looked like normal people on TV. You done with this?”
 Chet puts the milk back in the fridge, remembering Lyndon 
Mackie on the television news, that melancholy face. You	 grow	 up	
here,	you	see	a	lot	of	tourists	doing	stupid	things,	but	this… And Chet 
remembers how the warden’s voice cracked as he told about the plastic 
Viking hat that he found floating in the reeds, a quarter mile upstream 
from where he found the little boy, face-down in shallow water, his 
lifejacket snagged in between two rocks. Mackie had pulled the boy 
ashore and started CPR. He’d kept the chest compressions going 
right until the paramedics got there, twenty minutes later, though he 
understood that it was hopeless. Cole was gone. He had no pulse at all. 
 “Are you all right?” asks Sandy. “You look terrible.” 
 “Headache.” Chet says, and rubs the space between his eyes. How 
would it be if he saw Tess and Brian now, he wonders? Would they 
recognize him, after all this time? What would they say? If Chet could 
talk to them, he’d tell them that he never went back to his job after that 
day—he couldn’t stand to see Mark’s face again. And would it make a 
difference if he told them that he knew the real reason their older son 
looked worried in that photograph? He wasn’t psychic—he just had a 
stolen candy in his pocket, that was all. 
 Jasper the thief. Chet wonders how he looks now, in his teens. And 
Cole, the little one. He must be at least twelve years old by now. 
 Because he lived—that was the part nobody could believe. The 
reason that the story made the national news and Lyndon Mackie got 
to make appearances on morning talk-shows.
 
Almost two hours without vital signs—two hours, during 
which time the child is helicoptered to one hospital, and then another, with 
an oxygen mask covering his face (the paramedics see no point to this—
the boy is clearly gone—but protocol is protocol). Two hours, two hospitals, 
a tube inserted down the throat to bathe his organs in warm saline, while 
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physicians argue. Three of them say Cole is dead. The fourth, an intern, 
disagrees. He	isn’t	dead	until	he’s	warm	and	dead. And meanwhile, while 
the doctors argue, the boy’s blood is being sucked out of his veins and run 
through a dialysis machine to heat it up, then pumped back into his limp 
arm, on towards his blue, unbeating heart. And the noisy machine goes 
on suctioning and pumping while Brian and Tess are in the next room, 
saying nothing to each other—he is sitting with his face between his knees 
and she is pacing back and forth along the far wall, until the chaplain 
comes into the room and tries to touch her shoulder and she screams and 
claps her hands over her ears and screams and screams some more. And 
the second-oldest doctor tells the intern, in a soft voice:	 time	to	face	the	
facts,	kid.	We	did	everything	we	could. In the midst of all this, at the precise 
moment when the temperature reading on the monitor blips up to ninety-
six degrees, the boy opens his eyes. 
 Alive, and—this is stranger still—unchanged. No damage to his brain, 
his heart, no frostbite, even. No lasting consequences, save a tendency 
towards nightmares where he wakes up swimming, struggling to breathe.
 
“If your head hurts, take some Tylenol,” says Sandy. And she 
goes back in the bedroom, shuts the door. 
 “Dad,” Hannah says. “Can you cut this for me, now? I drew a line.”
 Chet picks up his X-Acto knife and tests the sharpness of the blade 
against his thumb. After the accident, the television networks brought on 
experts to explain a thing called the Mammalian Dive Reflex: a subject 
Chet has spent a lot of time researching on his own. He spent too many 
hours, on the internet, reading about vestigial survival mechanisms 
and the sometimes unpredictable effects of rapid-onset hypothermia 
in children, trying to understand how human brains retain abilities 
developed back when mammals all had fins instead of legs. Eventually, 
he had to give it up. There are some things, Chet has decided, that cannot 
be explained by science alone. Like his own daughter’s entrance to the 
world, Cole’s resurrection was an act of grace. 

“Is this the last one?” Chet asks, cutting wood.
 “Yes. Next I have to glue the felt inside. How come you won’t tell 
me about those people from Ohio?”
 “Illinois,” says Chet. “It’s a long story. Anyway, you never finished 
telling me about this new kid. What’s her name?” 
 “Caitlyn.”
 “Oh, right. Caitlyn. From Great Falls.”
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 “No, Dad, she’s from Billings. Weren’t you listening? She came 
from Billings and she’s always bragging. Like, my	old	school	had	an	
auditorium	and	this	one	doesn’t	even	have	a	gym.	My	old	school	had	a	
library. Big deal.”
 Chet puts his knife down, strokes his stubbled chin. “You should 
invite her over. We could take her snowmobiling, maybe.”
 “What? Are you kidding? She’s a total snob.”
 “She’s probably lonely. You should find out what she’s doing 
tomorrow, after school.”
 Hannah is staring at him, now, as though he’s recently arrived 
from outer space. It’s an expression Chet has grown accustomed to, 
of late. Gone are the days when his small daughter thought he was the 
smartest man alive. He doesn’t mind. This is the price he has to pay. 
 “Invite her,” Chet says. “Soon.” He wants so many things for 
Hannah Rose. He wants his child to know about the threads—invisible, 
like fishing line—that connect her to the world and every person in it.
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Field in Late Summer

Even as she measures the empty field with her fingertips spread,
his footprints, once pitted in clay, are disappearing, already
his name has fallen away, over barbed wire, to the ragweed,
beyond the last tufts of cotton left in the furrows, to clouds swerving
beyond the cortex, the sound of his breathing shallower, rain

clotting into every memory, every thought. As if she could 
do something, could have done, near the end of the field,
the edge where goldfinches light on nodding sunflowers, where
the unseen parts of days shudder like the small yellow and black wings.

Black walnut, hickory, oak shadow the gate; the creek over the rise,
its vein a pulse tucked deep in skin. An early moon disregards the rain,
the trailing clouds, the past. No one will be coming in for dinner,
the porchlight so dim, the swing’s slats shining, empty. Each small stroke 
like fireflies, a bright forgetting.
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What Trees Remember

Rising at the back of the house on a blue day,
a russet flame of oak stands so bright it could be
speaking. But there are no translations,
the evening comes too soon, turns dark.

What I have in me that runs to the shadows
cannot speak. Whether unseen or just forgotten, 
a black loam sprouts the blind white tips, almost green.
Even the full sun slips and seeks its hiding place.

My mother was afraid to die, so she died in stages,
found consolation in forgetfulness. Fading, she did
not know what she was losing, but I did. I want to hear
those days again, the plainspoken embrace of dinners

ready on the wooden table, of clean sheets pegged
to the line, of shirts made, mended, washed, and ironed
again and again. This litany now abandoned branches,
leaves gone to ground, the sky still and wider than before.
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Permafrost      

Cherries falling when the tree is shaken,
the field beyond greens still, the yellow
corn rises, soon or already picked—
here the old road dusts everything,
and heat dizzies even the bees.
When did summer start to end 
and fall brace the maple even in spring 
with dead branches and dark leaves.
When did I first think that you would die,
that I would be without you the rest of my life.

Cherries so red they leave blood on the fingers,
index and thumb, I print the white kitchen counter,
trace some unrecognizable cuneiform,
as if one place is now another—
a long walk across permanent snow.
There the high mountains heave odd shadows:
far from summer, we are caught on a tundra circling,
white everywhere except our bloody feet,
you have fallen but I keep going,
round and round and round,
and press the ground with my living.
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The Announcement
Catherine	of	Aragon,	widow	of	Arthur,	
married	his	younger	brother,	Henry	VIII.

The Bishop’s blessed many a low-waisted bell.
And	to	the	church	the	living	call.
Betrothed by death to a boyish king.
The	grave	do	summon	all.

A woman studies with her body.
Her king’s mouth tastes of muscat fig.
For one plush prince four rockers will rock,
but the bud, unopened, drops.

Tuning a bell’s laborious
and noisy, not melodious.
Her honeyed months to come are gone.
His Majesty dines alone.

Too much tin, a bell’s too thin
and brittle, though its tones might charm
a king who listens, again, for news.
The infant’s in her arms

but dies in days. She knows her error’s
recorded, the plangent, frantic ringing
she cannot silence, nor rock one rocker
carved by order of her husband, the king.
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Blading the Flowerbed
for	my	father

Mustard the scarf scalloped at my neck,
 The coat and hat wool, the boots black,

Having had my say with mourning, I step
 Into morning’s ampersand, a hullabaloo

Of garbage trucks and recycled tin
 Dogging my dog walk in feather-thin

Snow streaked russet, down to the bench
 Where we’d munched scones, fed a hunch

That led you, stung, to the yellowjacket nest
 Tunneled deep beneath the grass fast

Blading the town flowerbed. Your swift foot
 Filled the openings with mulch and dirt,

Angry dive-bombers scoured the thwarted
 Passageways, abuzz with what they courted

But couldn’t reach, while you swatted and shouted,
 Mica-studded gravel of endings, besotted

With being, your afternoon with me on the bench,
 My sense it was your last, but only a hunch. 
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At the Blind Restaurant, Zurich

Shall I take you to The Blind Cow Restaurant,
 take your face in my hands—

stubbled skin, adolescent acne pits—

my hands like acrobats, twirling the hair
 on your brow, sleeking back thick

straight strands above crevices carved
 like mountain creeks through rock—

shall I take you into the darkened room

where fingertips are eyes, nails antennae,
 and who knows what transforms

itself through touch, all the visions of Bernini
 buried in black paint, a Reubens nude

turned into the waitress pouring a fine wine

into glasses she can’t see, neither can we,
 but we sip the plum, the cherry, licorice,

when if not now will we know what the years
 forgot to say, distracted as the messenger

who stumbled on the cobblestone street

turned right not left left not right as we sat
 at the kitchen table darning the ordinary
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sock of our future, a couple not looking up
 from the task, the sun too bright—

it hurt to sit in that light too long.
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Those Summers

There was a track not twenty yards from the pool.
When the trains came by, coal trains mostly,
though there were always some boxcars,
the cement sides of the pool vibrated
and the diving board hummed.
The cla-tuck,	cla-tuck,	cla-tuck
of the cars thundered the same meaningless command,
repeating it like an angry father.
The pretty young moms and the younger sitters shone,
oiled like well-lubed parts, and lounged
in webbed chairs or propped on towels,
talking even in the clang and rage of tonnage.
But underwater it was quiet, sudden dived-in silence.
The train was not there.
Could you outlast its long blocky sentence,
Pacific, Chesapeake, Southern, N&W, Ohio,
cars rocked and knocked full with men’s work?
It was still, ears stopped with the choleric blue.
But the body would not obey; it craved the climb
to air; the sun spangled diamond shattered surface.
The loud world rushed back in with the freight
of women and girls, the glistening racket.
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A Timorese Winter

Mosquitoes hover over the toilet bowl
 before the wet season.
I think of you resting in a hotel room
 in Anchorage, the last stop
before you went off the grid. You
 tried to find the charm there,

but wrote to tell me there was none.
 I’ve been living without 
an address, in a city of containers
 where the dust gets to the mango tree
so we tie dark plastic bags around the fruit.

Last week we sliced open the mattress and pulled out
 milk cartons and newspapers. When the tide
washed out, the beach glass cut our feet.
 We lathered our wounds in the orange tap.
When we scraped the walls,
 we found war.

One week more. Iha	semana	ida	tan	
	 ha’u	sei	bá	uma. My home is over there.
What happens to time
 when you’re in an airplane for fourteen hours,
moving from one continent
 to another. I don’t know 
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what’s happening these days 
 in Cambridge. The trees on Memorial Drive
must be yellow by now, you, back 
 on the map, the grass, probably frozen 
in the morning when you leave for work.

After three months I no longer hear 
 the roosters at night. Our bodies
adapt to cold showers, the smoke
 of pyrethrum coils.
I learned to write poems with a flashlight
 when the electricity died.
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Snow

Flakes scramble from the mist—white
streaming like a new constellation— 
and as quickly their paths end,

found and defined by their collision.
It is something to be measurable,
to add up—each click into place

a vanishing into ritual, flakes
unlacing into thaw, night grinding
this faceted rind smooth 

to support our weight, or not. 
We walk the undisturbed angles
that drift missed, the sudden

blacktop where snow has forked 
like defectors’ footsteps. We are slow
through this foreign gravity, 

even our voices softened
by interference, its white noise. 
It is tenderness, this overflow—

there was room for more all along. 
And we had tired of edges,
the elms blank in compatible rows

where now they merge, their iced
buckling like monuments steadied
in marble, taking up space 
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they had given up. What does it say
that we needed this so badly—
the blanketed bicycle still bare

between its spokes, the shovel 
waiting, their stilled mechanisms
of speed—to be one world, 

a seating chart we would otherwise resist,
as if we would know where we belong
if given the chance.

Donna Lewis Cowan
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Detroit to Phoenix

All night I have been a passenger on this plane, though I 
boarded early this morning. For a mere eternity have I stared 
out the window down at perfect circles of brown, each with 
a point in the middle, as if made with a metal compass and 
pencil. And at the straight lines of roads some math genius 
of a child measured carefully with a ruler, believing it wasn’t 
too late to go home. All night in bed as I slept and woke, 
slept and woke, afraid the alarm clock buzzer wouldn’t go 
off, afraid the power would fail, afraid nothing wakeful and 
jittery in my blood would remember and shake me up, I was 
already traveling, nothing could stop; the plane was already 
motionless over Kansas. I am now in the minor trance that 
seems to begin at cruising altitude but was waiting even as 
tension gathered inside the plane, inside the body just before 
take-off, the motor revving, the plane then released from 
itself like a horse from the starting gate and beginning to 
move, following the yellow lines of the runway that stops then 
being a road and tips up into the sky like a bumpy, invisible 
ramp. There are moments like that, when the dotted lines 
that connect you to after and before fall away like Dorothy’s 
ruby slippers lost in a nationless desert as Ozma whisked 
her back home. Somewhere in the future of a hospital bed 
my father is slipping away. And though I am frightened, and 
though earth-time is spooling on as it always has, and though 
surely somewhere in earth’s atmosphere there are clouds to 
be steered around, clouds to be reckoned with, clouds to treat 
gingerly and with respect, updrafts and downdrafts this plane 
must navigate, for now there are hours of smooth air yet to 
be traveled, characterized by a winter sun that is bathing 
the simple circles down on earth, where a fleet, untenable 
happiness might be.
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Rags a Lion

It’s getting late. Shopkeepers close, clang down their metal gates,
snap off fluorescents, count fins and sawbucks in the dim blue light
of buzzing vapor. The city wears snow’s soft fedora, yet in the cold,
sound rings, clear as vodka in an old-world glass. Overhead, the El’s
cluh	clah,	cluh	clah,	cluh	clah, and empty schoolyard swings fill up
with loaves of white.

         A door sweeps open and it’s summer, ragman
in his nag-drawn cart calling rags	a	lion,	rags	a	lion, how I heard it
as a child, inexplicable, now as then. A fierce gold light muscles
down. I’m standing in the grass on slippery wheels, wary of cracked
sidewalks. In my hand, a silver butterfly. In my ears a labyrinth
of secrets: gossip shushing in dim hallways, basement rumors
floating up the talking tube.

         I’ve folded all of it away inside,
old wedding clothes in tissue at the bottom of a cedar chest, mink-
eyed sorrow that I traded for another life, other kinds of darkness.
I am full of rags and old iron, so much snow. Here, put your hand
right here, where the radiator knocks and the traitor lives, where
I am haunted and it’s getting late.
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The Ghosts of Chicago

In the oily machine-metal light of evening
where a thin char of garbage swirls,
wafery and winged, they return.

Raconteurs all,
leaning drunken and long over fences,
they jaw loud as the black-jacket rooftop crowd.

When they huddle in gangways for smokes,
the humid air reeks of naptha and flint.

When summer nights fill up with lake-stink,
they go back to Back-of-the-Yards,
up to their knees in that mayhem again,

their foreign mouths, lovely mouths twisted
with third-shift monotony,
their scarred fingers blue with the cold.

They know the world turns
on blood, bone, and mojo.

They know where the bodies are, they’ve poured cement,
trafficked in rope, worn heavy boots. They know
where the babies are,

swaddled in whispers, disguised as new sisters. 
They’ve sootied their collars and pleats,
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knelt down in cinder-glitter and wept.

The river that flows
in them flows always backwards.

Straphangers for almost one-hundred years,
in winter they ride the trains to stay warm.
To the car’s pitch and yaw,

all night their rough motet hums.
They talk about what they made happen
and how they made do, whatever keeps them

turned from the window’s dark glass,
the nothing reflected there, what can’t be fixed.

Swayed into blaze-throated mornings, they
line up in alleys to dicker with peddlers
whose hands reek of turnips and earth.

They haven’t forgotten the heft of potatoes
and beets, the thump of ripe melons, 
the sand of loose spinach, how they fished

scritchy dimes from leather change purses,
clasps clicking shut like days done and gone.

Leaning again on back-porch railings, they
squint into late autumn’s tinfoil light,
their eyes lucent as gas jets. They smell

of tobacco and winter. Killers and clerks,
welders and cooks, they know water
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and witness, tools and desire. They know

windy and wind, though it’s fallen and furious
angels they hear in the trees. One hard life

is still not enough. With hearts blown thin
as old crystal, they teeter between
this world and the world there’s-no-place-like.
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Teeth, Wind, Ice

Because it’s winter and Chicago, I want to write
teeth so I do, sharp winter stars chattering

at a girl who runs for the morning El. Slender
as the tiny nameless hipbone, a chip

of moon hangs high. Cold gloves her hands.
At 19, she’s all dream and weather, a hurry

in that scrawny half-lit patch between dark
storefront and streetlight, sleep and desire.

∫

I want to write wind so I do because a waterlogged
wolf howls through narrow concrete tunnels.

Coat collar up, head down, she picks up her pace,
spike heels tapping an irregular staccato

on the sidewalk, a heavier left foot. Night begins
stepping back inside a fence of brick. The sky

stutters toward gray. Against it, she seems small,
to weigh less than a stalk of rice.

∫

I write ice because inside the Orange Line train,
ice waxes windows. Across the aisle, a boy

Susan Elbe
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turns up his radio—500,000	U.S.	troops	in	Vietnam,
death	toll	almost	30,000. Those surly boys

she played with, then fell in love with, lost
now in the mud and fire. She thinks death

must smell and screech like braking oily metal.
Across the lake, day opens its narrow golden eye. 

Susan Elbe
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Deserted

Thomas Gutierrez stepped out on his deck and sat in his old 
oak rocking chair. He made sure his rifle had a bullet in the barrel. 
The gun hadn’t been fired in a long time—not since his father died. 
Thomas never cared much for shooting animals. If one of his cattle 
got too sick to recover, he’d call out the vet to put her down. The light 
of the day died in dark red waves across the family ranch. He clicked 
the bolt back into place and stood the gun beside him against the wall. 
 Rocking back and forth, he took out a match, caught fire to his pipe, 
and listened to the wind. The bitter homegrown tobacco crackled and 
glowed in the bowl. For a couple of years, that pipe and rocking chair 
had been a nightly ritual. Every step unwound him a bit more until he 
could get to sleep. This night, the only thing different was the gun.
 “Hey dad?” Sherry’s voice filtered through the screen door.
 “Yeah?”
 “I put some corn in the chicken and dumplings this time.”
 “Sounds different—but good, though.” 
 Thomas wondered why his daughter always acted so happy ever 
since her mother had died—must’ve been for his sake. When the three 
of them first moved out to the ranch, Thomas could tell Sherry hated 
it the most. At eleven years old, she was just a little girl who had to 
leave all her friends behind in the suburbs of Kansas City, or as Sherry 
put it, the	real	world. He ordered some satellite TV for her thirteenth 
birthday, but she told him she found it depressing, so he canceled 
it. Thomas figured TV was just too fast moving and glamorous for 
Sherry. It showed her things she’d never get and things she’d never be. 
Life on the ranch was hard work, but it was slow and peaceful. 
 Dusk evaporated around the ranch, and the dark-blue of early 
night crawled across the rock and sand and grass and desert life—and 
in a small while, the nocturnal things, the unseen things, would come 
to life under the stars. A desert chill ran along Thomas’s skin. He was 
fifty-three years old, and ranch life fell like a hammer on his body.
 Sherry stuck her head out the screen door. “Dinner’s ready.”
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 “Okay. I’ll be in, in a minute.” Thomas turned to face her but just 
caught the wooden slap as the door shut. He dumped out his pipe in a 
coffee can next to the door, groaned, and went in for dinner.

“You want some more dumplings?” Sherry poured herself more tea. 
 “No thanks, I’m stuffed. The food was good, though. Thanks.” 
Thomas reclined back and rubbed his belly with both hands. 
 “I finished that book you gave me.”
 “Which one?” He cocked his head to the side. “I give you a stack 
every other week.”
 “All	the	Pretty	Horses. I loved it.” Sherry and Thomas sometimes 
talked, laughed, and even philosophized about the characters and 
situations. He tried his best but struggled to keep up with her. She’d 
gotten her mother’s smarts and would be going off to college next year. 
But he knew she’d still visit.
 “Sherry?”
 “Yeah?” 
 “I’m going out tonight to see about the cattle. We’re losing a lot of 
money out there.”
 “What’re you going to do?” Sherry picked up her father’s dishes 
and went to the sink.
 “I’m not sure yet. But I can’t just sit around and let our cattle get 
killed—I wouldn’t be a very good bull, now would I? I’m just going 
to lie down for a while, head out with my gun, and try to catch some 
poachers.” He swirled the slivers of ice in his glass and drank the last 
of his watered down tea. 
 Through the circling ice, he watched her washing and drying 
dishes. She looked almost like her mother, even more pretty. Her 
mother had come over from Mexico to work, went through all the 
bureaucracy and red tape, filled out all the papers, learned English, 
and eventually got citizenship right before Thomas married her. 
Thomas’s family had lost Spanish many generations back. They’d 
been in the United States just about since its beginning. Thomas 
never knew Mexico. But his wife loved it, if only in a nostalgic sort 
of way. She’d come here for a reason and never forgot that. She had 
had the look of someone who had worked every muscle thin and was 
proud of it. And Sherry had that look now, but her mother never got 
to see it. 
 “What are you going to do with the gun? I know you aren’t going 
to kill anything.”
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 “It’s just for safety. Plus, I figure maybe I can scare them away with 
a couple of loud shots in the dark, you know?”
 “Don’t sound like too much fun. But I guess crawling around in 
the dark with a rifle fits you better than it does me.”
 “Believe me—I don’t want to. I’m a tired old man and need my 
rest.” He grinned at her and chuckled. “Just make sure you lock the 
door when I leave. I’ll have my keys, so don’t wait up.”
  “Oh, and Dad? Don’t shoot yourself in the foot, okay?” 

Thomas sat down on the bed, pulled on a clean pair of pants 
and a clean shirt, and set his alarm for 12:30 a.m. That only gave him 
about three hours sleep, but he hoped he’d make it back home in time 
to get a few more hours before his couple of cowhands showed up and 
the day’s work started. His rifle stood loaded and resting against the 
nightstand. A small lamp glowed by the bedside. He always woke at 
the first hint of dawn, so he figured waking up might be easier if he 
left the light on. 
 His eyes closed, and he remembered his wife. She died about 
three years after they’d moved out to the old Gutierrez ranch. That’s 
when Sherry changed—she started cooking and cleaning and stopped 
complaining about so much. Thomas would let her take the truck by 
herself to town each weekend to pick up supplies and such and meet 
with the few kids left in town. Once, when the town bustled and he was 
younger, he used to enjoy trips to the local diner and pool hall now and 
again. But that was years ago—before he’d grown up and moved out to 
Kansas for work. 
 Lately, reasons for going into town began to dwindle as the people 
ebbed out to other corners of the country. 
 After his parents died and he and his small family moved out to 
take over the ranch, a few visitors from the local church came by about 
once a month to see how they were getting along. But that had stopped 
now. He’d never gotten too close to the church folk but still enjoyed 
their company. They’d known his parents, and the whole town must’ve 
shown up for his wife’s funeral. He knew good people when he saw 
them, he thought, and those people could’ve exorcised the devil from 
the devil himself. But the town was just about a ghost town now. There 
weren’t any jobs, and the place had gotten downright scary to live in. 
His little ranch stood alone, miles out in the quiet desert wilderness. 
 The alarm clock woke Thomas with the sad voice of Johnny Cash 
singing “Delia’s Gone.” He switched the alarm off, rubbed his dry eyes, 
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and swung his feet to the wooden floor. He pulled his work boots tight 
and grabbed what he needed. The house lay completely silent. The 
grainy floors creaked, and Thomas went out into the night. 
 When out working on the ranch, he was sometimes gripped 
by a tinge of loneliness. But at night, when the desert sky was miles 
above—when the moon and stars and a soft wind were the only 
markers of direction—when nothing stirred except unseen nocturnal 
creatures, the mild daytime loneliness of the ranch was strangled by 
the cancerous silence and deep openness of the night. 
 Tonight, though, was a bit different—the sky wasn’t deep and 
brilliant and pin-pricked with stars. Darkness moved in and out of 
everything. The moon winked almost to nothing, and the stars were 
dimmed behind rare southwestern clouds. Thomas paced himself, 
watching the ground in the pale light. His eyes adjusted the best 
they could, but the moving darkness created strange shadows and 
peripheral shades. He came up to a low-lying ravine that he knew well 
in the daylight but that at night became a vast black pit. The crisp night 
air brought shivers to his neck. He sat on a jutting rock, crossed his 
legs, and shut his eyes for a while. 
 He opened his eyes and thought maybe he’d been dreaming for 
a minute or two. He took out his pipe and tobacco with the skill of a 
blind man and prepared to smoke. 
 A murmur crawled out of the ravine—he put his pipe and matches 
down and held his breath to listen. A breeze whistled through the 
narrow valley below, but everything else sat still and quiet. 
 Thomas shook his head in disappointed thankfulness. A cowbell 
clanked in the distance. Shadows played vaporous tricks on his vision, 
and he squinted at each movement. He took his pipe up again and lit a 
match. The red glow from the pipe turned his hands a butcher’s red. 
 Some ways off, a quiet rustling sifted through the air. Covering 
the pipe with his palm, Thomas searched his surroundings. A cow 
cried out—Thomas jumped to one knee and peered into the darkness. 
His heartbeat quickened—his throat tightened. Dark splotches moved 
and gathered in the gorge below him. He couldn’t be sure if his mind 
was tired, confused, or excited. The safety button made a loud click 
on the steel of his rifle. He hoped one of his livestock hadn’t already 
been killed.
 Muffled voices held a low conversation somewhere below him. He 
couldn’t make out any distinct words. Whispers, fast and steady, hung 
in the air all about him. They seemed to Thomas to come from every 
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shadow, swimming all around him in the breeze. He stood, pressed 
the gun against his shoulder, and aimed high into space. A loud crack 
rang through the ravine. 
 His ears struggled to regain proper tone. He couldn’t tell anymore 
whether the noises stopped or if he just couldn’t hear them. Pride 
swelled up in his neck and chest.
 “Get the hell off my land.” Thomas spoke to the ravine and anything 
down there listening. He knew his granddad would have been proud of 
his defending the family ranch. His great grandpa built the ranch from 
the ground up, every last bit of it. When that pinnacle of family history 
passed to Thomas, he came back to take care of the place he’d always 
thought of as home. He grew up on the land as a child and figured 
he’d die there. To him, there was no place left to go. And it was worth 
defending.
 He wanted to go down deeper into the ravine and check but knew 
the dark was too thick to get down there without getting hurt. The 
climb was hard enough in the daylight.
 Thomas hoped he hadn’t wakened Sherry and frightened her with 
the gunshot’s report. But he knew she was a tough girl—tougher than 
he was, he thought. Sherry’s demeanor was plain, gentle, and calm and 
delivered Thomas from the consuming depression that gripped him 
after his wife died. She was tough enough to suck up her pain and help 
him through his. He’d never forget that. 
 The pipe lay undisturbed on the rock. He flung the rifle over his 
shoulder and picked up the pipe. With one foot forward, he glanced 
down below him into the ravine. He straightened up and struck a 
match. The fire lit his hands and the pipe in a sudden flash of sulfur. 
The smoke billowed from his mouth and nose, and he turned to climb 
the few rocks above him and walk back home a tad earlier than he’d 
planned. 
 Gravel crunched as he swiveled around. He looked up from 
his pipe and saw a tall black pillar standing above him, a silhouette 
standing against the night—his jaw vibrated, his skull rang, and the 
blackness of night deepened as he fell.

Unknown voices echoed to him through a long tunnel, and 
Thomas thought how melodic and peaceful his end of the tunnel 
felt and how chaotic and uncaring the other end seemed. The tunnel 
lengthened, and the far end grew unknown and distant. The voices 
ebbed out then flowed back to him louder then ebbed out again, a tide 
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of language and indecipherable motives. Confusion set in as to where 
he was—when he realized he didn’t care where he was, he just didn’t 
want to go anywhere else. Effort and struggle and worry and pain 
evaporated like distant clouds whisked away on the wind—and the 
sun shined and lit up the bright greens of his old yard back in Kansas. 
Within his little place—with the patio doors wide open, with his wife 
singing an old Spanish song in the kitchen, with his baby girl swaying 
on her little swing that he’d built from rope and tree and metal pipe—
existed the happiest moments in his life, images that felt so real to him 
now, more real than the voices echoing off the black walls of that long 
funneled chamber. He loved his wife so much and loved his daughter 
even more. Watching her be happy and swing and laugh and grow 
up made every little step he’d made in life seem unimportant, like a 
long stairway that had led only to her. His mind went through all the 
pictures it had ever taken of her, every minute of his life with her in 
Kansas and back at the family ranch, every moment as her body and 
mind grew and matured. But at a certain point, the pictures stopped, 
and Sherry quit growing. His mind froze, anxiety seized him, then 
panic set in—lost in a black tunnel. Then her soft voice came and 
found him in the dark. And at once, sensation and pain and worry 
and caring all came back in a flood of confusion.
 “Dad? Dad? You all right, Dad?” 
 Thomas heard the whispered cry in his ear but wasn’t quite sure 
how to answer. He couldn’t open his left eye and could only squint with 
the right. His lower back was sore and rigid against a wooden chair, 
and the side of his head throbbed and felt heavy and numb. Sherry 
looked blurry in the yellow light of the living room lamps. She sat tied 
to a chair beside him in her nightshirt and panties. When he tried to 
help her, the ropes tightened against his wrists. He struggled with his 
hands behind the chair, and the inside of his armpits chafed against 
the wood. As more sensation came back to him, he felt stickiness and 
warmth on the left side of his cheek and shoulder and arm. 
 “Dad, answer me. You all right?”
 His jaw wouldn’t move. It was broken. His tongue had swollen up 
and pressed against the walls of his mouth. He just hummed a short 
response to soothe her. He breathed out his nose in small gasps, and 
red bubbles grew out of his left nostril.
 Different people walked out of the kitchen carrying food and full 
water bottles and walked out into the night. More people came and 
went. Then an enormous man pulled up a chair in front of Thomas, 
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sat, and leaned in close to his face—his breath was warm and old. 
He sighed at Thomas, and a brown grin pushed the man’s round face 
toward his ears. 
 “Hello. Woke up, did you?” The man spoke with a strong Mexican 
accent and tilted to look at the side of Thomas’s head. “I think I broke 
your face.”
 He sat back, grabbed Thomas’s rifle, pulled the bolt-action release, 
and stared down the cold steel of the barrel. “Nice old gun.” He pointed 
it at Thomas’s good eye, then roved it over to Sherry’s face.
 Thomas screamed from down in his throat. The man looked at 
Thomas then set the gun back down against the wall behind him. “You 
gave us a scare with this thing.”
 More people came out from each corner of the house with whatever 
they could find. Using his eyes and throat, Thomas pleaded with the man 
not to hurt his daughter.
 Thomas searched for the phone across the room. He’d called the 
border patrol a couple of times when his cows started coming up dead 
and trash started to pile up on his land. They came by and talked to 
him once and asked him a few questions and wrote up a report—said 
they couldn’t do anything unless he spotted some people crossing his 
ranch and called right away. The second time he called they didn’t 
show at all, only said they couldn’t do anything about the cattle. Their 
mandate was to protect the border, not his ranch. That’s what they said. 
 But his ranch was on the border—he thought. The military could 
topple countries at will and protect other borders in other countries, but 
protecting his ranch, his home, was too difficult. Mexico kept an army 
on its southern border, and it was a much weaker country. The agents 
told him it was just politics, and they would help if the higher-ups would 
let them.
 That’s when Thomas decided he had to do something for himself. 
He didn’t care which way the people went as long as they left his ranch 
alone. He had to feed his daughter. He couldn’t feed the whole world. 
 The phone sat silent across the room. A small woman came from 
the back rooms of the house carrying a little dress Thomas had bought 
Sherry for her fifteenth birthday. When the woman saw Thomas awake, 
she paused by the front door and looked sorry and confused. She hurried 
out with the dress. 
 Thomas looked back to the man in the chair and watched him 
watching his daughter.
 “Your girl is pretty.” The man looked at Thomas, then at Sherry. 
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The man rubbed her knee and moved his large hand up her thigh. 
Thomas shook his chair and screamed out of his nose. Sherry’s dark 
eyes glazed over, and she squinted at the man’s face.
 “Don’t worry. Just having a little fun. Walking people across this 
desert all by myself is hard work. Don’t get to have much fun.” The man 
slid his hand out of Sherry’s nightshirt and looked at Thomas.
 The woman came back to the door and murmured something in 
Spanish. The man stood up and went to the door. He yelled back into the 
house, and everyone filed out with what they wanted. 
 “I’m sorry, Dad. They had your keys. I thought it was you. I’m 
sorry.” Sherry’s eyes leaked tears down her cheeks. She looked at the 
floor, began shaking, and tried not to cry. But her chest jerked up and 
down—her eyes swelled up and she cried.
 Thomas struggled with his ropes and started to inch his chair 
closer to Sherry’s so that he could untie her first. The wooden floors 
creaked in the silent house as Thomas pitched his chair side to side. 
 Outside in the early morning darkness, a woman said something 
in Spanish, and a man yelled back. 
 Heavy steps on the porch made the wood groan, and the old 
house vibrated from the weight. Thomas twisted back and looked at 
the door. The man stood in the doorway, shadows hiding his face. 
Thomas stopped moving and stared across the room. 
 The man pulled out a deer knife and took short, quick steps toward 
Sherry. Thomas’s muscles strained against the chair and rope—his 
throat screamed and burned, his nostrils flared, and his back pumped 
the back of the chair.
 The man cut Sherry’s ropes. He grabbed her by the upper arm 
and dragged her across the room. She screamed and spit and kicked 
at him, but he hit her in the jaw, and she went limp. He threw her 
small body over his shoulder, snatched the rifle, and lumbered up the 
stairs. 
 Thomas wrenched and jerked at his ropes, his muscles burning 
and tearing at his flesh. He looked around for something, anything. He 
heard a door slam upstairs, and only the sound of his own breathing 
broke the silence of the room. Then, it started. 
 Banging and slapping and Sherry’s screams rang down the stairs 
and filled the house. Thomas yanked and twitched and cried. Sherry’s 
screams pierced the wooden walls of the house, and the tension in his 
skull swelled into his neck. His stomach squeezed and heaved—the 
screaming grew fiercer and shriller. Thomas stopped struggling.
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 In the doorway, the confused and apologetic-looking woman from 
earlier stood and looked at Thomas. With tears in her eyes, she rushed 
over, mumbling in Spanish. She pulled out of her sack a rusted knife 
she’d stolen out of his room, a gift that Thomas’s grandfather had given 
him as a child and that he had kept in a drawer by his bedside. They 
looked at each other through the yellow light. She started cutting the 
ropes from Thomas’s wrists. Her eyes jerked back and forth from the 
screams at the top of the stairs back to the rope and knife. 
 A deep quiet issued from the stairs—the screams and bangs 
emptied from the house—the woman sighed in fear and sawed faster. 
The only sounds left in the night were the knife sawing the rope and 
Thomas’s rough nasal pant. 
 The woman looked at the side of Thomas’s face, and then she 
looked away. She finished sawing, dropped the knife, and ran.
 The ropes fell lax—Thomas ripped his arms loose, grabbed the 
knife, and crashed up the stairs.
 Thomas turned the knob to Sherry’s bedroom, flung the door open, 
and glared into the room. The stench of salt and copper hung in the air. 
Thomas squeezed the knife tighter.
 The man was struggling to pull his jeans over his fat thighs. He 
saw Thomas and stopped.
 The man’s eyes were wild and confused. He looked at the girl lying 
in a lake of blood on the floor, then at the rifle standing against her 
pink dresser. The man tried hobbling over to the rifle, but Thomas met 
him halfway and blocked his path. 
 Desperation clouded the man’s eyes. He looked Thomas in the face. 
“She wouldn’t quit fighting.” The man’s eyes clenched up, and his brown 
teeth gritted against each other. He started mumbling something in 
Spanish.
 Thomas took one step and stuck the knife into the man’s gritty neck 
and slid it out again. Blood squirted out over the man’s naked chest, and 
he fell to the floor, clawing at his neck. Blood flowed between his fingers, 
and he rasped for air. His legs twitched—and then stopped.
 Only a faint gurgling filled the room. But it came from Sherry. 
The pale gray light of dawn leaked through the window, and her small 
body, stretched out limp on the floor, glowed in the dim room.
 Thomas knelt beside her and tore open her tattered shirt. A deep 
stab wound had bled out on her side, just beside her breast. Thomas 
slid down in the puddle of blood beside her and put his lips to her ear 
and his hand on her wound. 
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 He got up to his knees and wrapped her torn shirt tight around 
her body. 
 “Dad?” Sherry’s thin voice floated through the air, and her eyelids 
fluttered like the wings of a butterfly.
 Thomas bent over her lips to listen and moaned from deep in his 
throat. He looked up—his good eye searched the room but came back 
to Sherry.
 “Don’t leave me, Dad.” 
 He caressed her forehead.
 “Don’t leave—I’m numb.”
 But he could only grunt and gargle and hum—only pet her soft 
body and cry.
 His face was sticky from blood and tears. He arched over her and 
hummed an old song Sherry’s mother used to sing. He didn’t know the 
Spanish, but he knew the tune. His stained hands petted her soft black 
hair. When she left him, he thought, everything would be gone—
everything he ever did or would care about.
 Her breath died on his face. Thomas pressed his cheek to her 
mouth and heaved till he couldn’t breathe. He held her head and 
looked out the window over his old land. The night had fled, the black 
sky melting into a pallid gray. The ranch was waking up. Night was 
rolling into tomorrow. Soon, the ranch would be teeming with life—
waves of heat twisting off the earth.
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Laura, Lost

After it had been raining for a week, when the storm drains 
began to overflow and the lower streets filled with deep pools of mud 
that clung to shoes and pant cuffs, the residents of Budapest started 
going down to the Danube to watch it rise. They passed the vendors 
in Váci utca huddled over their stout candles and blown-glass bottles 
like refugees in a tent city. They shielded their faces from the rain with 
cupped hands. At lunchtime pushing their children in strollers and after 
work carrying heavy briefcases, they gathered along the banks of the river, 
the gravitational heart of the city. They studied the cement retaining walls, 
imagining the pressure of the water as a weight against their ribs, and tried 
to gauge how much higher the river was climbing every hour—how many 
days until it could no longer be contained.
 Five blocks from the Danube, in Paul’s tiny apartment, Laura 
watched their vigil on the TV news while she made breakfast. She 
couldn’t understand the announcer, but she felt the tension in the grim 
faces, and she remembered what Paul had told her of his conversations 
with his classmates. On the screen she saw a man standing a yardstick 
on end and pointing to numbers along its height, talking rapidly, his 
teeth clacking in the cold. She leaned across the counter to turn up the 
volume on the little television, as if amplifying the words would help 
her comprehend them. She wasn’t going to ask Paul to translate. They 
had resumed their fight as soon as they’d gotten out of bed. In any case, 
though he’d never admit it, he couldn’t pick up much more than she did.
 She slopped the coffee in the mugs, prodded the oatmeal from the 
pot—unable to read the boxes, she had bought a package studded with 
the tart, desiccated knobs of currants—and thought, how sorry you 
would be if I left this place and never came back. A gust of air blew 
across the top of her head, ruffling her hair, and she looked up toward 
the window on the opposite wall. He had left it open overnight, for no 
reason she could guess, and an irregular pond seeped across the pale 
wood floor of his rented apartment. When she first arrived in Budapest, 
she thought it would effortlessly become their	apartment. But it didn’t.
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 Paul sat at the table reading the Financial	Times, hiding his face 
behind the pink pages. He wore a white collared shirt and a red striped 
tie, the apparent uniform of all businessmen-in-training in his graduate 
program. In his first phone call back to D.C., he’d started by telling 
her he had classes from nine a.m. to five p.m., Monday through Friday. 
“Like a real job,” he’d said, as if to convince her that his move across the 
Atlantic had created a smarter, more serious version of himself.
 Laura didn’t need much convincing. She had never left the United 
States, other than a spring-break trip to Mexico, and already she 
worried he was becoming too sophisticated for her. When he called, 
she was at the day-care center, another temp job, and she knew he 
could hear the children screaming around her as she tried to stretch 
the phone cord into the closet.
 Her visit to Budapest, two months after he moved, was meant to 
be an extended stay, one she hoped would become permanent, though 
she had never admitted this to him. Three weeks into the trip, they were 
fighting again about whether it was time for her to go home.
 She rattled his bowl onto the table, jabbing a spoon into the 
oatmeal. It stood upright for a moment, then gave up, slowly leaning, 
coming to rest against the lip of the bowl with a click. Paul propped 
up the newspaper pages under his elbow, picked up the spoon with his 
free hand and started to eat. Laura hoped he’d go to class with bits of 
stock-market news printed backwards on his shirt.
 She set her own bowl off to the side. The currants, or whatever 
they were, reminded her of shriveled bugs. Sitting down across from 
him, she examined the wood grain of the table as if it were an artifact 
in one of the countless museums they’d been visiting. She gulped 
her scalding coffee, then pulled her robe tighter around her narrow 
shoulders, telling herself she was shaking only from cold, from the 
thick, damp air seeping through the open window.
 “You have talents,” Paul said, keeping his eyes fixed on the newspaper. 
He was picking up right where he’d left off the night before. “There are so 
many useful things you could be doing at home.”
 “Name a talent,” she said, now studying his face, wondering if she 
could stare long enough to force him to look at her. His light hair was 
going at the temples, and his nose and cheeks were too red to be healthy, 
especially since he had gone back to school and thrown himself into 
“networking,” as he called it, at the crowded, rank-smelling bars on 
the Pest side of the river. 
 When she first arrived, she had tagged along a couple of times. 
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His classmates were eager to meet Americans, practicing their English 
like actors in a B-grade vampire movie, speaking harsh v’s in place of 
w’s, sucking in their breath like someone with a chicken bone caught 
in the throat. Paul’s Hungarian was cheerful, painfully enunciated, 
and mostly incomprehensible. 
 Laura had learned exactly three Hungarian words: nem,	no; igen, 
yes; sajnálom,	sorry. She quickly tired of the pounding techno music 
that further strained the conversation and found excuses not to go out. 
At home—not at home, at his apartment—she fell asleep with her head 
on the table, unable to hide the fact that she was waiting up for him.
 “Photography,” he said. Her staring powers seemed to have no effect.
 “That’s a hobby,” she said, draining her coffee and immediately 
reaching for the pot on its hot plate to refill her mug. “Anyway, I don’t 
have a vocation like you do.”
 “You said my vocation was exporting American predatory 
capitalism.”
  “At least that’s a goal,” she said.
 Paul folded the newspaper and tossed it on the floor next to his 
chair. “You’re just killing time here,” he said, finally looking at Laura, 
working a thumb over one bloodshot eye. “It’s not good for you. I come 
home, and it looks like you’ve been sitting in the same chair all day.”
 He was right about that one thing. In the beginning she’d been 
eager to explore, leaving early each morning, sometimes while Paul 
was still in the shower, her guidebooks in a tote bag over her shoulder, 
heavy camera around her neck. At the end of the day, she’d tell him 
about her discoveries as he flipped through a textbook, nodding 
occasionally when she asked if he was listening.
 But as the rain invaded the city, and stayed and stayed, clouds 
crowding the sky like armies massing on a plain, she’d begun to 
feel oppressed, battle-weary, achingly tired. She’d curled into the 
apartment’s frayed velvet armchair and read about the other side of 
the river, the Buda side, where some fresh horror always seemed to 
be developing on its forested slopes. Bishop Gellért, the city’s patron 
saint, was being nailed into a barrel and drowned in the Danube by a 
heathen mob. Witches were gathering to practice their sabbath rites, 
their faces cast in shadow by heavy tree limbs. The invading Austrians 
were constructing their Citadel high in the hills, aiming the silent 
mouths of their sixty cannons at a terrified population.
 As she’d read, Laura had become aware of the stark quiet of the 
apartment, and she had felt a tingling across her shoulder blades, as if 
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someone were watching her. Finally, she laid down the guidebook and 
turned to the mystery novels she’d packed, reading one after the next, as 
if she could merge them all into a single story that could make sense of 
things.
 “In case you haven’t noticed, it’s been raining nonstop,” she said. 
“Actually, you haven’t noticed, because you’re letting it rain in here, 
too.” She stood and crossed to the kitchen window, scattering gray 
droplets from the puddle onto the floral-print rug. 
 Paul unfolded himself from his chair. “I’ll be late for class,” he 
said, straightening his tie. He’d begun knotting it to hang a few inches 
shorter than usual, well above his belt, mimicking what Europeans—
well, Eastern Europeans, who as a group had an uneasy relationship 
with Western tastes—considered fashionable. She still could see the 
creases from the old knot in the fabric. He looked like an overgrown 
boy playing executive, wearing borrowed clothes not his size.
 All at once Laura felt desperate to beat him out the door, to prove 
she had plans that didn’t include him. She ran to his bedroom, where 
her clothes lay scattered around her suitcase. She pulled on jeans and 
a faded red sweater, something she’d owned since freshman year of 
college, before they’d even met. While she searched for matching socks, 
she heard him getting his coat out of the closet. She hurried back into 
the kitchen, hopping on one leg as she wrestled a sock over her foot. 
 “Wear your wellies,” he said.
 She teetered, her sock only half on, the toe of it hanging empty. 
“Wear my what?”
 “Your boots. It’s raining. In case you hadn’t noticed.” He smiled. 
When she returned a grin, unable to help herself, he dropped his gaze 
as if embarrassed. It was as close as he came to an apology.
 “I will,” she said. “I’m on my way out.”
 “That’s nice,” he said, in a singsong voice one might use while 
patting a child on the head. He picked up the backpack lying near the 
front door and wrestled it onto his shoulders. 
 “Don’t say, ‘Cheers,’” she said. Another new habit.
 He gave an exaggerated wink and opened the front door. “Cheers,” 
he said, gently pulling the door shut behind him.

Laura stood for a minute with her hand on the doorknob, 
listening to Paul’s footsteps retreat down the hall until the sound of 
him was gone. Then she let her arm fall to her side and backed away 
from the door. She wandered the apartment in slow circles, looking 
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around as if for the last time, memorizing it: the green butterfly pinned 
behind glass, the stopped clock in the corner by the armchair, things 
belonging to the apartment’s owner that she had come to associate 
with Paul.
 She washed the dishes, drying and stacking them in the cabinet, 
then mopped up the lake beneath the window with a bath towel. 
Outside, the rain had eased from a stinging downpour to a fine mist, 
the clouds thinning enough for her to make out the sun, glowing 
indistinctly like a flashlight behind a screen. On the cobblestone street 
below the apartment, she could see people tipping their umbrellas, 
holding up palms to test whether it was safe to uncover themselves.
 When she leaned out a little farther, she could also glimpse a sliver 
of the woods shrouding the Buda hills. The city had tried to dispel the 
rumors about the forest by turning it into a park, but even before she 
knew the stories, Laura had sensed it looming strangely as she walked 
with Paul around his neighborhood.
 “What’s hiding up there?” she’d asked, pointing to the trees.
 He shrugged. “It’s just a bunch of woods. Anything people want 
to do there, you can do at home, without getting arrested.”
 She persisted. “Isn’t there some church up there? In a cave? Something 
about a riot?”
 Paul grabbed her elbow and steered her in a half-circle so they were 
walking in the other direction, their backs to the hills.
 “There’s some place like that, something for tourists,” he said, 
pronouncing the last word like he was spitting. “But I think you invented 
the last part. You read too much. You romanticize everything.”
 She would go to see it, and show Paul she could accomplish 
something without him, or in spite of him. Then, when they rode to 
the airport the next day, he would argue with her to reconsider, finally 
realizing how much he was going to miss her. She didn’t know yet how 
she would respond. 
 She combed her long hair into a ponytail, zipped up her wind-
breaker and slipped an umbrella into her bag with the guidebooks. She 
pulled on her rain boots, pretending it was her own idea to wear them. 
When she hung the expensive camera around her neck, the weight of 
it tugging her head forward made her feel like she was preparing for 
serious work. As she opened the door, she remembered the necklace 
on the dresser, the one Paul had given her before moving away, a silver 
chain with a pair of hands cupping a heart. She paused, debating, and 
then went back to his bedroom and put it on.
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 In the hallway she locked the three bolts with their large keys and 
waited for the ancient elevator once more instead of taking the four 
flights of stairs. She watched the iron cage ascend to his floor, hesitated 
until she heard the muffled chime of the bell, then pushed open the 
door and secured herself inside. As the elevator ratcheted down, she 
watched the building’s innards pass in front of her, a thicket of colored 
wires against the drywall.
 Outside, people were hurrying through the drizzle, as light now as 
a spray from a distant fountain. A café owner, in a fit of optimism, was 
removing a tarp from outdoor tables while a teenage boy swept sheets 
of water off the patio with a heavy broom. After spending days shut 
indoors, listening to a hard rain pound the streets, Laura almost felt 
like celebrating. She walked faster, passing her favorite Art Nouveau 
house, built during the city’s last good time—a pale, smooth building 
with an ornate gold sunflower above the door, its petals catching the 
light winking between the clouds. Next to it sat a Soviet-bloc apartment 
complex, its walls gray concrete slabs scarred with graffiti, drooping 
curtains of various colors hung unevenly across its windows. 
 She reached the river in a few minutes. Down here the air smelled 
of rotting plants, of sodden animal fur and wet wool coats. Across the 
Danube, the Buda forest was silhouetted against the gray sky. She took 
a place at the edge of the crowd lined up silently along the promenades. 
No one spoke. Like the others, Laura scrutinized the churning water, 
brown with a white froth like foamed milk on coffee. Whether they 
thought their presence a bulwark against the floods, or whether they 
simply wanted to bear witness, she wasn’t sure. They seemed to accept 
that the city was again under siege, as it had been countless times, for 
centuries.
 The people reminded her of the statues she and Paul had seen 
in Parliament, in the gallery of statues representing the “common 
people,” who appeared shrunken and humbled beneath the vaulted 
blue ceilings. Surrounding each stone pillar were figures depicting 
the professions of the nineteenth century—a merchant spilling ledger 
books out of his arms, a butcher in his bloody apron, a soldier with 
his hand on his sword—their mouths frozen into tentative smiles, the 
carved wood of their hundred-year-old faces beginning to crack.
 As they moved past the statues, Paul had whispered, “And what 
do you want to be when you grow up, little girl?” At the time she’d 
laughed, and he’d squeezed her shoulder. But now she wished she’d 
spoken up for herself. A lamplighter, she should have said. Or a coal 
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miner, or a whore. He would have thought that last part cute. Then she 
would have said, “But not for you,” and made him wonder.
 The river carried things broken by the storm: sheets of plywood 
bent and splintered down the middle, tree limbs with soft insides 
exposed like an undressed body. Things that gathered in the gutters: 
condom wrappers, old syringes, dirty plastic bags from cut-price 
clothing stores, fliers for a political meeting, a vacant-eyed doll 
with snarled red hair. Things nearly or completely invisible: viscous 
streaks of green and brown effluent, rainbowed patches of oil, the 
excreted remnants of antidepressants, erectile aids, birth-control pills, 
cholesterol medications. It was as if the entire city had an illness and 
needed to purge itself before it could recover.
 Laura reached behind her neck, sliding her camera strap out of 
the way, and unfastened her necklace. The clasp was damp with sweat, 
and she picked at its hook several times before she could hold it open 
with her fingernail. She refastened it carefully. Then, hardly making an 
effort, letting it arc out of her hand like it was a mistake, she dropped it 
into the Danube.
 She thought the necklace might snag on a passing branch, 
sparkling above the water’s churn, flashing silver, giving her a moment 
to regret her haste. But it just slipped below the surface, the water too 
choppy to record its ripple.
 It was wasteful, she thought, to toss in something valuable with all 
that junk. It wouldn’t make any difference. But she felt as if some small 
part of her was traveling down the river with the necklace to emerge 
in a new place, even if the rest of her would do what it always had: go 
back, give in, try to make amends. She snapped a picture of the place 
where the necklace had disappeared. In the little screen on the back of 
her camera, it looked like nothing, a brown blankness.
 On the river’s opposite bank the wind stirred the trees. They 
dipped and bowed, dancing. Laura thought she could find the cave, 
halfway up the hill and deep in the park, concealing the church like a 
jewel hidden in the folds of cloth. She would go to see it, and then she 
would return to Paul’s apartment. He would come home after midnight 
to find her sleeping next to the front door, ready to go, clothes packed, 
using her old leather suitcase for a pillow. In the morning he would 
have to skip class to take her to the airport.
 Walking parallel to the river, she weaved through the crowd until 
she reached the Chain Bridge, its elaborate curved supports evoking 
something medieval, though it was only a century old—new by 
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Budapest standards. She crossed the Danube for the first time since 
she’d arrived, her back to Pest and Paul’s apartment, heading for the 
Buda side. Away from the safety of the promenade the river seemed to 
grow louder, pounding beneath her until she thought she could feel it 
in her heart. Thirty feet below her, a cardboard refrigerator box floated 
past and continued down the river.
 She stepped off the bridge. The road rose away from the Danube, 
and Laura made several turns down narrow streets. From this vantage 
point she couldn’t see the woods, but she still could sense them to the 
east, like something large and shadowy in the hallway late at night, just 
outside the bedroom. She stopped in front of a low cluster of cottages 
with whitewashed walls and gabled roofs, and took some photographs 
for Paul. She still needed a good story for him, or for herself. 
 After a few more turns, the street signs she couldn’t read disappeared, 
and she began to think she had lost her bearings. Her breathing grew 
heavier. She told herself it was just the exertion of climbing the hills. If she 
strained, she could hear the river rumbling in the distance.
 She thought of the words she repeated to herself whenever she was 
lost and frustrated: By	this	time	tomorrow,	all	this	will	be	over. I will 
be warm and comfortable. I will have found my way. It felt like taking 
off a blindfold, allowing her to see: The car is parked at the end of that 
row, the trail picks up just beyond the boulder, the hotel is only a few 
blocks down the street. I am not as far gone as I thought I was.
 A few minutes later she came to a storefront in the middle of a 
block of apartment buildings. Behind the tall glass window, she saw 
a set of bowls that were rough, unfinished wood on the outside, but 
polished and gleaming on the inside, painted with designs of peacock 
feathers. They looked like they would fit snugly inside one another, 
like Russian nesting dolls.
 The rain was picking up again, the wind a heavy hand pressing 
her toward the glass. Laura looked for the entrance and ducked 
through the door. A man slumped over a counter in the back of the 
room, unfriendly eyes on her. Under his gaze she crept from table to 
table, examining the handwritten card next to each object, guessing 
from the numbers—all 18-something and 19-something—that this 
was a museum, not a gallery. A platter made of concentric rings of 
hammered metal caught her distorted reflection, stretching her mouth 
into a grotesque shape. She recognized a blue ceramic disk strung on a 
cord as an amulet, offering protection from the evil eye.
 On the next table she found a glass beast, eight inches high, the 
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body and head of a rhinoceros but no horn, a feline tail, toenails stained 
dark red. She had never seen such a thing before; the card written in 
Hungarian was a cipher. She reached out an index finger and stroked 
its hard face, expecting the guard to yell at her at any moment. Then, 
feeling bolder, she placed her palm on its broad back, admiring its 
solid build, imagining the power in its blocky legs. Laura wondered 
if it was something from a folktale, if it had a name, like a dragon or 
a griffin, or the white stag she had read about. A name would let her 
know what she was dealing with. It wasn’t in her guidebooks. Paul 
would be no help.
 As she raised her camera, she heard a growl from the back of the 
room. She flinched and looked in the direction of the sound. Posted 
near the man was a drawing of a camera, flash bulb winking, with a 
red “X” drawn through it.
 He dropped his stare as she approached, picking out dirt from 
beneath a fingernail. She waited in front of his counter. He was a little 
taller than her and broader, his leather jacket stretched taut across his 
chest. Dark pouches of flesh sagged under his eyes. His cheeks were 
pocked with little divots, as if someone had thrown a fistful of pebbles 
into a dish of sand.
 Laura opened her guidebook and turned it toward him, pointing 
at a rough map. It showed the cave in the middle of the forest, but not 
the roads leading to it.
 “English?” she asked.
 The guard shook his head. She pointed again. He leaned closer to 
the book and let fly a stream of consonants. She thought she heard the 
word “Pest.”
 “Nem,”	 Laura said. “Pest,	 nem.”	 Not yet. He pulled back from 
her, looking confused. Then he jabbed his finger into the guidebook, 
leaving dimples in the glossy paper. She had no idea what he was 
saying. She wondered if she would ever get back to a place where 
someone understood her.
 Closing the book, she slipped it into her bag, nodding at the guard 
as if he had helped her. He crossed his arms over his chest and heaved 
himself onto his stool, examining a brochure he must have handed out 
hundreds of times.
 She left the place, pausing at the threshold to wrestle open her 
umbrella. The rain fell in sheets now, shifting in the wind like white 
curtains at an open window. The sky was darkening to a steely gray; it 
must have been late afternoon.
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 All she could guess was to head east, to her left when she faced 
downhill. She probably had a few hours of muted daylight remaining. 
She might make it in time. Walking quickly, head down against the 
rain, she lifted her boots clear of the water eddying along the sidewalk. 
Soon the sidewalk ended, forcing her into the street.
 A few days after she first asked about the church, Laura had tried again, 
telling Paul how the poor monks were driven into hiding, whispering over 
their prayers, taking turns guarding the entrance on sleepless, starless 
nights. How they were discovered by a band of peasants, who punished the 
monks by sealing them in, piling boulders in front of the mouth of the 
cave. She had been nearly in tears, picturing it.
 Paul was scribbling notes in the margins of an economics 
textbook. “You’ve got it exactly backwards,” he said, the corners of his 
mouth twitching. “That place wasn’t built until the twentieth century. 
And it was shut down, but by the Commies, in the ’50s. Who sealed 
them out, not in.”
 She could already see him joking with his business-school 
classmates, drawing out the silliest parts of her mangled story. 
 “I’m not stupid,” she said.
 He looked at her as if remembering something about her that annoyed 
him. “I didn’t say you were.” He paused, and she silently begged him to 
leave it. Then he added, “But your story is made up.”
 
Lost in her thoughts, Laura hadn’t noticed the asphalt giving 
way to gravel, but then she heard it crunching beneath her boots, milky 
pebbles clinging to the wet rubber soles. Just a little farther, she kept 
telling herself, and she would gain a vantage point from which to see the 
river, the forest, the church. By	this	time	tomorrow,	all	this	will	be	over.	
I will sit in the airport lounge, looking at the screen on the back of my 
camera, gloating over my pictures. I will sip coffee and wait for my flight 
to Frankfurt, then a connection to Washington. Paul will be heading 
back into the city, fighting the urge to turn around, come find me.
 The houses began to be spaced farther apart, and finally the last 
one receded into the distance. In the miserable weather, not long 
before dark, the area seemed deserted. This must be right; she must 
have entered the park. The place where witches gathered to ride the 
back of a human being, she had read, though of course no one could 
believe such a legend anymore. Even so, she had a sensation of unseen 
figures passing through the spaces between the trees.
 She turned, wondering if she could retrace her steps if she chose, 
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but the path seemed to have changed behind her, from the single trail 
she expected into two forking routes, both heading deeper into the 
woods. She whirled around and kept going. She felt the river carrying 
her forward, like she was floating, propelled by a current too strong 
to defy. Suddenly, as if someone had extinguished all the lamps in the 
world, it was dark. Beneath the rain, she smelled something hard and 
metallic in the air.
 She almost passed right by Cave Church before she recognized it. 
The cave was small and shallow, gently rounded like the inlet of a bay. 
The gates were pulled nearly shut but not locked, as if someone had 
been interrupted in closing them.
 Laura slipped inside cautiously, bracing a hand against the stone, 
deep orange and damp, glistening. Rust flaked off the arms of an 
iron cross propped in a stand. Halfway up the wall, tucked into an 
alcove hacked from the rock, the carving of a monk regarded her with 
cartoonishly sad eyes. She turned toward the entrance, listening for 
the river. What she heard might have been the water, or the blood in 
her veins, or simply a trick of the mind, a memory.
 In a shadowy corner of the cave, she could see vines snaking 
up the wall. She went to one, touched it, and discovered it was fake. 
Nearby was a glass case of gift items, weighty crucifixes and blue 
amulets on silk cords like the one in the museum. In the morning 
she’d choose one to replace the necklace she threw away, a souvenir 
of her adventure. She twirled a postcard rack, the cards fluttering like 
small hands clapping nervously.
 The altar was in the center of the room, covered with a cloth. Laura 
swept her arm across it, looking for matches to light the candles. She 
even lifted the fabric, feeling the embroidered border rough beneath 
her fingers. Nothing. Nailed to the stone behind the altar was a large 
crucifix, the vines behind the head making it look, in the dark, like the 
man wore the mask of a beast.
 She began to wonder if Paul was looking for her. Maybe he would 
come up the hill calling her name, carrying a torch and listening for 
her cries. But a torch would flare out in the rain. And she wasn’t crying. 
When he found her he would beg forgiveness, he would be unable to 
take his eyes off her.
 Laura pulled off her rain boots and arranged them neatly on the 
floor, toes pointed toward the altar. Then she removed her camera and 
set it down with her tote bag and her drenched umbrella at the foot 
of the crucifix. She curled up across the seats of three plastic chairs, 
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facing away from the cave entrance. Closing her eyes, she pictured the 
statue of the monk looming over her, taking on the features of all the 
faces she and Paul had seen in Parliament. She imagined she could 
hear the river raging somewhere far below her, pounding its banks, 
surging over the feet of the waiting crowds.
 She remembered the argument, the one that told her it was time to go.
 “I don’t understand,” she had said. “That first night, didn’t you say 
you never wanted me to leave?”
 Paul was standing at the open window, trailing his fingers through 
the raindrops gathering on the sill.
 “Wasn’t that what you wanted to hear?”

Laura heard something approaching, a sound beneath the 
throb of the rain, something out in the blackness. She sat up, heart 
racing, the blank face of the monk gaping at her. All she could see 
outside was a huge, mounded figure past the entrance, more solid than 
the night. She couldn’t count limbs. She couldn’t make out eyes. She 
heard a scratching at the ground, then a smacking, as if something 
were being rooted out and tasted.
 She wanted to run to the gate and pull it shut, but she was too 
afraid to get close to whatever was out there. Quietly she slid off the 
chair and crouched behind the altar, picking up the heavy camera. The 
river roared in her ears.
 The thing outside took a few steps toward her, stopped, pawed 
the dirt again, then let out a high-pitched squeal, a cry of hunger or 
of pain. Once more Laura thought of the words that had brought her 
here, without wishing for them, and immediately she wanted to take 
them back: By	this	time	tomorrow,	all	this	will	be	over.
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Town Outcast

Each mole across her neckline—dead stars
oscillating a ravished moon—spins
retrograde as she catches passing stares
as though she’d washed up on shore. She still lives

among the grown schoolgirls who teased her
more viciously than boys tormenting locusts.
Her past’s a sand flat of memory:
half-buried mollusks and mussels.

For thirty years, she’s grown into a face
swollen like bread in water, ambulatory
as guilt. She’ll outlive them all. Each Sunday,
she hears young mothers in the Chinese wet market

mouth her name as though whispering
Cancer—the nebulous disease,
not the sign of the crab, digging mud holes
in response to the dictatorial moon.
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Licorice Stick

You’ve forgotten you’ve forgotten
the lower register of the clarinet,
forgotten the glitzy drunk of gin,
martinis with a twist of bad fingering—

but forget all that. Here’s the moment
the smell of cork grease intoxicates ego,
when the chilled silver bullet brightens
tarnished keys. The sweetness of vermouth

blurs the blues into something recognizable,
though not memorable. You’ll never be
Pee Wee Russell playing “Mariooch,”
plastered but brilliant, his sotto	voce solo

oleaginous as juniper-soaked olives.
For the time being, you’re willing to live with
botched riffs as a familiar hint of
pimento tinctures your betrayed tongue.
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Truce

My	father	has	a	house;	it	stands	on	one	post.
I imagine my grandfather’s lover saying this in her backyard
kitchen as she serves me rundown, a rich fish stew 

made by boiling coconut oil, green plantains, and yucca.
She offers me a tall glass of tamarind water, looks
directly into my eyes, tells me how much I resemble

him, just a few shades darker. She’s still beautiful
at ninety, something she attributes to being barren.
I note her gray eyes mottled with cataracts, liver-spots

speckling her hands. The faded housedress cinched
at her waist smells of lime. She offers another riddle:
My	mother	has	a	thing;	every	time	it	walks,	it	drops

a	stitch. My stomach turns sour, I stop eating, bitter
saliva pools in the back of my mouth, but I manage
to ask her: Do	you	still	mourn	him?	She replies:

A	ship	goes	to	Jamaica;	all	the	men	have	red	caps.
I finish my drink. She twists her mouth, sucks her teeth
and tells me she mourns the lilt of his voice when at night

he used to tell her the only island riddles he knew. She lights
a cigarette, pours me another glass, and speaks slowly
in a deep voice: Room	full,	hall	full;	can’t	get	a	spoon	full.
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Black	as	jet;	white	as	snow;	green	as	grass. She dares me to tell
her the answer to the last riddle and I offer the answers up like gems 
on a plate: Umbrella,	sewing	machine,	matchbook,	smoke,	soursop.

She belts out a phlegmatic laugh, tells me I need
more than Robinson smarts and looks to be an islander.
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Quiet Draining
New	Orleans,	March	2006

Trees we saw from the road bloomed greener the farther we drove
south, and the sun steeped in our sleepy eyes. When we got out
in Louisiana, we saw forests flattened: leafless, aching limbs 

splintered without argument. Mud still drying. In the building 
converted into a church, we sat on folding chairs, our mouths
opening, closing in prayer. Our words echoed and mingled,

rising to the ceiling. We went into the French Quarter that first
afternoon, and heard the frantic casino sounds. The beignets
hot and powdered. Those plastic beads, discarded and cold,

snapped under our feet. A camera crew blocked off streets
and filmed characters conversing in the gardens neatly tended,
blooming. We went to sleep hot, fans whirring over our cots,

and woke up cold. We zipped up in blinding white suits.
We heaped furniture still damp from months before,
and dragged appliances to the street, draining them

of rotted fruits, plastic wrapped leftovers, and ice trays
pocked with dirt. We cleared the floors of the black muck,
taking it out in wheelbarrows whose tires kept popping

under the weight. The ceiling fans drooped like wilting flowers,
and we stripped them blade by blade. We carried two snakes out
to the yard on our shovels like an offering. The walls came down

easily, and we drifted through them like ghosts—gradually, transformed.
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After the Swell
after	Ellen	Doré	Watson

What is left, after the swell of waves
falls back into deep water, taking

the loosened shoreline with it? How long
did the cells churn inside your body?

I rode shotgun in the old Ranger,
truck bed rattling over beach sand, the Gaithers

singing you to tears behind your sunglasses
on a string. The	Lord’s	been	so	good	to	me.

Today I drive, hands gripping the steering wheel, 
your yellow Napa hat sliding	across the dash. 

Tiny, crushed shells blanket the beach, reminders 
of last week’s storms. They’re splintered,

sharp beneath bare feet. Nothing whole 
remains, no fighting conchs or channeled whelks,

only a few halves of cockles, large as my palms.
They house no tenants, can’t skitter across waves.

I swaddle them in my T-shirt. Above, seagulls scold.
West of here, a steel box shelters what’s left of you.
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The Last Time My Father
Left the House before He Died

In the grove, next year’s oranges
hung leaf-green on trees,

and this year’s citrus
brightened branches

or the ground where they had fallen.
We should have known 

it was too late, the fruit easing
past ripeness. We should have left them

for the ants and birds. White blossoms
veiled the scent of sugar

turning. Bees droned
inside the blooms, dizzy

with the promise
of more sweetness.
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Rattle

We were just outside your window
while our mother tended you.
We didn’t leave for long,
pacing beneath the magnolia’s filtered light.

While our mother tended you,
she whispered, soft and sweet.
We paced beneath the magnolia’s filtered light.
We could still hear your throat rattle.

Our mother whispered, soft and sweet.
It felt good to be outside, drinking tea.
We could still hear your throat rattle.
They say it’s the sound of air through water.

It felt good to be outside, drinking tea
and brushing the ruffled tops of petticoat ferns.
They say it’s the sound of air through water.
The ice melted in my glass.

I brushed the ruffled tops of petticoat ferns
as whispering turned to sobbing.
The ice melted in my glass,
but I didn’t drop it when you died.

Whispering turned to sobbing.
We didn’t leave for long.
I didn’t drop the glass. When you died,
we were just outside your window.
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First Trip on the St. Martins River
after My Father’s Death

Sunset, and sea and sky and river 
shimmer like the pearled interior 

of shells. The curved backs of dolphins 
circle, wet breaths rising, punctuating

silence. It’s hard to turn away 
from the blaze of pink and orange 

behind a city of purple clouds.
My brother steers us back, the boat skipping 

over small waves, the sky’s color lifting, 
the path between the mangroves narrowing.

    *

Lost, he says after a while, but it’s okay
while the sky’s still gray. No	names

on	the	GPS,	he says, only	numbers,
and we can’t find the channel

and our mother can’t find the light
though he	always	kept	it	on	board.

Soon my brother’s driving blind,
no moon, no stars, just me on the bow, 
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pointing to the vague shapes
of channel markers, hoping to discern

a cormorant perched high on a buoy, 
wings spread wide to guide us home.

We	can	always	get	out	and	walk,
Mom says, old joke at a shallow river,

and just as she says it the boat snags 
against an oyster bar and sticks so tight 

there’s no poling it off. At	least	we	still	
have	Sea	Tow, Mom says, and then
       
we wait, cradled by water, anchored
between the dim mounds of mangroves,

the air soft against our skin, a fine mist,
to see how dark the night can be. 
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The Mink
[In	1930]	the	states	and	provinces	levied	bounties	for	gopher	tails,	
a	method	of	control	that	perhaps	kept	the	pest	numbers	down	and	
certainly	provided	needed	pocket	change	for	farm	kids.	
	 	 	 	 —Tom	Isern,	Prairie	Public	Broadcasting

She called it her gopher-tail dress,
bought with the hard labor of small hands, 
fistfuls of red rodent fur. Work
and reward, penny for a part. 

The county must have been grateful.
Box trap, snaring nets: all those shy
school girls with their bludgeoning tools,
ready to drown and husk.

She loved her gopher-tail dress, 
pink and green, but gopher tails 
and pretty clothes have never been enough
to satisfy the heart’s hard vision.

A mink, though—

with its slick black coat won’t
fall for your easy tricks,
can’t be caught with violence and pluck.

That summer, the mink, mythic
and brute as every farm kid’s heart, 
moved across the flat lands of North Dakota
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and you, gopher-hunter, dress-wearer,
mink-chaser, young enough and bold enough,
muscles burning, new knees clacking,
spending the bounty, already.

How I understand your inevitable failure,
that small body letting you down
with every hot step, the space between
you and that mink defining a whole 

lifetime of want and impossibility.
Still, you had to try, I know.
You’d promised yourself to the world already.
That nerve, your reckless handshake.
That chase, your oath to the wild.
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Elsewhere

A handful of days every year
the birches become the color
of what I have 
and what I don’t, 

untouchable as steam 
lifting from a woman’s shoulders 
in the shower while snow gathers 
on the green-apple leaves. 

I’m tired of looking at the earth
for images of the body
and at the body 
for images of the earth.
 
The no man’s land of metaphor 
leaves me mute, 
unable to be anywhere 
without imagining another place.

I want my gaze to take me 
where words part from things. 
To devote your life to art
or anyone is to live in two worlds, 

to move back and forth 
through the distance between 
beloved and your hands. 
Wanting won’t get you any closer. 
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The Storm

A little gene turns rebellious and a little switch
gets turned off in the brain along with most of
memory. The older we get the more we fear
such revolts. You can’t just press the rewind
button in your mind. For a moment the sky
exhales and it’s

         Pisgah Mountain, NC, 2011,
a tide of clouds slowly shrouding the summit.
It’s headed this way, pushing memories in front
of it like a negligent driver missing one of 
the hairpin turns here. You can measure the fog
by the way the wind shoves it around until
the storm arrives.

      Or the fog in Sarajevo, 1987, 
Tatyana Nisic, long leather coat made of night,
leading the way to the cellar Speak Easy before
the war, before the snipers playing cards for
the next shot. Like lightning, there’s the flash
and then a woman drops.

       Or you watching 
the whirligig turn counterclockwise as if to imitate 
the approaching tornado, wires and lives starting 
to snap, ourselves stumbling deep into another cellar. 
The wind so loud we never hear the trees falling.

Now a few far mountain lights shout through the fog.
It must signal the storm clambering up the other side.
The distant heat lightning has no point of origin.
The mountain seems to be fighting against itself.
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Maybe the present is itself a road with no signs.
What we fear is a world that has been mothballed.
What you must understand is that this is a love poem.
I can’t walk down deep enough into the wind. 
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My Father in the Coast Guard, 1946

New at sea, 
laboring with 
block and tackle, 

he and his crew are 
loading ammunition 
onto the Tampa, 

a 240-foot cutter, 
when the sheave
breaks, and crates

of 3”/.50 caliber 
bullets begin 
to plummet toward 

the men below.
All let go of the rope 
except my father.

He holds to that line
as he’d later hold 
to all of us—

my mother, my brothers, 
my sister and me, 
until the skin peels 

from his palms, 
and the rope 
slices through to bone. 
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Black Snowman

The crows, at least, find some comfort in me, while you
hurry your children to the far side of the street, claim
you made a mistake, that there’s no time, today, for the park
though you’ve taken such care bundling your little ones
into their bulbous coats, doing the zips, working the gloves
up to their wrists, then putting the pad of your finger 
to the tip of each nose, letting them feel that scant inch of 
heat before sheathing your own hands against the cold.

I am of a different kind, mind of winter preoccupied 
with the ragged plastic bag roosting in a leafless tree,
but I am only what’s made of an early Spring’s muck,     
and one night, I know, once you’ve concluded all 
your evening’s domesticities—the children put to bed, 
dishwasher set to run, and husband languid with whiskey, 
a book, and sockless feet—you’ll make an excuse 
to go out, come back driving slowly in the family car.

From the curb, where you park, you’ll see me as only
a possibility, and shiver as the night’s true shape
works to infiltrate your car, while you strain to consider, 
peering across the unlit lawn, my improbable form 
built of slime and ice, pipe propped in my face’s hole, 
the way no wind can touch me, though all you may truly see 
are, before the horizon, like two failed stars, my eyes, 
the figure you come to recognize, the dark within the dark.
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Prayer for a Female Lexicon

Bless this ship of words
wishing to express
  
how a woman
floats on the ocean
  
while others: sea legs.
A woman awaits birth
  
as a lexicon: morpheme,
smallest unit of meaning

swims in my margin,
a fish without bones.

I am a girl of one blood
paragraph, a red diamond.

I am buds and angles,
semaphores, a tree

of languages where sisters
value palisade and tinder,

tender and intaglio,	names 
without signatures:

lone sapphires
in a female lexicon. 
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Prayer for a Bitter Melon

Dear kugua	melon,
who embittered you?
 
Did you lose a loved one,
the gardener’s hand
 
cradling you on a vine
 weeping dew?
 
Mosquito net settled
without bridal affection
  
while shielding you?
Mound of sun-flecked soil

while your unborn children,
seeds in flesh, sang
  
in the night? Children you lost
when one took a cleaver?
 
Was I, the poet, one
who clove your world
 
to compose these lines?
Say, instead, I gardened
  
 blinded by fever?
Melon, I grant you
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a wrist-bone of moonlight
fingering scales
  
 bitter as graviola,
gills of	black tears.

In herbal medicine,
bitters are good.
 
I carry a muslin bag
of dry moss, words
  
lighter than bone
 to praise your cure.

Note: 
—Kugua	is bitter (ku) melon (gua)	in Mandarin Chinese.
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River and State

Jane didn’t like the blindfold idea, but tonight she was going 
with a River, and since blind is the way rivers run, she’d closed her 
eyes and let Warbler Wright tie on his red, rope-print bandana. He’d led 
her across the parking lot to his car, which she’d always imagined as 
something like a Grand Wagoneer, something high off the gravel he’d have 
to help her up into—outdated, of course—but strong and spacious enough 
to haul a half cord of split cedar and a docile, heavy-shedding sheepdog. 
Something absolutely unlike the palsied, long-bodied sedan she’s been 
buckled into for the last twenty minutes, her blindfold re-secured now and 
then at a stoplight so she won’t be aware of the direction they’re going.
 But if she’s anything at all, Jane is aware. She’s the kind of girl who’s 
been taught to know what’s going on around her; and tonight, they’re 
traveling north on 29 via the 250 bypass and the shortcut around the 
K-Mart on Hydraulic Road. 29 North is one of those suburban arteries 
so clogged with strip malls and buy-alls that Jane avoids it completely. 
Unless she’s driving herself to the airport. Tonight, it’s Sunday and 
they’re making good time. They idle at a stoplight and Jane runs her 
fingers along the controls on the door, taking in the metal switch for her 
power window and the round knob that adjusts the side mirror.
 “Any idea where I’m taking you?” Warbler asks, turning down 
The Who. 
 “Nope,” Jane lies, picturing the happy, red-lit letters of the Petco 
in the hilltop shopping center to their left, and somewhere beyond 
that, the Blue Ridge Mountains, hobbling on their chain across the 
dark. To the right is the Dairy Queen where she and Nelson buy their 
Oreo blizzard whenever he flies into Charlottesville. 
 “Gotta guess?” 
 The light must have turned green because they start moving 
again. Jane hears his overactive turn signal clicking and sits up a little. 
Airport Road is on the left. When the car veers into the far right lane, 
she lets her shoulders relax into the leather seat. “Reno?” Jane guesses, 
even though she’s got her appointment tomorrow, and they’ve already 
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passed the turnoff, and she’s figured out, thanks to an occasional, 
metallic jangling, that there’s a bag of golf clubs getting comfortable 
on the backseat. 
 “Good guess,” he says. “But not Reno. Not tonight.”

And that’s fine because, even though she’s never seen it, Jane 
doesn’t think she’d like Nevada. This has something to do with her 
third-grade classmate Clara, a puzzle-freak who would invite her 
over on Thursdays after school. They’d sit on the blue rug in Clara’s 
bedroom, nursing Capri Suns and finding edge pieces. Jane isn’t much 
for games, but her weakness has always been geography, and Clara 
had a big, plastic puzzle of the United States outfitted with rivers and 
capitals and landmarks. The first time they’d finished it, Clara had 
reached out and traced her finger along Nevada. She’d asked Jane if 
she wanted to put the states together again, and before Jane could 
answer, Clara had popped out Nevada and was using its long, angular 
blade to slice the states apart. Once they’d reconstructed them, Clara 
had popped out Nevada again. She’d handed it to Jane, carefully, as if 
it really were sharp. “You can cut it apart this time,” she’d said. 
 That’s the closest Jane’s been to Nevada and that’s got to be the 
closest she wants to get to Reno or the Great Basin or Warbler Wright, 
the guy who keeps telling her he’ll take her there, the guy who’s at the 
wheel of the high-class, old-folks road yacht they’re sailing in now. 
Jane’s pretty sure it’s a Cadillac, and if it isn’t a Cadillac, it has to be a 
Lincoln. Whatever it is, she can’t believe that it’s Warbler’s. 
 One night, he’ll be sitting at the bar, telling her about the black 
widow spider he discovered crawling up the side of his thermals when 
he was laid out on the floor on empty. When Warbler’s on empty, he 
likes to lie still and listen for deer in his front yard. At least that’s what 
he tells Jane. She thinks listening for deer is futile, but Warbler Wright 
doesn’t believe in futility. He’s an idealist, deliberate in the way of people 
who seek out the quiet on the brink of the woods and live there alone. 
He won’t have his cottage fumigated but he’s certainly no Jain, he tells 
her. He did kill the spider, after all. “That makes seven in a week.” 
 The next night he’ll be inviting her up there, because at his place, 
they can sit outside in plastic lawn chairs and watch the stars burning 
in the cold, dark sky. 
 Jane hates spiders, though, and the heat Warbler’s looking for isn’t 
in the stars, either. She can just imagine it. He’d probably make her a 
strong cup of coffee in a gangly stovetop pot, marbled aluminum with 
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cups to match; the two of them standing there sipping out of them 
with the open bedroom door at their backs; just enough light left on to 
make the plush corner of the featherbed visible within. 
 Warbler would have to sleep on a featherbed because Jane’s allergic 
to those. 
 But he can sing. She’ll give him that. Her place is on the circuit and 
plenty of people have come through. Cover bands, mostly, with singers 
who are too timid to do more than fillet some fine songs. They’re all 
right but they go down too easy. Jane likes Warbler’s voice because he 
isn’t afraid to leave the bones in, because even if it is a little rough, at 
least he’s honest, at least he’s giving you the whole damn fish.
 Last night, Saturday, after he’d finished his set, he’d been beating 
his fingers against the bar and grinning at Jane. She likes teeth. She 
tends to notice them first and Warbler’s lucky in that regard because 
his father is an engineer of remarkable smiles. He’s put braces on most 
of western New York. 
 Jane had been pouring cherry juice into Warbler’s Coke when 
he’d noticed. “Jane,” he’d said. “You got something in your eye?”
 She’d only noticed it in the bathroom mirror a week ago. A raised, 
stringy growth on the white part of her right eye that she first thought 
was eye gunk. When she’d tried to wipe it out with her finger, it hadn’t 
moved. A series of false starts and startling Google images later and she’d 
diagnosed the thing herself. Of all the images, the ones of pingueculae 
looked the most promising. Pinguecula: a yellowish, non-cancerous 
growth on the sclera. Symptoms: None. Causes: UV Rays, Welding. 
 Last Tuesday, at the ophthalmologist’s office, Dr. Lee had been 
looking at Jane’s eye through the microscope when Jane asked her how 
to pronounce it. “Ping-weck-cue-la,” Dr. Lee had said. “But that isn’t what 
you have.” And tomorrow, Monday, Jane has another appointment with a 
surface malignancies specialist in Richmond. “I don’t want to worry you,” 
Dr. Lee had said, copying down her cell number. “We’ll let Dr. McGruber 
take a look before we discuss a biopsy. I think it’s probably okay, but the 
shape is unusual. Feel free to call me if you have any questions.”
 It was unbelievable that in the dim, live-music lights of the Gravity 
Lounge, when he ought to have been high on the pretty good set he’d 
just played, Warbler Wright was sitting there detecting a minuscule 
growth on her eyeball. Jane wondered what else he was looking for.
 “What if I got a patch?” she’d asked him, holding up her right hand 
and making a monocle out of the lid of the maraschino jar. She’d plunked 
three cherries into his glass. “Would you still want to take me to Reno?” 
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 “I’d mandate it,” he’d said, scanning the fingers of her left hand, 
which were gripped around a shaker full of ice and gin. If he’d been 
noticing what Jane had thought he’d been noticing, he’d gotten the 
wrong idea. The ring’s back at The Jeweler’s Eye because of the way Jane’s 
fingers have shrunk all winter. They’re putting a guard on it and that’s 
the only reason she hasn’t been wearing it. She doesn’t care how well 
Warbler can see, it’d be futile to go looking for more.
 “It’s a cyst,” she’d told him quietly, pouring up the martini and 
stamping it on the napkin she’d put out for a blonde three seats down. 
“It’s not in my eye, it’s on my eye.”
 He’d waved her back over and when he said, “Let me see,” Jane had 
cocked her head to the left and stared hard at the bridge of her nose so 
more of the white part would roll into view. She’s learned that the white 
part is called the sclera. She’d used her finger to lift up her eyelid.
 Warbler had leaned in close and pushed her bangs out of the way. 
He’d been sweaty from the stage lights but his clothes smelled like dryer 
sheets. “It looks like a lasso,” he’d said. “Have you had it looked at?”
 Jane nodded. She’d been thinking about the appointment, 
the way the technician kept propping open her eyelid with a Q-tip. 
The woman’s face was hidden behind a clunky digital camera and 
afterwards she’d clicked through the images and shown Jane the good 
ones. “Cysts are usually just round,” the technician had said. She was 
about Jane’s age. “But I’ve never seen something like this.”
 When she’d repeated this to Warbler, he was still leaning in close 
with his chin stuck out. He’d been nodding and frowning in a way that 
showed his concern. 
 And it had been good to see it. Everyone else who knows she’s told 
over the phone. Nelson did sound concerned, and while he’d offered to 
come down for the second appointment, he has his exam soon and she’d 
have had to drive two and a half hours to BWI to pick him up, anyway. 
 She’d been waiting on a receipt to print when she’d told Warbler 
about her other appointment, on Monday, and when he’d offered her 
a ride, she’d regretted her “Yes” before she’d even said it. She’d like to 
believe it was simply an intellectual response, that there was nothing 
visceral about her committing to the available passenger seat in Warbler’s 
car for a ride to the doctor and back. But there was more to it than that. 
She heard the safe click of his seatbelt into its metal buckle, the Woody 
Guthrie song bursting out of his speakers as soon as he turned the key. 
 “It’s eerie, really, the way all of this is changing the nature of absence,” 
Nelson’s pixilated face had said, the first time they Skyped with video. 
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Her computer is an older model so he’d bought her a webcam, which is 
as round and blank as Big Brother’s eyeball and sits on her desk atop its 
Norton throne. It took the Shakespeare and two American Literature 
volumes to get the camera to a flattering height. Nelson meant for it to 
help out, but it does just the opposite, and Jane never feels more disengaged 
than she does when she’s seeing his face in its big, square window on her 
computer screen.
 “I’ll call you,” Warbler had said, when Jane was dumping his ice into 
the sink.
 “Come on.” She’d made eye contact. Warbler’s eyes give gainful 
employment to words that mean blue and blue alone. Words like cyan 
and cerulean. Azure. “That cannot be your real name.”
 “It cannot be and yet it is. It is and yet it cannot be. I will call you,” 
he’d said, pocketing his change. Warbler was the type who paid cash. 
“And we will make a plan.” 

A word like that is most of her problem. A plan is all stasis 
and abstract intentions. She could give it more credit, consider its 
promise of procedures and proposals but, the truth is, a plan comes up 
shy. If all you’ve got is a plan, you’re one letter short of what you need, 
which is something material and organic, something alive enough to 
grow out of the ground. 
 Plans, though, are Nelson’s sustenance, the meat of his existence. 
She sees his face all lit up by the clear, colorful schema the Google 
calendar makes of his class times and office hours, the last thing he 
looks at before he gets into bed. She remembers how jolly he is in the 
morning, coming in from his run and writing his “actual mileage” 
beside his “mileage goal” on the wall calendar near the refrigerator. But 
Jane’s in Charlottesville getting a Master’s degree in English Literature 
and when she graduates in the spring with a very specific set of skills, 
chief among them will be her fine appreciation of duality. It’s a sure 
bet that Nelson’s never going to be someone who decides what’s for 
dinner in the produce aisles at Kroger, when a bunch of kale or a head 
of cabbage looks particularly spry. And it’s unlikely that he’ll ever book 
a trip to Virginia less than two weeks in advance. But he’s going to 
be an excellent American History professor. He stocks the refrigerator 
with Bell’s IPA when she visits him in Ann Arbor, and he’s got gorgeous 
runner’s legs that he likes to scissor into hers when they spoon.
 Jane might be young now, but the older she gets, the more similarities 
she sees between the world she’s living in and The	Lord	of	the	Flies, and if 
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she can identify anything good about this correspondence at all, it’s her 
certainty that Nelson is a Ralph: moral, levelheaded, a natural-born leader. 
She should feel honored. Of all the women on the island he could’ve 
asked, Jane’s the one he wants to start his tribe with and what an up-to-
the-task little tribe it will be. She’s been re-reading the William Golding 
novel for the education class she’s taking and she can’t help but align 
Warbler Wright with Jack, Ralph’s foil, who’s red-headed, morally 
corrupt, and backed by an entire choir. 
 So she’d been surprised and disappointed by how pragmatic 
Warbler could be, saying the word “plan” and then calling her before 
dinnertime the next evening, this evening, so they could sketch one 
out. He’d asked her to print out directions and suggested they leave 
several hours early. True, it’s an hour to Richmond, but it’s a straight 
shot southeast on I-64, two lanes to get there and two lanes to get back. 
After they got off the phone, she’d spent a little too much time on the 
Internet, self-diagnosing, looking at pictures of Herpes Keratitis and 
ocular tumors, before surrendering to Skype. 
 When Warbler’s second call came, it was ten thirty and she was 
standing over her open trashcan, eyeing the bright, white wad of 
webcam on her kitchen counter. She intended to bury the fat-bellied, 
little despot and she intended to bury it deep. 

After she and Nelson had exhausted the quotidian, talking 
about his classes and her classes, and the Tombstone pepperoni pizza 
he’d made himself for dinner, and the heavy rains March had brought to 
Michigan, Nelson had leaned in closer to his computer. “You look tired, 
Bette Davis,” he’d said. “Put some water on. Make yourself some tea.”
 “You’ve got to watch it with the sodium,” she’d told him, putting 
her hand around her arm to indicate the poor results of his blood 
pressure test. She’d clicked on her kettle and sat back down. “And can 
we come up with someone else? Bette Davis is not even that pretty.”
 “Bette Davis isn’t pretty at all. She’s beyond pretty. She’s good-
looking and interesting-looking. She’s very original of face.”
 “And eye.…” He hadn’t mentioned her appointment yet. “I mean eyes.”
 Nelson took off his glasses and rubbed his face with his hands. “I 
know, Jane,” he’d said. “I haven’t forgotten, I just haven’t brought it up 
because I know I should be there. I realized that today. I even looked at 
flights, but the earliest I could leave was tomorrow morning.” 
 “You know, something about all of this makes me remember this 
metaphor my father used after we got engaged.” She’d peered into the 
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little, white eyeball. When Nelson’s face showed no recognition, she’d 
told him what she meant. 
 “You were upstairs on the phone, so Dad took the opportunity to 
congratulate me on scoring a guy like you. ‘There are two types of people, 
Jane,’ he said to me. ‘There are people who are Rivers and there are people 
who are States.’” She remembered the way he’d nodded at the hum of her 
mother’s sewing machine behind the spare bedroom door. He’d smiled 
and nudged her. “Dad told me that Mom is the River and he is the State. 
He said they have ‘the ideal situation.’” She’d used her fingers for the 
quotations. “He wanted me to know how happy he was for us. He thinks 
you’re solid and smart. He thinks I couldn’t have found a better State.”
 “Huh,” Nelson had said, thinking. “I appreciate the metaphor, I guess, 
and the compliment. If that’s what it is. But I wouldn’t call you a river.”
 “That’s what I said and when I did he just grinned at me and got 
vague saying something about how he wasn’t sure what I was. ‘But I 
know this, sweetheart,’ he said, ‘you’re safe so long as you’ve logged a 
good State.’ He said that while States go best with Rivers, States can 
get along just fine with other States.” She’d raised her eyebrows. “The 
thing is, I’m not sure I like what that implies.”
 Nelson had rolled his eyes. “I think he’s just saying what he believes, 
what everyone believes—that we’re going to get along just fine.”
 “Right, like tomorrow, when I’m alone in the waiting room at the 
Ocular Surface Malignancies Specialist, getting along just fine—”
 “Like you’d want a river, Jane. I’m sorry, but you’re not that type. 
I’ll entertain your father’s line of thinking if only to say that you’d go 
crazy if you were married to your Mom.”
 “I keep thinking about the states out west. How squared off their 
borders are. How desolate it looks out there.”
 Nelson had stared at her for a moment, pulling at the neck of 
his sweatshirt. When he’d said, “You know it’s not that way,” he was 
alluding to the pictures he took on his backpacking trip across the 
Colorado Plateau. He’d shown her the shots of his college roommate, 
Steven, hiking, chest-deep in water, through the Zion gorge known 
as “The Narrows.” He’d pointed out the towering, sandstone canyons 
and told her that the rocky, weathered columns were called hoodoos. 
Nelson was good with the lens, so the pictures were stunning, but 
she’d needed a glass of water halfway through his slideshow. “Maybe 
I’m misunderstanding what you’re saying, but if I’m not, you’re being 
entirely unfair. Desolate? I think you’re letting your preoccupation 
with your eye cloud your vision of what you’ve got.”
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 “I don’t want something that is just going to get along fine. No one 
deserves fine.”
 “But that’s what everyone gets. Come on, Jane. Of course your father 
thinks his marriage is ideal. But you know better than that. Think about 
how frustrated you get when your parents can’t communicate even 
when they’re sitting in the same room.” He’d leaned in. “Jane, please 
take your hand off the camera. This is important…Jane? I want to see 
your face.”
 She was glad to see him establish the relationship between proximity 
and communication, and she’d wanted to remind him that they were not 
in the same room. “This thing might be changing the nature of absence, 
Nelson, but it hasn’t altered its concrete meaning,” she’d said. “You’re 
still in Michigan and I’m still in Virginia. Right now there isn’t a single 
border we share.” She did not move her hand.
 “Jane, look, I’m sorry. Okay? You’re not alone in this. I promise you 
aren’t. I’m sorry it feels that way.” When he’d said this, she’d wished they 
were on the phone. She’d rather not have seen the look on his face. “Jane. 
I love you. Please take your hand off the camera.” 
 Her father’s equivocation had hurt her and that hurt was most of the 
reason she hadn’t mentioned their conversation to Nelson. Over a year 
had passed since they’d gotten engaged, and she was still trying to figure 
out what she was. It made sense that Nelson was a State. He was settled 
and secure. Because he knew his limits, he made the best of the territory 
within them. And the moment Warbler Wright had walked onstage at 
the Gravity Lounge this fall, she’d known that he was something else. 
He’d opened his set with a bluesy cover of Bob Dylan’s “Mississippi” 
and it didn’t help that he was tall and lanky, that from his mouth sprang 
a whole school of ancient fish. After he finished, he’d sat down at her 
bar and ordered his cherry Coke. Every time Jane tops it up, she’s also 
aware of the sweet, liquid rush going on inside her. At first, they were 
just talking, but lately, he’d been promising her things. Jane knows she’s 
in trouble because the nature of the problem keeps changing. One night 
the River’s a barrier. The next night the River’s a bridge. 
 “I feel alone because I am alone,” she’d said to Nelson’s face, guiding 
her cursor to the red button in the corner of his window. She really did 
love that face. “I feel this way because you are not here,” she’d told him, 
and to prove her point, she’d clicked the X and he’d disappeared. 

And now here she is sitting beside Warbler, blindfolded, 
because he’d called her up and proposed something off-the-plan: “I 
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know it’s late, but I got a little adventure I want to take you on if you’re 
up and you’re so inclined.” When he’d said this, Jane had noticed the 
coffee grounds in her trashcan. Almost automatically, she’d reached in 
and scooped some into her available hand. They’d felt as wet and cold as 
soil in her hand, soil from which could sprout a whole mess of wild oats. 
“Sow,” she’d said, dropping the black grains and wiping her hand on 
her bathrobe. “Sow inclined.” And when Warbler had hesitated, she’d 
clarified. “I mean yes. I mean I am.”
 She feels him glide into a parking spot. He pulls up and kills the 
engine. “Okay, clue time,” he says. “Person, place, or thing?”
 Jane waits. She could say Ernie Els, Augusta, or The Masters. 
She could also say Phil Mickelson, Pebble Creek, or the U.S. Open. 
Or she could just say “Person, Place, or Thing” and sit there and act 
like she doesn’t know that they’re in the parking lot of the Highlands 
Golf Park, one of the few places in Charlottesville where you don’t 
need a membership to hit the driving range. Her dad is an avid golfer. 
He doesn’t leave home without his cleats and clubs and the two times 
he’s visited Jane, she’s driven him out here. It’s also from him that she 
inherited her acute sense of direction. 
 Jane makes a sound to show Warbler she’s deciding. “Place?” she 
asks, once she does. 
 He answers, “Scotland,” showing that he’s swinging wide, going 
with the country of origin to sustain the suspense.
 She’s afraid she’ll kill it if she asks for “Person,” so she asks for 
“Thing” instead, and when he says “PING,” she’s supposed to be thinking 
of the golf brand when really she’s thinking of Dr. Lee pronouncing, 
“Ping-weck-cue-la.” 
 Jane hopes he’ll say Jack Nicklaus or Nick Faldo or Davis Love III 
for “Person,” because Jane grew up watching those guys kill long putts 
and drive 350 yards into the wind. Their names would give her a chance 
to show Warbler that her knowledge of the sport goes beyond the late-
nineties Nike commercials that featured children wearing baseball 
mitts and ice skates and stoic faces. “I am Tiger Woods,” they chanted, 
directly into the camera. It had recently come to light that the face of	
“Just Do It” was doing it with everybody and Jane had read all the text 
messages. Everyone knew his name. 
 But, despite her hopes, Warbler does say, “Tiger Woods.” And, 
“I’ll be right back.”
 Once he’s gone, Jane stretches her legs across the yacht’s un-
interrupted front seat, feeling guilty, like she’s some kind of golf snob.
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 They’d had a conversation about the sport once or twice, when 
some chino-clad golf pro had been putting one in on the TV behind 
the bar. She remembers mentioning the score of golf lessons her father 
had enforced because he wanted his daughter to “be Somebody,” a 
somebody who excelled at driving manuals, giving toasts, bidding 
bridge games and swinging golf clubs. He’d signed her up for a 
clinic with the pro at Point Mallard in Decatur, Alabama, and for six 
consecutive summers she was the only girl in a group of little men, the 
smallest among them a boy named Kenny, who wore the tiniest pair 
of brown and white saddle-style golf cleats Jane had ever seen. “I can’t 
play to save my life,” she remembers telling Warbler. “But I’ve got a fine 
swing.” Tonight, she’s aware of the boundaries implicit in a statement 
like that. It’s just the type of thing a State would say. And concentrating 
on every move his car had made, so that, even blindfolded, she would 
know exactly where she was, was just the type of thing a State would do.
 It’s this line of thinking that encourages her to untie the knot he’s 
made under her ponytail and gently open the yacht’s heavy door. The 
interior lights come on and she’s happy to know she was right. The 
scripted word Brougham has been affixed to the door of the glove 
compartment and the steering wheel boasts a Cadillac seal. She’s 
leaning against the hood when the lights come on, stadium ones bright 
enough to illuminate a driving range that is as naturally green as 
Gatorade. Awaiting them on the center tee is a wire basket of golf balls. 
The office door swings open and Warbler comes walking out of it.
 “I’m surprised by the Cadillac,” she hollers to him, when he sees 
that she’s ditched her blindfold and gotten out of the car. She holds up 
his bandana. “My face got itchy.”
 “I’m surprised at how long you kept it on,” he hollers back. Jane 
watches him stride down the sidewalk and open the backdoor. He 
shoulders his clubs. “I got a buddy who works here. Thought you might 
feel like blowing off some steam.”

“You need to get some socks for these guys,” Jane says, once 
they’re out on the range. She picks through the bouquet of club heads 
sitting up in his bag and extracts his meaty driver. 
 “I wasn’t aware they had cold feet.” Warbler comes over and gets a 
handful of tees from the zipper pouch. “Someone’s going big,” he says, 
nodding at the driver. He holds up one of the tees. “These things really 
give golf its greatness,” he says. He nods at the basket of balls. “Golf is 
so White Man, First World. You knock the hell out of those little guys 
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until you’ve got them in the hole you want them in. But, in order to do 
that, you gotta start out nice, you gotta throne them up on one of these 
precarious little perches.” Warbler holds up one of the tees.
 “You let me know when you’re ready to market an idea like that,” 
Jane says, working on her grip and teasing the short grass with the club 
head. “We’ll outsell Titleist with The	Saddam, the #1 ball in golf.”
 “The	Saddam. ‘In the hole before you know it.’” 
 “There’s a slogan.”
 “Yeah, but The	Pinochet would give The	Saddam a run for its money.” 
 “Of course, you’d have to work on the engineering. Have you ever 
seen the inside of a Titleist?” Jane takes a few practice swings. “My Dad 
used to cut them open for me and seal them up with electrical tape. I’d 
take the tape off at show and tell. Inside, it’s just one incredibly tightly 
wound rubber band. It’s some show, watching it unravel. There’s a 
rubber ball a little bigger than a penny at the center.” 
 Warbler’s leaning on his five iron examining her. “That’s some 
swing you got there, Jane.” He lets out a low whistle. “Damn it,” he 
mumbles, pawing at the ground with his five iron.
 “Damn what? You hitting first or you want me to?”
 “I was just gonna watch you,” he says. “It seems my shot’s taken.”
 When Jane sees seriousness come over his face, she stares back 
down the shaft of her club. Warbler walks over and puts his hand on 
her head. “My only comment is this: you’re lifting out of it,” he says. 
“Just barely. But you are. Gotta keep your head down if you want to 
pull it all the way through.” 
 He gets a ball from the basket and tees her up. “It’s weird,” he says. “My 
brother used to slip Dad’s golf balls to shop class and slice them open, too. I 
know exactly what you’re talking about.” He plants the tee and then checks 
its position against the distance. “I don’t think they make them like that 
anymore, though. I think the technology’s a lot better now.” He watches 
Jane finish her last practice swing. “So we’d have to do a lot of research for 
our little company. Our little coup d’état.” He nods to the tee. “Have at it.”
 Approaching the tee, Jane tries to remember everything she’s 
been taught. She adjusts her stance until the ball is at the center of her 
feet. “Think of a house,” the pro had said. “Your feet are the beams and 
the ball is the apex of the roof.” She sits her hips down, redistributes 
her weight between her feet, and, positioning the club face by the ball, 
looks down the bright empty line of range in front of her, finding the 
place on the horizon where she wants her shot to fall. If there’s traffic 
nearby, she can’t hear it. It’s quiet out here. No distractions.
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 She’s about to pull back when she breaks out and looks over at 
Warbler. “I don’t know why, but I had the impression that you were 
like me. I mean, that you were an only child.”
 “I am,” he says. “At least, I am now.” But that’s all he says about it. 
He shakes his head and lets three remonstrative tsks escape the side of 
his mouth. “See, that was some beautiful concentration you just broke. 
Now I’m going to have to watch you do that all over again.” 
 Jane approaches again and sets herself up, choking up on his longer 
club and easing her grip. She takes a few breaths in an effort to calm down. 
Her heart is keeping pace with his Cadillac’s turn indicator. Effortless,	
she thinks, because that’s the word the Pro had always used. “When you 
hit it the way it’s supposed to be hit, effortless is how it will feel.” 
 She brings the ball into focus and pulls back the driver, and her hands 
are already level with her ear when she notices the eyeball—the big, black 
pupil and steely blue iris staring back at her from the tee. Her own eyes 
bulge and her balance goes awry. She can’t help the laugh she feels coming 
on and instead of concentrating on her follow through, she’s picturing 
Warbler with a marker in his hands, applying the very little that’s 
necessary to transform the range ball into an eyeball. By the time the club 
swings through, it’s too late; she’s come undone. The club head grazes the 
top of the eyeball and sends it tumbling across the turf on its face.
 “Not fair,” Jane says, trying to hold back, but falling over. “Absolutely 
not fair.” She ought to be holding her finish and following the ball 
with her eyes but her laughter has overtaken her form. She bends so far 
forward she has to catch herself with her hands. All the while, Warbler’s 
just standing there watching her, shaking his head with his arms crossed. 
 She’d been suspicious, if not a little disappointed, by his tropes: 
the blindfold, the clues. She’d been vulnerable then, so she’d paid close 
attention. Now, at the moment she’s most focused, he’s gone and toppled 
her guard. 
 Blindfold or not, an evening spent whacking eyeballs with a Top-
Flite titanium driver was something she could not have foreseen. She’s 
missed this feeling, she just didn’t realize how much. 
 Jane straightens up and glances his way. She wants to look at him full 
on, but she also wants to protect them both from the ultraviolet beam 
she can feel shining out of her face. It can be blinding, the glare of so much 
light on water. “Okay, Mr. Coup D’état,” she says, grinning down at the 
tee she’s hammered into the ground. “That’s clever. I’ll give you that.”
 Warbler plays it cool. “You were trying to whack it to Jesus, and 
your weight fell into your heels during your back swing.” He makes a 
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patting motion with his hand. “Gotta keep your head down. Visualize 
something heavy on your head.”
 “I grazed it because your eyeball shocked the hell out of me.”
 He laughs. “That’s just stage fright. A few more hits and you’ll forget 
I’m even watching.”
 Jane picks through the basket suspiciously, coming up with three 
more range balls. She inspects each. Finding all three eye-less, she places 
the trio a safe distance from the others. “How many did you do it to?”
 “Do what to?”
 “Whatever,” she says, dismissing him and taking a few more 
practice swings while he tees up number two. This time, she does the 
same thing all over again, approaching from behind, centering the 
ball, distributing her weight. Unfazed, she stares straight down at the 
tee. She keeps her eye on the ball’s eye. It’s the same steely blue.
 “Visualize,” Warbler says, when she pulls the club back.
 But Jane hears “Visual Eyes” and it cracks her up. Her weight 
falls back. This time the club finds the ground first, tearing out a large 
swatch of grass before knocking the ball into an upward spin. It plops 
back down to earth a few feet behind the tee.
 “You did the same thing,” Warbler says. He shows her how she’s 
falling back into her heels. “You’re pulling out of it. That time, you 
tried to overcorrect.” She can feel his eyes on her face. “But too late.”
 “They hold up those signs that say QUIET for a reason, Warbler,” 
she says, pushing the grass clod back into the divot she’s made. “How 
about you let me tee it up on my own this time?” She picks up the 
two balls left in the pile she made. “If I remember correctly there were 
three of these…?” she says, showing him the pair.
 He points to the ball behind the tee. “And unfortunately, there still 
are.” He picks up her second hit and tosses it to her. Jane turns the ball 
over and around itself in her hand. She hears him say something about 
“performance anxiety,” and then it’s as if his voice is coming through 
glass. She keeps turning over the golf ball and finding absolutely no 
sign of the eyeball she saw. 
 “How about I turn my back this time?” he’s saying when she looks up. 
 She tosses the ball back to him. “I’m positive this isn’t the ball I 
just hit,” she says.
 “I don’t know that I’d call that a ‘hit.’”
 She clears her throat. “The ball I just hit was staring up at me with a 
pupil and iris. You know, like, eyeball parts had been colored on? And I 
don’t see anything like that there, on that ball. Care to explain that?”
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 Warbler examines the ball he caught. He grins. “Girl, are you on 
something or what?”
 Jane walks over and shoves him. “Quit playing dumb,” she says, still 
enjoying the joke but wanting him to come clean. “Come on.” She casts 
her eyes down at the ground between them and leaning in lets her head 
thump into his chest. “Quit playing,” she says, looking up at him and 
feeling one of his buttons sink into her chin. “How many eyeballs did 
you make?”
 He puts his hands on her shoulders. “Jane, I didn’t make any eyeballs.”
 “Stop bullshitting, Warbler,” she says, patting the front pockets 
of his pants. “Where are the rest?” She pushes into him and slides her 
hands into his back pockets, fishing.
 “Hey.” He reaches for her wrists. His lips touch her ear. “Hey!” His 
voice falls into a whisper. “I didn’t make any eyeballs.”
 “Now you’re just being cruel,” she says, letting her nose and lips 
brush against his neck. She sees his orange box of dryer sheets and big 
capital letters spelling out BOUNCE.
 “Cruel, huh?” He pulls her close. “You’re calling me cruel?” She 
feels a hand on her hip. “Cruel Jane…Cruel, cruel Jane.” He sings it 
softly, spooling her ponytail around his fingers.
 She’s whispering now too, tracing the pocket on his shirt. “This is 
serious. Either you drew eyeballs onto those golf balls or you didn’t. 
It’s important that I know what I’m seeing.” She looks up at him.
 “Warbler,” he says, seeing her. “It’s my real name. Swear.” His 
forehead presses against hers. “And I’m seeing Jane.” She hears the 
muscles contract in his throat. It sounds like he’s swallowing stones. 
“And I’m about to be kissing Jane.” When he does, his tongue dips way 
down into her. His kiss starts out smooth and warm, but it doesn’t wait 
long to grow wild. When Jane puts her hand on his neck, she doesn’t 
know if it’s because she wants to hold on or let go. And she’s wondering 
if this is what Nelson felt, two summers ago, when he was standing, 
chest-deep in the Virgin River, listening to the surge of water in the 
distance. They’d been careful and he’d said it’d been all starch that day, 
not a wrinkle in the straight, blue sky. But a canyon’s been cut by a river, 
so it knows how to carry rain, and it knows how to carry it fast. 
 Nelson had to decide if he was going to hold on or let go. You let 
go and the water can you bash into a rock. You hold on and the roll-
through can swallow you up in its debris.
 Jane’s growing wet herself when she sees Nelson neck deep in water. 
His eyes are cold, pocked balls of plastic. He screams the word twice. 
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She opens her mouth and sucks in some air. She pushes Warbler out of 
the way. “That’s when I knew, Jane,” Nelson had said. He hadn’t told her 
about their close call with the flash flood in The Narrows when he got 
back. He’d wanted to wait for the right moment, when he was pulling 
for the ring in his pocket. “It wasn’t like my mind went blank. It was the 
opposite, really. And it wasn’t even a matter of choice. The canyon had 
to echo your name twice before I realized I was screaming it.” 
 Warbler’s running his fingers through her fingers. She pulls her 
hands away and speaks loudly. “They’re putting the guard on it,” she 
says. “That’s the only reason it isn’t there.”
 “What are you talking about?”
 “Did you draw them on there or not? Please. I need to know.”
 Warbler’s squinting up at the lights. “I didn’t draw anything on 
anything,” he says, but Jane’s already on her way down the range. He 
yells to her back, “But that doesn’t mean it doesn’t mean anything!”
 Jane’s scanning the straightaway in front of her, knowing, before 
she’s even spotted it, that a golf ball is all it is. The ball never took flight, 
so it cannot be that hard to find. Finally, she picks up a white speck 
further out to the left than she thought. She walks up to it, thinking 
of the way she buried her webcam, with the eyepiece pointing down. 
She uses her foot to roll the ball over, picks it up and strides back to 
Warbler, who’s standing back a ways, with his hands in his pockets, 
watching as she mutely tees it up.
 Jane pulls everything into focus. The golf ball looks like a golf 
ball this time, and nothing moves but her shoulders. Her club makes 
contact and the tee whirls up out of the ground. Jane watches, but she 
doesn’t see the shot fall. For all she knows, it’s somewhere out beyond 
the light. Could be, it’s cruising all the way to Michigan, and that 
wouldn’t surprise her, considering how hard she hit it. 
 “Damn,” Warbler says. “What did it look like this time?”
 “A golf ball,” she says, dropping the club back into his bag, letting 
it clang into his 3-wood. “It looked like what it is.”
 
On Saturday, when Jane gets to Richmond, to the Ear and Eye 
Hospital on East Marshall Street, she’s led down a clean, white hallway, 
to a room where a technician dilates her eyes. “This will sting a little,” 
she warns. “But it will help us see what’s going on back there.”
 After Dr. McGruber calls her name, she points at the clinical chair 
in the exam room and leans Jane’s head back after she’s sat down. “This 
is just a little dye,” she explains, coming at her with an eyedropper. 
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Jane settles into the chin rest and pushes her forehead against the 
microscope’s plastic strap. Dr. McGruber puts her face to the eyepiece 
and looks. It doesn’t take long, and she’s smiling when she rolls her stool 
back from the microscope. “It’s just a little lymphangiectasis,” she says. 
“And all that means is you have a dilated lymph channel.” Dr. McGruber 
reminds her that the lymphatic system is a network of vessels that drains 
white blood cells through our tissues and into our blood.
 She taps Jane’s knee reassuringly. “Hey. There’s nothing to worry 
about. Okay? You probably have the healthiest eyes I’ll see all day,” she 
says, handing Jane paperwork for the lab. “But let’s get some photos of 
it while you’re here. That way, we’ll have it on file.”
 After they take the pictures, Jane’s told to sit in the waiting area 
until her pupils have shrunk down to size. She’s supposed to wait until 
she can see everything clearly again. If she doesn’t, she’s a hazard on 
the road. The line will be blurry and she’ll have difficulty knowing 
where her lane ends and the other one begins. And there are the signs, 
too, which she won’t be able to read. But it isn’t like she hasn’t been to 
Richmond before. She’s read those signs so many times she could’ve 
written them herself. And last night, with a little effort and attention, 
she’d known exactly where she’d been going and she hadn’t been able 
to see at all.
 What’s undeniable is that the song isn’t about the River. She’d 
wanted to believe something else, but the fact is, when Bob Dylan wrote 
“Mississippi,” he addressed it to the State. She already knew this about 
words, too. She already knew that they bend the way you want them 
to. Mississippi. Minnesota. Wisconsin. Tennessee. In the first sentence, 
they’re like this dilated channel in her eye, long liquid veins draining 
out the blank, white states. And in the second sentence, they’re those 
drained-out states. Some of their borders are straight and abstract, but 
some of them are natural: a river; a lake; a big, blue gulf. Mississippi 
might be a river and a state, but it’s also just a word. And what is true of 
it is true of all of them. Liquid may be the state of the river, but it’s also 
the state of the word. The one she’d said to Nelson was “Yes.”
 In the bathroom, Jane tries to put on the awkward, disposable 
sunglasses they gave her to protect her eyes. But they’re uncomfortable 
and it’s overcast, so she tosses them into the trash. It may be safe to 
wait, but she won’t. She gets into her car and drives herself home. 
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Suicide Is a Mind Stripping Petals off Flowers

Not roses or carnations, chrysanthemums or tulips.
For her, Gerbera daisies, not because 

of the thirty species, the fifth-most cut flower 
in the world, their heads perfect halos of dazzling colors 

that draw even the darkest of minds, 
but because each flower is made of hundreds 

of smaller flowers, and so there is no single bloom 
that provides more chance, 

extends the game of He Loves Me, 
He Loves Me Not. Compelling is the urge 

to work around the center, 
dismantle a thing of beauty into the least 

of its parts. How it finishes depends 
on sheer luck, a numbers game of odds and evens 

that often ends badly: if I could, 
I’d have planted a bed of flowers in her head 

to elongate the game, increase her chances, 
or hope that one sturdy bloom would seed 

and take root, spawn continuous subdivisions 
of itself to keep her plucking away 
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at a Möbius strip of a garden that would end 
to begin again. But she only had the one flower. 

With it, she climbed the tallest mountain 
and looked out over the edge, her mind 

tearing at the petals, each dark thought 
a synapse, an impulse held and then released,

held and released, until only the stalk remained—
I might, I might not, I just might.
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Memory Is a Kind of Broken Promise
 

In	memory	of	Sarah	Hannah

If I could only call up her image 
when I wanted I would. 

But she comes and goes
as she pleases, and won’t stop 

until she is everything 
that ever came and left at once—

a small bird circling a field 
over a farm in rural Virginia 

that can’t land,
no branch, no place 

for restless wings, 
the kind of day where all tracks
 
have washed away 
after the midday storm, 

the way the mind 
can slip in and out of memory: 

the trail is cold, 
but not exactly cold,

and so she is fading slowly 
into the distance, her voice
 
the last of the mockingbirds 
in late fall, singular 
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and clustered at once,
ramping up and winding down,

until finally a remoteness—
that which was once 

throaty and clear, 
now a whisper, a breath

at the end of its air, 
a collapsed lung;

juxtaposition of hard rock tattoo 
on pale white shoulder

against frilly dress and steel-toed boots
walking out into the field

behind the barn, then further, 
to the next field, 

the last image 
I can call of her

a broken bird 
hiding in the brush,

that which I wish to gather 
in my hands but dare not,

or else it will forever 
be abandoned by the flock;

she’s in my view, 
a glimmer of her, 

whole and brilliant, 
utterly thinkable, then is gone.
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I Have Drinks with My Dead Friend’s 
Ex-Boyfriend

Months after lying on the floor, 
the carpet pressed against my cheek, 

a necessary roughness, whatever left 
the most suitable mark, an impression,

a slap to the face, whatever snapped
me back from thinking of you—

your life in pictures, the little I have of it,
laid out on the table between me 

and the man you once loved,
who drove an hour in the rain 

on a cold winter night to a bar 
in New England to help me remember you. 

And we looked for the signs: 
a bird that veers off, breaks formation 

from the flock, a branch heavy with ice 
that can no longer hold 

and snaps from the tree, 
a song on the radio, anything 

about people ignited by grief, 
the proximity of gasoline and flame. 
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When he studies the shots, he sweeps 
the hair back from his eyes, his face

beauty with a kind of sadness that looms 
like a rainforest where there’s no more rain,

and seeing him look at you this way, 
a man who opens without caveat 

like a moonflower at night, then closes, 
but opens again, brilliantly,

each time he comes across your face;
I am falling for him, your ex-boyfriend, 

who like me does not believe in ghosts, 
but rather that which can be conjured between us,

that which takes shape as the room shrinks back,
as the night rushes in like a bird of prey—

there’s nothing left to say but yes
to the wings brushing at our backs,

yes as we lean in for a better look,
our breaths doubled in the closeness,

yes, we say, you would have liked this one,
this is so you.
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Haze

It wasn’t heavy pollen from the trees 
in the air today—it was their burning, 
blown wild smoke from Quebec 
and over New Hampshire, descended 
around us. The wind we heard would turn 
out to sea didn’t, fueling, escalating.

I’ve seen wind on lakes touch down
to give the surface grained 
brush strokes, mesmerizing in that
they seemed to move and not move—
then in a second pivot, strike off 
and touch the other side the way fire
takes air in, with littered spikes,
erratically, chancing on what’s newer
in wakes, waiting for the give.
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Residence
Iguazu	Falls,	Argentina

The Great Dusky Swift 
has a coloring soft like attic boxes,

crumbling, in dust and silted piles 
above a house that’s captained by the new

occupant’s two large dogs—the magnolia 
still there but looking ragged.

The bird packs dark knives for wings,
unknowingly or knowingly. It sleeps 

on updrafts in the misted dropoff—
sails and falls—free to cut

from that thunderous, that incessant place
but remains. We go once, see 

what’s to see, throw coins or watch in quiet,
dark flecks against the water’s thrust.
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Confines
Valencia,	Spain

The central market is contained in one structure:
weekly fairgrounds thrive inside an architectural marvel
with a dome and walls tiled in bright formations,
windows stained and shaped, though shuttered high.

Back behind the small east exit, graffitied, a family
slouches out of the sun by their bleak low-rate produce, 
handwritten posters, their rowdy kids endlessly
running each other up and down the platform steps—

and the market exhausts itself after a morning, 
and vendors pack and go. Emptied box stalls, fish smell,
the metal doors rolled and locked to ground seal
the building in its quiet, sending people elsewhere

through tight alleys, under a lean statue guarding
the angled and thrusting back streets as if an expansive 
mausoleum, or just one red apartment—it’s Mary, 
or a white dog vivid against the startling sky.
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At Sainte-Chapelle

Here where someone believed the roof ’s weight
could actually be carried off and down
into arms of stone; where someone had faith
the structure would hold these glass windows rising
toward vaulted reaches; architect or glazier,
sure this light stained red and blue was fitting
reliquary to house the crown of thorns
Louis IX had purchased from the Emperor, 
the saintly king never doubting it was 
kept as relic some twelve hundred years.
The scam of that sale at war within me here 
where a saint once prayed, I paid seven euros 
to enter. I’m nothing more than a tourist
here for the moment, caught up in some streaming
red and blue air. It is enough, though, it is
more than enough, I believe, right here right now.
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America

To the America I know from songs—
the America of plains amassed with corn
and wheat. Of amazing purple mountains
majestic, a mirror of each passing cloud.
The America of songs from my childhood
 
at assemblies, parades, and still at ballparks, 
a childhood on Delsole Road, fed from the same source 
as were those songs. Seven houses amidst 
a former apple orchard—our house at the end 
and then, a field, the woods, Mill River

running through. No end of trees to climb. For Hide
and	Seek, granite outcrops to crouch behind.
Pine needles amassed upon the forest floor.
We swept them into squares to form the rooms
of the houses of our dreams. Born to dream—
 
this America of immigrants, the masses
amidst her cities, amalgam of the poor,
the tired and the desperate, but ah, yes, also
all us children. America, mon	amour,
a muse for Whitman and every explorer
 
who headed west, every pioneer who followed.
Summer evenings when our dad got home, he pitched, 
we learned to hit, we tried to catch ground balls, 
fly balls, all those amazing fireflies. Monarch 
butterflies. Were there snakes? Of course. We looked for them
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under rocks. We ran with them. Andy, the big kid
in the neighborhood, taught us to stone them.
Amen. America on parchment scrolls,
in presidents’ speeches, in the seas of flags
graveyard after graveyard. America.
 
Rainy days, my friend, my first friend Marilyn
and I amused ourselves by cutting clothes
for paper dolls from our mothers’ catalogs.
Every childhood: a muse for better or for worse
and mine, Amen, was blest. And so by chance.

Like those three turtles that lumbered into our yard
the day our dad had white paint on a brush.
He wrote my name, my brothers’—Moira, Mark and Joe—
upon their lacquered backs. I never saw them 
again, though I knew they were out there, crawling,

surely crawling back to Mill River: Moira, Mark and Joe,
buried now in the land of that childhood’s songs. 
America, my country. Mirabile
dictu. A match that still enflames, a mecca,
a masterpiece, a mouthpiece, a must-read. 
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Fairy Tale for Girls Who
Seek to Meet the Horizon

Once there was a girl born quiet on these rolling hills,
her throat dry, her lips and tongue gone tangled.

She listened well enough and learned to keep a house
as trim and neat as her mother, was introduced to boys

from town in hopes she’d find a match. It was then
she took to wandering. At first it was the blooms

that tempted her to rush from home. Late spring
a dangerous season. And then, one day, she reached 

a crest and stopped to catch her breath, her eyes
snagged by the horizon. A clear, severe line.

She began her march, then, toward the point miles off
that would surely prove a place where she could sing 

the songs that made her throat ache with wanting, never
thinking of what was left behind in the tree-cast shadows.
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Ultrasound: The Day War Began

A grainy, dark gray image
of just about anything—proof
of chemical weapons,

an aerial target, perhaps—
but it’s you, vague mammal
in your warm, salt dreaminess

—whose rhetoric and sex
we haven’t yet got hold of—
crowding my daughter’s body

and future, deep in a dream
of room service, craving as your due
hard cheese and olives:

I love your mother, 
you’re an idea she has
that life is worth living. Soon

now, I’ll meet you at this new
theater of parturition
with the assembled grand- and

godmothers holding our breath
as you flare into color—
once you’ve muscled your way
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to the spot where what’s owed you
irrevocably becomes
a political question.

All the food you can swallow
won’t get you back to the nub
of creation—we’ve all tried it.

This neediness is lifelong—
reptiles have the sangfroid.
Today the war began

and the surgical bombing.
Like everyone else, I’ve laid in 
supplies of creamed corn and hash

to stave off mass destruction.
Your world will have known only war.
Along with the ominous

qualities wrapped in your genes,
you inherit a ferocity
of love that will drive you

two ways at once.
Like all the harridans in folklore
at the christening, without qualm

I lay a charge on your 
whole life: for your sake and hers,
when your body starts shaking,

stand it. Roll at least the words
potatoes,	onions,	carrots
over your tongue, and savor

every last thing the world will have left you.
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At the public hospital on Rue Leblanc
when your memory switched off
from lack of sugar in the brain,
they quizzed you, were you yet
in your right mind? Could Monsieur
give us the month? Hélas,
not August. And your president?
That bastard, you said. Close enough
for the amused young intern,
but you couldn’t remember
our family name.

Which reminds me of fish,
fresh fish at the open-air market
on Boulevard Grenelle,
each with its hand-lettered sign—
 le	rouget, red mullet,
 le	cabillaud, the cod,
 l’espadon, the swordfish—
their fluorescent bodies presented
in great arcs and pinwheels 
on beds of chipped ice—
 le	merlan, the whiting,
 la	truite	à	chair	rose, the red-face trout—
something by Braque or Picasso, perhaps—
 le	saumon,	les	moules,	les	huitres—
 salmon, mussels, oysters—and, oh!
 les	bigorneaux	grimpants, periwinkles,
 les	langoustines, prawns.
Here and there, judiciously, 
lemons and sprigs of green dill,
pointing to the next transformation, 

Martha George Meek
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and nestled in the ice, 
bottles of Montrachet—
a suggestion merely.

One by one, the patrons
point a finger in judgment;
a whack! And the fish monger
sets the guillotined head
upright on the ice,
a monument to its own missing self;
until there grows amid the signs
a field of squat kon tikis.

What matter the president?
Jay, Jay—all these nurses
calling you out of your name.
I remember once your friend
and fellow poet at a reading,
musing on celebrity hunters:
do they know you’re Jay	Meek?
From the roll calls of Genesis onward—
Enoch, Lamech, Jubal,
Tubal, Tiras—the culinary 
and divine imagination 
has required of every tender body
its indelible name. 
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Aubade: The Charcoal Makers
inspired	by	the	short	Cuban	film	“El	mégano”	(1955)

At sunrise when moths molt to orchids,
& moon frogs sleep in wetland hollows,
the peasants emerge from dead embers,
walking into daylight like bone marionettes
with charcoal skin, loincloths of bark.

Sunrays knife black water, a gust scythes
the wild cane, & men mine the muck, not gold
or agates, but fossil wood they pull out bare-
handed, heavy stumps that burn for days
in earthen mounds their children watch over,
tamping holes with black mud, flat stones.

If the oven does not overcook good wood
to cinder, the men canoe from palm hamlets,
sell their charcoal sacks to Don Ramón,
swamp’s patrician, who pays with credit slips
that buy wet sugar, hard bacalao, old lard.
Don Ramón boasts he can eat three chickens
at a sitting, ramrod fists to make good on threats,

pistol packed in his waist, treating peasants
like milking goats, so docile, so dumb, he thinks,
when a woman smiles, waves as he glides
on his fancy boat, the beaming toddler who gives
a belly hug when offered some cadaverous
tuber to gnaw, something his Spanish hounds
would refuse, nor his prized gamecocks peck.

The revolution is coming, Don Ramón,
stealthy as gunpowder lit by red embers
when one day the peasants rise up at dawn
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to burn down your domains in pitched skies,
ash flurries like confetti, your daughters
drowned in the bog, your diamonds, your gold
fleeting as sugar & butter in a charcoal fire.
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The Night of Power

Which of the last ten nights at the end of Ramadan
is the Night of Power, the night better than
a thousand nights, the night Gabriel found Muhammad
alone in the cave and with booming
voice and tight embrace commanded him to read,
read in the name of his Lord, Who made man’s body from one
clot of blood and roused him to life with knowledge,
Who on that night bore into our world
the first phrases of the final Revelation and challenged
every believer to surrender to its light?
Which night is the Night of Power we are not
meant to know.
         To untangle the uncertainty
of this question and harvest from its mystery enough
golden thread to weave for ourselves a ladder
we can ascend into holiness, perhaps we should turn
our wonder toward another night, enigmatic
and vast in its depths and heights, its luminosity throbbing
beyond the seeable darkness: the great
Night Journey when al-Buraq, the God-sent
Pegasus, lifted the Prophet from the Meccan desert
and delivered him first to the farthest mosque in Jerusalem
before they climbed heavenward through the traffic
of the constellations, the creature’s trailing light
as bold and nimble as the whip of a calligrapher’s quill
gliding across camelskin parchment. Ushered
upwards along the rungs of heaven by the guiding smiles
of the preceding prophets, peace be upon them all,
it was on the Night Journey Muhammad
arrived at the highest place and faced the Lord
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and saw with his human eyes the divine, incomprehensible
secrets of the cosmos.
      We think of
The Night of Power as the greatest of nights,
and all night, to commune with the majesty
of Revelation, we rise and fall in prayer, our foreheads
pressing again and again against earth, our souls
seeking new entryways into the cleansing
glow of God’s mercy. On each of the nights nestled
in the swell of Ramadan’s last ten nights,
we strive to ride the spirit of that winged horse
into the glory of wonder, into the foreverness of submission,
by stilling our minds, folding our sleep-starved
bodies in prostration, spines echoing the arc of night
ending when the blue haze of dawn surfaces
along the horizon and we emerge from prayer
by turning our heads to greet the world waiting beyond
the cliffs of our tired shoulders.
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Wild Turkey in January

You stalk this frozen stretch of highway shoulder
between civilizations—Milam Landfill
and Cahokia Mounds. Both rise a hundred feet
to bone-white skies, the biggest man-made mounds
in North America. Cahokia kings
donned cloaks made of your feathers, and today
you pose on bourbon bottles that make us
so crazy we throw rocks at our own homes.

Dreary peacock with spurs and stick-on eyes,
you strut then hide behind your stringy hens.
Ben Franklin thought you nobler than the eagle,
that thief unfit to symbolize our nation. 
No others wanted you except stuffed.

We packed your kin so full of corn and hormones
that they can barely stand on three-toed feet,
but you, scrawny and black, look like you staggered
onto the shore from an arctic oil spill,
grizzled feathers glistening in dull sun,
and yet you fly five miles above the speed limit.

O omnivore, polygamist if quick, 
snood draped over your beak like a spent condom,
you fly from hate to fear to lust at a rustle 
of feathers, leaves, your head a porn-king’s cock,
swollen blue from red, wattle turned red
to white, puffing our star-spangled banner.

Seven-faced bird, fire-chicken—Greeks
call you French Chicken, French thought you Indian
who call you Peruvian while Arabs named
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you Roman rooster, and Egyptians call
you Greek. The Miami call you native fowl
because you’re ours. You’re here and everywhere,
wanted or not. Your cackles and tom gobbles
sound like a laugh track, and your fighting purr
blurts like a party horn, one strangled note
to ring the new year on a cold day.
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Love in Wartime

On the north side of Dublin, across the street from a big 
church beside a pub called The Confession Box, Sarah watches a group 
of smokers get used to the new law in the rain. This neighborhood has 
a down-at-the-heels look that seems almost willful, as if no one really 
wanted the fanfare of all these columns and pilasters just for religion. 
Though actually (consulting her guidebook), St. Mary’s Pro Cathedral, 
built in 1816, was meant to be hidden on a side street “to avoid inciting 
anti-Catholic feeling among the English.” If it had been built on 
O’Connell Street, the English might have torched it.
 At the foot of the church steps, a woman pulls something out of 
a trash bin and shoves it in a pillowcase. Her clothes and hair look as 
if they’ve been tended to fairly recently, but when Sarah asks whether 
Dublin has a special city code to use when dialing from a cell phone, the 
woman opens and closes her mouth without making any sound, then 
shakes her head and looks away. She has discolored teeth the color of tea 
and worn down to nubs. The rain doesn’t seem to affect her.
 The rain has done Sarah a favor: the anorak she borrowed for this 
trip is a men’s medium, much too large for her, all-concealing. She has 
stuffed her documents and money in the zippered front pocket. Her 
kangaroo pouch.
 A vigorous older man with a quiff of gray hair hurries muttering 
down Marlborough Street. Sarah hears what she thinks is a snatch of 
a psalm. Seeing the suitcase, he pulls up in front of her and pumps 
her hand. “Jerry Farrell. I’m late, apologies, apologies. Míle	Fáilte!” He 
ushers her along with him and lets her inside the tall black metal gate.
 “This is a secure place you’ve chosen. You’ll have no trouble here.”
 Set back behind gates, most of the apartment buildings look to be 
from the late 1960s and early ’70s, that utilitarian era for public housing. 
 “Sarah,” Jerry Farrell says, “That’s a Biblical name.”
 Now that they’re inside the gates, a stalk of strength in her revives, 
like a droopy plant that has taken in water. The building where Jerry leads 
her is a low, pinkish gray box, a far cry from the Georgian architecture 
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in some of the better Dublin neighborhoods, but she has reason to hope 
it’ll at least be quiet and somewhat clean. 
 “Oh wait, I’ve a sheet with all the codes you need to get in and 
out.” He heads back to a beat-up car. She follows him and tries to read 
a sandwich board in the trunk with some slogans on it. Something 
about the end times. 
 “Hope the rain lets up. I’ve got an appointment with the Lord in 
Mountjoy Square!”
 Just like that, as if he and the Lord meet every Thursday for coffee.
 “What they do now,” he says as he punches a code that lets them 
into the building, “What they do is come to Ireland just before they’re 
due, to have the baby on Irish soil.”
 “Who does?”
 “The Nigerians.” He’s looking at some forms she must have filled 
out online. “Will your husband be joining you?”
 “He’s flying in tomorrow.” The words come out evenly; she doesn’t 
garble them with stuttering or blushing.
 “So the two of yourselves. Very good. The Nigerians, as I was saying, 
five or six of them will be here at any one time. The whole lot of them nine 
months along. I won’t let to them anymore, they take a place to pieces.”
 The flat is a low-ceilinged warren of rooms crowded with forced signs 
of cheerfulness: potted red plastic flowers, a large Lucite disc hanging in 
the kitchen window with a faux needlepoint sampler inside that reads 
Jesus	Loves	Me, stuffed bears wearing T-shirts with slogans printed on 
them (“Hug Me,” “Love Makes the World Go ’Round”), a pagoda mobile 
that looks like something nicked from a Chinese restaurant. 
 The first thing she’ll do is put them in a closet.
 When Jerry waves goodbye to her from the parking lot, she tries 
to close the blinds and they come crashing down on her. For sure Jerry 
would blame the Nigerians. She pulls a chair in from the kitchen and 
stands on it to work at putting them up again, until she’s dizzy from the 
effort. The blinds will have to wait. She turns on the TV and lies down 
on the creaky sofa where a few weeks ago the Nigerians must have 
rested. On television, the British Prime Minister is fielding questions 
from an interviewer about the invasions in the Middle East. The mea	
culpa implied in the way he reacts to the questions, even in the way he 
sits and listens and sniffs, as if he’s able to smell the artillery fire for 
which he’s partly responsible—all of it is so much easier to watch than 
the American President with his malapropisms and his chin thrust 
forward. In a few minutes she’s asleep.
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On a night in September two years ago, Sarah sat on the front 
porch of Phyllis O’Shea’s house, a century-old bungalow painted 
vermilion. The sun had set, but the temperatures in Alabama still 
hovered in the eighties. All the ceiling fan did was move the hot air 
around. The two of them had drunk the decent Pinot Grigio Sarah 
brought and then the rotgut Phyllis kept for nights like this. The folk 
art gourds hanging by wires from the rafters had begun to look to 
Sarah like big misshapen ears. She went and got two glasses of soda 
water from the kitchen. Phyllis regarded hers with one eye closed, 
then got up and poured it vengefully into the cat’s dish. 
 Phyllis’s eyes drifted closed, but she snapped them open in a comedic, 
Gracie Allen way and went on as if she hadn’t been close to passing out 
at all. “In my class there’s one, too, a	brilliantly	articulate	young	fellow	
named	Derek,” she said, lampooning Sarah wasn’t quite sure what, “who 
I would like very much to give the pleasure of my company. Or, to be 
more specific, open my legs for.”
 “It’s not just about wanting to have sex with him,” Sarah said. “He’s 
this smart, sensitive guy. We have great conversations.”
 “Go have conversations, then. Just don’t have relations.”
 You could never have a discussion with Phyllis about men without 
her acting as if it was her job to uncover your vulgar intentions. She 
treated you as if all you had was a giant raging id and her job was to 
be your super ego and slice you down to a narrow stalk of goodness. 
Which, given the size of Phyllis’s id, was a pretty ironic proposition. 
 “What I’m saying is, I don’t just want to sleep with him.”
 “You want a relationship.” Phyllis blinked slowly and Sarah thought 
she might conk out sitting up. Then Sarah would have to get her inside 
and help take her clothes off. Phyllis was nearly fifty, almost twenty 
years older than Sarah, which was why sometimes Phyllis treated Sarah 
like a friend and sometimes like a daughter. Plenty of times Sarah had 
helped unhook the clasps on one of Phyllis’s big, complicated bras—
devices Phyllis claimed she bought at the same shop in England where 
the Queen bought hers. The bras looked like prosthetic torpedos. What 
did men do with all that flesh? Once, when Sarah and Phyllis went 
shopping, they stepped out of their fitting rooms at Ann Taylor and 
both were wearing the same dress, sand-colored with small white polka 
dots, a high neck, and a pin-tucked waist. 
 “Darling, you look like an Emery board,” Phyllis said. She was 
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right. The dress was meant for Phyllis, petite and shaped like a small 
but substantial hourglass. Phyllis was originally from Dublin, but she 
had lived in the States since graduate school and had been teaching in 
Alabama for fifteen years. She had a let’s-all-throw-ourselves-down-on-
the-floor-since-that-will-surely-accomplish-something view of life. 
 Phyllis’s one mantra, hammered in like a nail to a plank all the 
time but especially when she was drunk, was that a woman should own 
property and have children on her own if she wanted to. She divined a 
house in Sarah’s future. Sarah saw a corps of broad-shouldered women 
holding property titles tied in scrolls with red ribbon. 
 “You don’t mean a man for property or kids,” Phyllis said.
 “Don’t need a man,” Sarah said.
 Phyllis went on without seeming to hear the correction. 
 “Oh how you bore me. I’m ringing off!”
 Was this an indirect hint that she should leave? Two of her colleagues, 
a lesbian couple who seemed uninterested in gossip or high drama, had 
warned her that Phyllis could get a little maudlin when she drank. But 
none of this felt maudlin. Instead, this was the bright, unexpected heat 
of female friendship, returning to her after being exiled in her twenties. 
Those years had been for anorexia and men. At one point in college she 
had gotten so thin she had grown a secret pelt on her stomach. Later she 
learned it had a name that she then went around chanting in her head. 
Lunago	lunago	lunago. Out of the gray forest of skinny legs that had been 
her twenties she saw the solid peach flesh of herself come walking. 
 Phyllis had the old cat in her lap and was holding the dish of soda 
water. 
 “She won’t like the fizzies,” Sarah said. She lifted the dish out of 
Phyllis’s hands and drank it.
 “Fool!” Phyllis was coughing a laugh.
 “Let’s be everlasting,” Sarah said. The word had a shine; it splashed 
over a brim she saw was happiness. Her happiness! 
 “Okay, Miss Happiness.” The words came out slurred and a little 
nasty. Phyllis had had enough of her for one night. Sarah got up and 
waited to see if Phyllis would. When she didn’t, Sarah took her hands 
and pulled her to her feet.
 “Let’s go feed your pets,” she said.
 “The pets,” Phyllis said tenderly. She always fed her two cats right 
before she went to bed. When she was drunk, she forgot. Then in 
the morning she felt terrible for forgetting. Mention of feeding them 
usually got her indoors, where she would clatter around the kitchen 
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for a little while, moving the dirty plates and glasses from one counter 
to another, then agree to go to bed. 
 In the dark bedroom, Sarah helped Phyllis undo her buttons and 
clasps. “Goodnight, Phyl,” she said. She heard Phyllis grunt and give 
the pillow a few punches. 
 “I found one a those bugs in my pillow,” Phyllis said. 
 “But not tonight,” Sarah reassured her. Sometimes when she 
drank a lot Phyllis seemed to hallucinate. 
 “Stay away from them,” Phyllis said. 
 That was what Sarah thought she said. Later, she realized she had 
misheard.
 Stay	away	from	him.
 Walking home, she thought about two gifts her mother had 
gotten her for no occasion when she was a teenager (on birthdays 
she had always gotten new clothes). Maybe the discussion about 
women buying property had triggered it. There was a card game 
called simply Women’s Card Game, with grainy black-and-white 
photos of Julia Ward Howe, Sarah Orne Jewett, and Sojourner Truth 
on them. Sojourner Truth had a head like the blade of an axe. Also, 
the soundtrack recording for an off-Broadway show her mother had 
taken her to see. What was the name of it?
 In the middle of the night she woke up massively dehydrated, 
mascara under her eyes. She would have to move very slowly and wing 
it with her classes the next day. The name of the show came to her. 
“I’m Getting My Act Together and Taking It On the Road.” She said it 
out loud. The early hours of the morning, Tuesday, September 11th. She 
smiled in the mirror at her smeared, over-thirty face. 

This part of the story everyone knows. 
 In class they are, they really are, studying Auden’s “Musee de 
Beaux Arts.” Sarah has lugged along a book with the Brueghel painting 
in it, because the students don’t know what the hell he’s talking about 
when he says “the dogs go on with their doggy life and the torturer’s 
horse scratches his innocent behind on a tree.” They think that’s funny. 
Maybe it is funny. 
 Before class, she walked over to the Student Union to catch the 
news on TV. There had been a special report on the public radio station 
she was listening to in her office. Already by then, the TV stations were 
broadcasting images of the plane crashing into one of the Twin Towers. 
She watched the same footage three times and then went to teach.
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 In the middle of class she said, “I rather suspect that this day will turn 
out to be more historic than we at this particular moment can imagine.” 
 They stared at her. If one of them had said it was a non sequitur 
she might have felt improved. Most of them, young Alabama kids, 
didn’t know what she was talking about. She never said things like, “I 
rather suspect” or “this particular moment.”
 She let them out early. They were a sturdy group—that was how she 
would have described them. A couple of the guys held up their hands for 
her to slap as they left the room. She must have looked beleaguered for 
them to do that. Maybe their physical—or perhaps what she meant was 
physiological—health would protect them during the time ahead. She had 
an ominous longing to go back to the restricted, all-absorbing diets of her 
college years. It was the only way she knew of to manage the panic she felt 
coming on. Back to mashed bananas in the morning, cans and cans of 
Diet Coke, single serving containers of Progresso lentil soup for dinner. 
 “Dr. Foy? Are you okay?”
 He had waited for everyone else to leave the room.
 “Just a little shaky, with all this.”
 “Is your family okay?”
 He remembered her family was from New York. She had only made 
one small reference to that, when she mentioned they’d be reading The	
Great	Gatsby. She’d said something that she later wished she hadn’t even 
mentioned about how the novel was set in her neck of the woods. 
 “I could accompany you to your car,” he said.
 Ron Ajoloko had dark skin she associated with Africans and a 
wide mouth that she read as generous. Generous with what? He didn’t 
maintain the neutral expression that so many of her male students 
favored. That mouth was quick to smile or frown or drop open in 
surprise or question, and he had unusually square teeth with a space 
between the top two in front that was wide enough to be a feature in 
and of itself. He wore an Oxford cloth shirt and khakis, and he carried 
two thick books easily at his hip. She had thought about his hands 
opening a book to read a poem for her class or touching her face. One 
of his fingers running across the ridges of her bottom teeth. 
 “C’mon,” he said, “let’s get you out of here.” He gestured with his 
head in the direction of the door.
 “Your family?” Ron said again when they were out in the hallway.
 “No one was near the Towers.” Every time she allowed herself to 
think about what had happened, the panic would rush in and make 
her gasp. To make it go away she’d have to think about getting skinny. 
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Lunago.	 Lunago. And she wasn’t skinny anymore. For a while now, 
until today, this had been an okay state of affairs. 
 On their way downstairs, Ron pointed out that Cassandra was 
having a tough time getting comfortable in those desks. Cassandra was 
the only very-overweight person in the class. The desks in the classroom 
were chairs with metal arms that reached around the side and widened 
into a desktop. Sliding into the space between the chair back and the 
desktop wasn’t a problem for people of average size, but Cassandra was 
top-heavy and had to perch at the edge of her seat. Worse, when she 
arrived late to class (as she often did), the only desks left were an ancient 
version of this style of desk, made of wood and carved many times over 
with Greek letters and profanity. These had probably been built back 
in the Eisenhower era, when people seemed to have been a lot smaller. 
Maybe if they could get a few plain old chairs for some people to sit on 
and hold their notebooks in front of them, Ron said. Or, since the class 
sat in a circle, Cassandra could pull her chair up to the spot next to 
Sarah’s desk and lean her notebook on the edge of it. This would be an 
unobtrusive way to deal with problems immediately. Then Sarah could 
report the problem to the university officials and see what they could do 
about getting new classroom furniture. 
 “How strange that I missed that,” she said.
 No big deal, he said. His mother and aunt were big women, so he 
tended to notice those kinds of things. 
 It was not true that Sarah hadn’t noticed. The truth was that she 
felt uncomfortable having Cassandra in her class. Was it that she was 
fat? Smart? Black? Cassandra had such a soft voice that Sarah often 
had to ask her to repeat herself. An exasperated look would cross 
Cassandra’s face, as if Sarah were some old woman hard of hearing. 
Sarah had ignored Cassandra’s discomfort in the desks, thinking that 
having Cassandra uncomfortable would level the playing field. 
 What playing field?
 Her car was parked in the covered lot that was further away; there 
hadn’t been any spots near her building. 
 “You don’t need to walk me all the way up,” she said.
 Ron didn’t say anything in reply to that, just kept along beside 
her. They climbed the flights of cement steps up to the third parking 
level. She had bought herself a Honda Civic recently, her first new car 
purchase ever, and her father had advised her to park it away from 
other cars if she could, to prevent it from getting hit. There were only 
two other cars on this level, at the other end of the lot.
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 “I could drive you home,” he said.
 “Then how would you get home?”
 “You’re close to campus, right? I can walk back.”
 She had mentioned that in class, too. 
 He had to hitch the driver’s seat back as far as it would go. The size 
of his body made the car seem small and insubstantial, like a toy. 
 “Which way?” he said, when they got to the intersection at University 
Boulevard.
 “Any way,” she said. 
 He seemed to take this directive as easily as if she were asking him 
to choose a poem to read out of the Norton Anthology. 
 “Do you mind if I turn on the radio?” he asked. 
 Her radio was set to the NPR station. “Is no trains runnin’, is no 
buses runnin’,” a man was telling a reporter. Sarah felt the familiar white 
person’s discomfort of being in the company of an educated black person 
and listening to another black person use the wrong verb tense and drop 
his “g’s.” Thankfully, the interview was short. Then a female reporter Sarah 
liked came on and said, “There’s a keen sense of uncertainty about what 
lies ahead.” After that, there was a bridge of classical music. It went on for 
so long that Sarah began to think that the broadcasters had put the radio 
station on remote and evacuated, or that it had been vaporized by a bomb. 
Already it was possible to think these thoughts. Just hours ago she had 
been thinking about nothing much at all, gifts her mother got her when 
she was young and having to teach with a hangover. 
 “Can I turn it off now?”
 “Be my guest,” he said.
 A few miles and they were out of the city proper and going along a 
winding two-lane road she would have derisively called a country road 
if she were describing it to her family. Areas so overgrown with kudzu 
vines that stop signs and telephone poles were covered alternated with 
dusty lots that contained a defunct shop and piles of tires or metal car 
parts or, in one instance, what looked to be rags and animal bones. 
Sometimes there were shacks with people sitting in rockers on the 
porch. Everyone Sarah saw on a porch was black. 
 “You know that part when he says, ‘children who did not specially 
want it to happen’?”
 It took her a second to figure out what he was talking about.
 “I was wondering why they didn’t want it to happen.”
 “The Auden,” she said. 
 “Yes.”
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 She laughed and shook her head. The obstinacy of her mind was 
such that she didn’t think she’d be able to come up with much to say 
about her favorite poem. She had done a dismal job in class. 
 “What do you think?” Her old pedagogical standby.
 They went under a train trestle and he pulled the car in behind 
one of the bridge supports. Back here it was shady with the summer’s 
overgrowth of bushes and kudzu.
 He turned off the engine. “I always think of Christ being the 
miraculous birth.”
 “Are you religious?”
 “Some.”
 What did it mean to be “some”? Was it weedy and untended like 
her girlhood Catholicism? 
 Ron Ajoloko took her face in his hands. He kissed her on each ear 
first, then down and up her neck. She could picture the jagged cut he 
would have made if he had been after her with a broken bottle instead 
of his mouth. Sweat slid off his forehead onto her face.
 When she got home there were six messages on her answering 
machine from Phyllis. They were pugilistic, paranoid, and finally resigned. 
In a death’s mask voice: “I am playing Adagio for Strings.” There it was in 
the background, the soundtrack for waiting to see what life was going 
to be like next.

“We’re so fucked,” said the man sitting next to her at Hale’s 
Tavern. He was smiling. Some people liked this pain. It meant you 
didn’t have to hear the bellyaching about health care or slavery 
reparations anymore. Now it was wall-to-wall terrorism. These attacks 
had come into being to test people’s mettle, to show Americans what 
they were made of. Sarah was convinced she was made of something 
insubstantial and not renewable. After her grandmother’s death, her 
mother had given her a table runner made out of lace that fell into 
pieces when she went to lay it out. She felt like that. 
 The man patted her companionably on the back and offered her 
some beer from his pitcher. “Don’t you worry, the U.S. government 
will take care of you.” 
 Tom Sloan was the sort of person who imagined himself made of 
something durable, like Astroturf. People called him Sloaney. His hair 
was cut in a style she had only seen on men in the South, full bangs 
grown down as far as the eyebrows and swept to one side. Later, one of 
her colleagues would point to an undergraduate and refer to it as the 
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Alabama Swoop. There was a gesture that went along with the haircut, 
a repeated toss of the head to get the hair out of the eyes.
 He was a man about her age in jeans and a T-shirt with a grimacing 
elephant on the front. He said the news was bad, but Pearl Harbor was 
bad, too, and look how well we had come back from that. One of his 
eyes had a twitch. 
 “We’ll get through this,” he said. It was the sort of thing her father 
said when the neighbor’s boy threw a clump of burrs at her that got 
caught in her long hair. She’d made the mistake of trying to dislodge 
the burrs on her own, but she was panicked and had just gotten them 
more deeply tangled. There had been a long afternoon on a picnic 
bench in her back yard, her father working on her hair with scissors 
and a comb. And in the end they had gotten through it, her father 
cutting away clumps of hair underneath. He had left the length intact, 
and she had calmed down, and he had been able to refrain from killing 
the boy, he said over the cheese and tomato sandwiches Sarah’s mother 
brought out back, with a bottle of beer for her father. 
 Oh yes, Tom said, he knew just the rundown Victorian on Queen 
City that Sarah described. He had known the former tenants, and he 
went to church with the guy who owned it. 
 On Saturday he came by. He was the type of person who comes by. 
“Nice what you’ve done with the place,” he said. Which was nothing. 
She was just renting the bottom right half of a Victorian the owner 
seemed to be letting rot as an archaeological experiment. Tom said 
why didn’t they go to Cabiness Paint and choose a color for the 
bathroom? The idea calmed her. She always got more interested in 
colors and music when she hadn’t been eating.
 So you could still go to the paint store and hold up the color 
swatches against the wall and debate, as if people had not jumped to 
their deaths from a hundred stories up in a skyscraper. There was still 
that satisfying display of palettes from each designer with the colors 
starting at white and darkening up slowly through the spectrum of 
pastels and then bright colors and then at the far end black. There 
was the pleasing noise like a bullet being shaken in a tin can that was 
the paint-mixing machine. The spatulate wooden sticks like giant 
tongue depressors for stirring the newly mixed paint. She noted each 
enjoyable thing, its tenor and degree. Everyone strove to be calm and 
more polite; these were manners for a new era. 
 He took her west of town to a place he called Nick’s in the Sticks. 
She pictured how the sign would look and what sort of sticks they 
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would be and was disappointed when it was just red with NICK’S 
written on it in white. He exchanged a man’s hug with the guy running 
the show, a bearded black man wearing a T-shirt that said You	Don’t	
Know	Jack. “Two Nickodemae and a plate of gizzards,” Sloaney said. 
Bright red punch in Styrofoam cups with thick wedges of orange were 
placed in front of them. Was such a placid luxury allowed to exist? The 
ice cubes had grooves through the center of them. She piled them in 
her mouth, thinking how nice it would be if she were still a child and 
all she had to think about was the feeling of ice in her mouth. Then she 
remembered something. What was the deal with the sign on the way 
to the restaurant that said “Kozy Kristian Kottages?”
 “What?” Sloaney was looking off in another direction. “I don’t 
know. Nothing.”
 Sometimes, now, it was too tiring to hassle. She had noticed that 
particular hue of fatigue setting in. 
 “I like the ice,” she said.
 “Well, good.”
 Sloaney was like that: “Well, good.” He procured things for her: 
a used washer/dryer unit that he hooked up, hand-dipped chocolate 
pecans from a farmer he knew, a reliable exterminator. She worried 
about him meeting Phyllis without knowing why exactly she was 
worrying. Maybe because Phyllis would see he was a placeholder.

In class they were reading The	Great	Gatsby. What a different 
world New York had been then, with quarrels in hotel lobbies and people 
drinking gin in the afternoon and renting rooms to sleep it off.
 “Fitzgerald keeps saying people are doing or saying things ‘with 
effort,’” Ron said. If anything he was more diligent and focused now in 
class. She saw she had been expecting him to swagger or not show up. 
 “They do?” she asked. She hadn’t noticed and didn’t believe him 
until he showed proof. She was only half listening. Ron’s question 
came to rest in airless silence. She scanned the class and tried to see 
their eyes without catching anyone’s gaze. Did they know? Maybe he 
had told them. It was a ploy, a dare. The weather was still warm and 
someone had opened a window. It let in the air from outside but also 
the drone of construction. All construction now made her think of 
Ground Zero, with its gray coating of dust on the heavy machinery. 
Machines had become ominous. They excavated the dead. She didn’t 
like to drive. Crowds made her nervous. On a busy day in the Student 
Center she used the new bathrooms and thought maybe one of the 
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toilets was wired to an explosive and would blow up when flushed. She 
hadn’t told anyone about this line of thinking.
 Ron paged through his copy of the book, then paused and looked 
bravely up at her. She could see he hadn’t told anyone, he was in it right 
along with her. “I guess it just means they’re having trouble going on.”
 He put his book face up on the desk and was pressing the spine flat. 
She could see his marginal notes and whole paragraphs underlined. 
 After class, he came by her office and sat while she gathered her 
books and shut down her computer.
 “My favorite section’s the one about the ash heaps.” He paged 
hungrily through his book and found the passage and began to read 
aloud. “‘This is a valley of ashes—a fantastic farm where the ashes 
grow like wheat into ridges and hills and grotesque gardens; where 
ashes take the forms of houses and chimneys and rising smoke and, 
finally, with a transcendent effort, of ash-gray men who move dimly 
and already crumbling through the powdery air.’”
 It was her favorite part of the book other than a section describing 
Gatsby’s parties that made reference to mounds of squeezed citrus. 
 “It makes me think of Ground Zero, with the ash raining down.”
 She felt sometimes as if literature itself had been hijacked by the 
terrorists. Now all the references that didn’t point to the crucifixion 
pointed to the terrorist attacks. 
 It was a ritual by now, walking her to her car, the drive out of 
town, the climb into the back seat. When there were condoms they 
used them but when there weren’t condoms or when they didn’t 
use them that was part of it, too. Rituals have an order that can be 
understood but not always a logic. There was a feeling among people 
during this period. Options were being taken down and stowed away. 
If you wanted something you had to grab it. 
 The tape had sped up. That’s how life felt. The news was trampling 
the daily struggles, instead of the other way around. You would be 
driving to buy groceries and a bulletin about Anthrax poisoning or 
terrorist cells would come on the radio and you would get off the main 
road and sit on a side street until the panic passed and then go home. 
You could live without groceries. 
 But you couldn’t, was the problem. On the way home from work 
she would force herself to detour and get two pieces of salmon at 
the supermarket for Phyllis to cook. When they sat down to eat she 
remembered something that had slipped her mind in the scurry of the 
day. An email from the one man she had dated in graduate school. He 
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had gotten engaged. To	a	northeast	blueblood,	would	you	believe. She 
felt absurdly offended, as if he should have checked in with her first. 
 Thus began an odd downstepping chain of events. In December, 
she got an early morning call. 
 “He’s dead.”
 Phyllis’s favorite writer. He wasn’t sixty.
 “How?”
 “Car accident. A fucking car accident. His daughter was in the car 
with him. She’s okay.” Then: “He’s not even finished with all the books 
he’s supposed to write.” Phyllis’s voice trembled like an old woman’s. 
“Sick of this shit—crap Alabama fascist—should just quit crap job and 
move back.” She was crying openly now, incoherent. She would calm 
down in a bit, Sarah said. To herself she said, She	won’t	leave. Meaning, 
won’t	leave	me.
 “It’ll pass,” Sarah said wanly. 
 In class, she caught herself not posing any serious opposition when 
students said things that were wrong. Let them be wrong. It wasn’t going to 
kill them. “Hills Like White Elephants” wasn’t about an abortion. Okay. A 
couple was just having an argument about the trains or drinks.
 One afternoon just before the end of the school year, she felt sleepy 
in her office and took a walk down by the new dorms to wake up. On a 
bench in front of a man-made lake a man and a woman sat with their 
arms around each other. 
 Ron and Cassandra.
 She found a note in her campus mailbox. The arrangements were 
made; he was shipping off for Afghanistan.
 A turn of the kaleidoscope and all the colored flecks fell into another 
arrangement. 

At the end of the semester, before Christmas, Sloaney took her 
to New Orleans. No flying, and she’d never been to New Orleans. They 
went to the Napoleon House, Commander’s Palace, Galatoire’s. Late 
at night, drinking daiquiris from foot-long plastic cups, they walked 
down Bourbon Street with its neon and vomit. 
 “Feels almost back to normal,” Sloaney said. 
 In bed that night he said he had been thinking, he wasn’t getting 
any younger and what did she think of getting married?
 She put her hand on his forehead. “Have you been drinking?”
 “You know I’ve been drinking.”
 She woke in the early hours of the morning to Tom’s hands 
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stroking her hips. She woke slowly, yielding with reluctance the desire 
to stay asleep. Her movements were passive; she let him turn her over 
on her stomach.
 A scratching noise began, slowly first and then frantically.
 “What is that?”
 “Sounds like paws on particle board. Or claws.” 
 He was panting irregularly, speeding up. “Probably a squirrel.”
 “Where?”
 “Might of got himself caught between the wall and the insulation.”
 “Can he get out?” She pushed herself up on her elbows and he slid 
out of her. 
 “Do you mind? We’re doing something here.”
 “Is it going to die?”
 Sloaney was up on his knees, holding his erection like a hotdog 
waiting for ketchup. “I don’t know, it sounds like he’s trapped. He’ll 
probably starve to death. What am I supposed to do, break every fucking 
wall down and go looking for him?”
 She started to get out of bed. “I don’t want to do it now.”
 He had hold of her hair. “We don’t always do what you want, Africa.”
 Afterwards, in the bathroom, she splashed water on her hurt face. 
How did he know about Ron? She debated about what she had expected 
for a while and went to lie on the sofa. This was just something she was 
doing because she wanted to lie on the sofa, she told herself. No one had 
ever hit her before. She didn’t have any protocol for what to do next. 
 There was a line in The	Great	Gatsby about Jordan Baker, Daisy 
Buchanan’s friend who always sat next to her on the sofa with her 
white dress and powdery hands. Nick Carraway observes that she’s a 
“clean, hard, limited” person. In the end, Nick hadn’t married her. 
 Tom	Sloan. Hard, limited. Not so clean. 

Usually she didn’t read the Fallen Warriors feature in the 
paper, but the face of the man in camouflage sitting at the wheel of a 
jeep caught her eye.
 
	 	 	 HUNTSVILLE	NATIVE	REMEMBERED
	 	 	 FOR	HIS	LOVE	OF	READING

 Mosul. Died from respiratory arrest. Found in his quarters with 
a book of stories by Hemingway. The article misspells the first name 
“Earnest.”
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 She sat for a long time in her office with the test stick on a piece 
of notebook paper and the page from the newspaper and a mechanical 
pencil in front of her. So as to be rational. So as not to get urine on the 
desk. What she couldn’t explain to men or even women who had clear 
opinions on abortion was how the wheels of logic slowed or jammed 
when it was your own body.
 If she took Pennyroyal. If she shat it out in the toilet, like that, and 
flushed its dead face. It wouldn’t have a face. What color would the face 
be? She didn’t have to go thinking along those lines; it wasn’t useful.
 What color would the face be?

uuu

The crowd inside The Confession Box is small but noisy, with 
very Irish-looking men playing the fiddle and bodhrán, and a black 
man in a knit cap on a pennywhistle. She orders a glass of Guinness 
(one couldn’t hurt, could it?) and stands awkwardly in her bulky anorak 
next to the nearest table, where three women with shopping bags at their 
feet drink pints of Budweiser. On the other side of the street, the woman 
with the pillowcase is rooting in another trash bin. She sorts through 
trash the way women search the sale racks at department stores. 
 In this bar no one knows Tom Sloan or Ron Ajoloko or Sarah Foy. 
 Phyllis is coming up from Meath on a bus. Soon she’ll be here, 
wanting to drink the miniature bottles of terrible wine. 
 Since moving back to Ireland, Phyllis has let her short hair grow out 
into shaggy layers. Sarah’s surprised to see her in a wool sweater that’s 
too big for her and a tweed skirt with low-heeled boots. She looks, Sarah 
realizes, like someone’s mother. 
 “Would you believe I have sheep?” Phyllis says. 
 There are not a lot of things Sarah isn’t willing to believe these days. 
 “You hope it’s black,” Phyllis says when they discuss the pregnancy.
 “I hope it’s Ron’s.”
 “I	hope it’s black!” Phyllis laughs loudly. “Can I reject it if it’s a little 
mushy pale Sloaney thing?”
 The panic and doom fall on Sarah again, like the blinds Jerry said 
the Nigerians broke. “The deal is, you can’t reject it. You said.”
 Phyllis hugs her. “I’m just funnin’ you. It’s mine in any size or color. 
Even if it’s sheep-shaped.”
 Sarah doesn’t know what this means, but when the child is born 
with a full head of black hair and Ron’s nose at the dour, stone Our 
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Lady’s in Navan, she can see as she hands it to Phyllis that she’s had the 
right baby for this mother.
 “Look,” Phyllis says, beaming. “My very own Alabama boy!”
 Though he will be an Irish boy, reading Yeats and Joyce with Phyllis, 
Sarah vows she’ll send Gatsby and Hemingway’s In	 Our	 Time in the 
mail, to make sure they’re on the bookshelves among the Irish writers. 
That much she can do for Ron.

uuu

He’s almost five now and loves Wine Gums and Gaelic football 
and puddles and the goats. In the Fall he’ll attend the Christian 
Brothers school, where, Phyllis writes in an email accompanied by a 
photo attachment of a green-eyed, coffee-skinned boy, “…with all these 
Nigerians, he doesn’t stand out at all.”
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Shrine

The room is the quietest in the house.
Grandfather’s portrait stands still in its place
above gardenias in a porcelain bowl.

He peers out on window-lit emptiness,
indifferent to the blossoming white cloud,
the ripening, oversweet fragrance.

Carnations bring addition of color;
anthuriums, blood-red hearts. And the air
hangs light without scent. But the garden’s look

on a day, its harvests of soft spice,
pass into the grace of ceremony.
And yet there is offering of sweet incense

brushing his brows with antique silver,
thin scarves of smoke that twine and expire
in unstirred air. Look closer:

a perfumed gesture bids farewell.
Then the bell gong sings its symbolic note
of the soul tolled back through the dim knell

of years. And the gold Buddha achieves perfection:
the eternal gesture, the beautiful meditation,
the still heart in a stillness of weather.
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Parable of the Cedars

You left, at eighteen, the village of your childhood
to find work in greener fields far away, 
and in the days before you departed, 
not knowing that it was for good, you seeded 
a field with cedars—the last planting 
of your hand, rooting you to home. Time passed, 
slow as timber’s song. You forged the tools 
and implements to cut another man’s 
cane fields, dreaming, all the while, of windlight
sifting through the trees whose yearly growth 
in your native air redeemed, so you believed, 
each year of life you spent away from home.
It was as if toiling on foreign soil
you drew strength from your native ground, your blood 
like sap rising through columns of living wood 
whose sinews’ restrained exuberance stretched 
to reach the sun. Time worked its stoic patience
in you, each unspoken hope recorded
in slow scrolled histories, but left you oddly
vulnerable to an entitled brother’s 
blackmail and spite. Fail to send money home, 
he once wrote, and he would cut the trees down,
the terms to which you would submit for years 
until the day your wife had had enough, 
saying “I have children too.” True to his word, 
the brother felled the trees and sold the wood.
But the gold ill-got that day proved slippery
to the touch. Jostled in that market crowd, 
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the brother, returning home, discovered 
the money gone. 
    There were not years enough
to write a different ending to the tale,
yet what remained sufficed—time enough to rue. 
What spite had done forgiveness could not undo.
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Rebirth

Out at the docks, you threw me to the waves.
Plunged into the icy azure froth, I flailed 
with all my might, pushing toward you,

where you stood unmoved, feet firm on wood planks, 
your bleared figure shadowed against a white sky.
The shock of cold awoke me to sudden life. 

Never had I felt my lungs crave so hungrily 
the air. You never were a patient man.
But as I swam toward you I saw myself

breaching the haired horizon of your eye—
a poor forked creature with webbed hands and feet 
struggling to emerge from the amniotic pull 

of undercurrents dragging me back into oblivion. 
And when you reached to rip me from the water’s
womb, my lungs tore at the terrible naked air.

Cradled against the cold, I trembled upon 
your implacable arm, tear-blind anger 
mixed unspeakably with gratitude and fear.
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St. Joske’s 

Since before the war there was always work.
In ’38, Papa sweating all day
for the WPA, Mrs. Wright
hiring Mama and her sisters to mind
the children and the wash—plenty to watch
after in white folks’ homes, too much to name. 

Took my diploma when they called my name.
Droughton’s Business College trained us for work
that spun our rough hands to silk. My wristwatch
wound mornings to keep time with the workday,
shorthand scrawl etched and sprawling in my mind.
I learned to type and file and smile and write

a message in clear script, to get it right
the first time, not forget the fancy names
of men in suits, to keep it all in mind.
Guarantee Shoe Company, where I worked
first, had me stamping bills, but busy days 
I made sales, rang the register and watched

ladies with delicate feet and watches
sparkling with jewel-light from their thin wrists write
checks in their husbands’ names. But come Friday
I thought only of the check with my name
on it. Treated myself after work
to a Joske’s fountain soda, my mind’s
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burdens lifting like bubbles, wallet mined
for jukebox dimes. I’d sit a while to watch
the shoppers and the clerks on break from work
bent over pie at the counter, a rite
shared by the weary no matter their names,
Formica hewn like a pew on Sunday.

Joske’s was a fancy store in its day.
Perfumed aisles and Persian rugs—had to mind 
your manners, not give our folks a bad name—
fourth-floor Fantasyland’s Santa on watch.
St. Joseph’s Church next store keeping folks right 
with God, refused to sell when Joske’s worked

up its expansion plans. Still came the day
they worked their dozers, dollar signs in mind.
We watched that store exert its divine right.
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Il Nesturo
the	grafter

His ghost is in the garden, its back to me
grafting the sucker cut from a peach tree
onto a small shoot of the dwarf pear,
this silent explosion, this big bang

in the middle of creation,
a stunted tree himself carefully tying
the freshly-cut twig onto the other
with thin twine woven from grapevines

around and around, snipping it
with his teeth, closing the fine knot
then another graft, this one running
the entire length of a tender branch

spliced then tied onto half of the other
to produce a new fruit, and it is this,
if there were other nesturi, that they
would come to see and taste,

not the tomatoes, severely pruned
with thick stalks and swollen fruit,
it is this tree, its enigmatic
blossoms attracting the bees,

tailors sewing anther to stigma,
this stunted tree he sits under on a stool
coaxing it into something it never
could have been without him. 
 
He is in the garden, his back to me
oblivious to this generation of scions
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tied only to themselves,
he doesn’t know, his wrought half acre,

the leaning outbuildings built
from scrap lumber and discarded pickets
during the depression, this nucleus
will be divided by lawyers,

that this dying star will implode
with its arbor, its half-tins
of straightened nails,
its miraculous fruit on the ground.
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Saffron Dust 
at	the	Washington	Monument	

The slanting sun, light-seeking, 
finds the smooth crowns of the Krishnas,
their chants of “Hare, Hare” trailing 
flashes of saffron further lighting 
the mall on Pennsylvania

her obelisk rising from clusters
of bright poppies, from the bong-bong-
bonging of a dozen dancers, 
brassy mendicant chanters
beside the monument’s jade lawns,

the Hare Krishnas moving as one,
cutting a wide, open swath,
a seabed of shimmering saffron,
over our staid, khaki forms 
scattered along the concrete paths.

Looking on, we make the spaces 
around their prayers, our thinness
ghostly as our pale faces,
those of solitary poets
no longer knowing our sentence;
  
while the chanting weaves a close 
fabric that holds and collates,
we hold open the space, and lose
even the sense of our words,
and so scatter, attenuate.

Cherry blossoms by the Potomac, 
gifts of an oriental bride
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that only this morning cracked 
open, begin in the dark 
to shut their rose petal eyelids.

Night’s descending now, dreamers
on the Mall draw close, and stars, 
the sky flowers, come near. Even 
the slight intervals between 
the atoms narrow as “Hare” calls—
  
the apricot scent, the saffron folds, 
bells and rhythmic chants—these all range 
over the Capitol, the soul 
of our Potomac, holy 
in its own way as the Ganges.
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Harvesters

Thomas Hart Benton’s “July Hay” picks up
on two men after each has drawn
a thumb across the blade of his scythe.
As my father, an accountant, must have done
before cutting weeds along county roads
for the WPA. He filled a shoebox
with what he took from his cuffs at night,
those flanged, tufted, briary seeds
he taped to index cards and identified
from a field guide. Ahead of the mowers
we find a meadow, hillocks and hollows
where a forage crop has leapt up
into composition. One behind the other
these figures without names or dates move
away from us, their stress and pause
of labor a soft, generic tautness.
My father told how his little brother,
lost a decade later on Guadalcanal,
would follow close behind him to fill
a Mason jar with grasshoppers for bait.
At the harvesters’ backs the foreground 
is all incurving light and dark that makes
a boundary to the field: foam flowers,
tree, vine leaves as large in perspective
as the torsos of the men. A tendril implies
the line of each two-handed shaft.
As he leans into his arc, the pants pocket
of the closer one opens to an oval
and fills with shadow—a whetstone’s in it?
My father’s blade entered the sunlit weeds.
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Trailside

Though you’re only passing through,
a literalist in the woods
letting everything just be itself,
tree trunks and leaf litter, you stop
and bend down to us, discover
finger-length paraffin stalks 
crooked at the top and with leaves
like scales. Nothing you’d want to
gather for a crystal vase,
we’re first to admit. We’re said to
live by metaphor. Corpse flowers,
we welcome the sexton beetle. 
We’re sinners cursed with an absence
of chlorophyll and so exhale no 
oxygen, doomed in deep shade to draw
our lives from a fungus that itself
taps into roots of oak and beech.
In dawn fog, a B-movie set, we’re
the missing crew of the Mary	Celeste
come to tell their story. You know us 
as the peace pipes of lost tribes.
We make the world whole again
here. We cannot go with you.
Touch us and we die.
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To Old Dresses Hanging in My Closet

puffed-sleeved, princess-seamed, A-lined, mandarin-
collared, midi or mini,

to their fabrics, weaves, surfaces, patterned or figured,
with figures that often were flowers, when I was young,

to patterns that were facsimiles of myself,
cut out flat, then joined and shaped

to my body, both the same and not the same,
the familiar curves of forearm, shoulder, breast, rise of the mons,

and to the body’s underpinnings, jut of the hips, the collarbone
from which the clothes were hung

whether the body beneath now swells or strains,
or the fabric drapes mysteriously over my slighter self,

for each was of an age, each I remember being
sheathed in, wrapped, bound, or caressed, 

each moment hovers when called to mind, blue silk
launch parties, seersucker backyard gatherings, flocked ceremonies,

times I overcame the strange burden of being myself,
of being unsure, to be able to say how	I	lived!

to the slips and stockings that were my second skin,
to the fastenings, buttons, zippers, hooks and eyes,

and to the hands that fastened me, those who loved me, 
to the ruffle of taffeta, to those I gathered in,
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to the fitting rooms of grand department stores, 
being driven by my mother-in-law, 

who asked me what was the point of therapy
back when I was too young to know 

and had to summon grace to answer,
to being the object of affection in my daughter’s eyes

when a homely, button-front, flowered frock
lights her face with recognition. 

I handle them reverently, these old phantoms,
these styles that can never be worn again, aged so long

trying them on is like archeology,
their styles dating them like strata date pottery. 
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A Generous Welcome

The snow is falling through eternity’s quiet
where everything here lives within. And now
mid-morning the sunlight falls across the

hemlocks, it too lying within the ubiquity
of quiet, a quiet arriving from the silence
that was here before Alpha and will be here

after Omega. This morning when the turkeys,
twelve of them, tumbled in their tumultuous
flutter down from roosting in the dark

where they sleep one hundred feet up in
the empty-leaved maples, the snow shook
down on the quiet of the cat, and she rushed

through the brush to the back door where she waited
for me. The quiet, of course, was everywhere.
The turkeys nodded their stable way up the hill, 

following the inevitable trail that has become 
their day, seeming to trust the path will bring 
them to seeds and corn, lost fruit. The light

glistened along the sheen of their backs bringing
gold and green out from what against the drifts
seemed only a study in black. Sound does come,

even in the hush of the turkeys’ enormous feet
imprinting the snowfall, even in the small fall 
of flake upon flake. Quiet can only turn to silence.
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Biblioteca de ciegos

Absortos, en sus mesas de caoba,
Algunos ciegos recorren como a un piano
Los libros, blancos libros que describen
Las flores Braille de remoto perfume,
La noche táctil que acaricia sus dedos,
Las crines de un potro entre los juncos.
Un desbande de palabras entra por las manos
Y hace un dulce viaje hasta el oído.
Inclinados sobre la nieve del papel
Como oyendo galopar el silencio
O casi asomados al asombro, acarician la palabra
Como un instrumento musical.
Cae la tarde del otro lado del espejo
Y en la silenciosa biblioteca
Los pasos de la noche traen rumores de leyenda,
Rumores que llegan hasta orillas del libro.
De regreso del asombro
Aún vibran palabras en sus dedos memoriosos.
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Library of the Blind

Absorbed at their mahogany tables
the blind walk through books
the keys of a piano
describing Braille flowers with remote perfume.
A tactile night caresses their fingers,
a colt’s mane among the reeds.
Words fly off in all directions,
enter through hands and take a sweet trip up to the ear.
They lean over the paper’s snow
as if listening to silence’s gallop.
Almost amazed they touch the word like an instrument.
Twilight falls from the other side of the mirror.
In the silent library the night’s steps
bring rumors of legends that arrive at the shores of the book.
Returning from astonishment, the words still vibrate
in their fingers’ memory.

	 	 —translated	by	Juan	Carlos	Galeano	and	Kenneth	Watson
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Conspiracy in White

Consider the snowy owl making a pass
and another and another over snow;

the bolus, 
a tough-luck egg of mouse bones.

How wave by wave 
confused water breaks up on a point;

how ring by ring the reservoir 
descends into another drought year. 

As water at the whim of temperature is 
now ice, now steam, 

so the heart is also: 
here’s the crucible paled past pouring 

into anything,
here’s the current wedded and arcing.

Ever before us the grief of raw materials
become Styrofoam cups, 

starched collars, virgin cuffs 
begging for a drag through gravy;

nurses’ shoes, their continual traffic 
in the service of removal,

as in the sugarcoated gallstones 
of agonized innards,
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as in biopsies.
Consider cholesterol built up 

and building rumor by rumor into 
the worst possible news come sweeping 

its little ice storm through the brain. 
(That epiphany is so much less 

like our headlights’ brief but titillating 
affairs with fog

than their double-barreled wedding 
to the head-on collision.)

Consider the bones—yours, your armature, 
your underpinning—

undermining all that is you,
ready to lay the hell down. 

Consider the grub 
unearthed at the gravesite

where marble figures may at any moment
begin losing their poker faces.
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The Woodcutter

I look for the ones tired of standing,
old ones, not yet rotted, but weak leafers.
Then I cut the wedge, let the saw bite.

When the hard work’s done, I can hum.
If I forget my dinner, the woods has got 
nuts and mushrooms and roots.

I want for nothing. Sometimes I meet 
a cross old granny or gent scolding 
like a chittery squirrel. But greet them kindly, 

and no telling what magic they can pull 
out of a hacked up stump. Many a kind word 
softens a hard heart. Even the wolf 

that swallowed grandma just wanted 
a little corn cake and beer. My brothers 
are the clever ones. They shake their heads at me. 

“Simpleton,” they say. But I pay them 
no mind. Money’s what they know. 
I know wood. And don’t both burn?

Once I saw a lightning struck oak
sheared off like a pencil snapped in two.
I stepped inside that old hollow heart,

and breathed in its woody rot, 
till I thought I was afloat, or had put on 
my own death coat. 
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I could have stayed snug inside
that singed wood, parts of it like pulpy batter 
feeding all kind of crawly bugs—

not my brothers’ bright buttery coffins, 
but that old tree, pecker holed, lightning sawed, 
a swirl of fluttery stars overhead. 

Betsy Sholl
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And	it	was	commanded	them	that	they	should	not	
hurt	the	grass	of	the	earth,	neither	any	green	thing….
	 	 	 	 —Revelation	9:4

Consider the way they shudder in the aftermath 
of coal trucks, farm trucks, the fast red car,

the way they sway in the backwind 
of passing’s vacuum, bending to fill the void, 

the small rustle of what’s left in the wake, 
whatever is said on the edge of our leaving—
 
chicory, ironweed, aster, thistle, joe-pye,
poorest of the poor—the way they stand 

as if anonymous, knowing themselves 
to be the blur passersby barely see,

the way they disappear when winter storms in, 
and then come crowding back in spring, 

the ground loving them the way it does not 
love the golf course with its sleek chemical green—

coreopsis, milkweed, bittersweet, goldenrod, 
sumac, wild carrot—

the way they bow to the passing waves 
that release their seeds, needing only a little wind

Betsy Sholl
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to lift them across the field, a little rain, 
a small crack in the hardpan to grow, 

to possess the earth, as scripture says 
they will. Don’t worry.

 

Betsy Sholl
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The Adulteress

They found her, no doubt, 
because they followed
for the pleasure of seeing her move,
ogling whenever her path would wend near them.
And then there was the convenience
of creating a case: not only 
putting her in her place, her death 
a shrug to them, but presenting Jesus 
with a conundrum, an inevitable loss 
of face before either the crowds 
or religious magistrates.

The men were not prepared for the redress
He would trace. His mere condescension
to write His love letter on the earth, 
in the dirt, to bend toward them—twice—
meant nothing. His message
was in that respect unheard.
More likely, He mentioned the names
of women they individually wished to bed, 
ones who might as easily end up dead.
Or maybe He aimed general disgrace
at their sex as the often pushier half
of a couple soon to be undressed, 
ones apt to privately okay lasciviousness.
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The weight of the stones
fallen from their relenting hands
was hardly proportionate
to the dent left, the impression
a world would find hard to forget
although it keeps trying
its womanizing best.
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Cleaving To

Dear Kyle Eckardt,
 When you are released, I hope that you will come to me. 
There is so much to say, so much to learn about one another. I’ve 
loved you for so long, even before I knew your name, even when 
your name was Rickey Martin, even when it was Travis Maguire. 
I loved you, even then. I’ve written you and dreamed you. Once, 
we attended the same funeral in a darkly-lit church, its nave 
stretched like a memory of her. You sat many rows behind me, 
but I knew you were there. You’ve always been there, at times 
faceless, without body or history. I see you more clearly now, your 
head shaved, a Harley Davidson tattoo on your chest, eyes like 
ink under heavy brows. When we meet, I’ll learn your voice, the 
particular way you word your sentences, as you explain to me 
how and why, what it was in your youth that drew you to her.

uuu

A	man	is	in	a	basement,	his	wrists	chained	to	a	slimy	rock	wall,	
black	in	places,	black	like	oil.	The	skin	from	the	shackles	is	bloody	and	
raw.	He’s	shivering.	His	feet	are	free,	but	he	doesn’t	move	them,	doesn’t	
squirm.	There	is	no	one	in	the	room,	except	for	the	man	and	a	girl	who	
approaches	him,	her	shoulders	stiff,	a	slight	grin	on	her	face.	She	stands	
in	front	of	him,	her	head	even	with	his	ribs,	and	with	all	the	weight	of	
an	eight-year-old,	stomps	on	his	toes,	stomps	hard,	stomps	repeatedly,	
until	the	man	grimaces	and	hollers	in	pain.	She	steps	back,	stares	hard	
into	his	eyes,	black	like	the	wall,	and	kicks	him	between	the	legs	like	she	
kicks	a	football	to	her	brother.	She	walks	away,	happy	not	to	look	back.

uuu

On April 23, 1986, two men abducted my mother from a shopping 
mall in Oklahoma City. Witnesses heard her scream. They saw her 
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being forced into her yellow Dodge Colt. They watched the taillights 
disappear down the road. For a week we waited, while I spent the time 
choosing special outfits to wear for when my teachers stopped by the 
house with banana pudding and cards made out of purple construction 
paper. For a week her naked body lay rotting in an oilfield in western 
Oklahoma, her hands bound behind her back, until an oilfield worker 
smelled the stench.
 In 1987, we were told the names of the two men who did this—Travis 
Maguire and Rickey Martin, half-brothers convicted of the December 1985 
kidnapping and murder of a fifty-eight-year-old woman, Jena Marie Repp, 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Rickey Martin, only nineteen years old and 
living in Oklahoma in July of 1987, turned himself in after reading in The	
Daily	Oklahoman that he was wanted for questioning for my mother’s 
case. During the interrogation, Martin admitted to participating in Repp’s 
murder. Testifying against his half-brother in a plea bargain agreement, 
Martin detailed in court how his brother had strangled Repp with his belt, 
which they later burned when they reached Oklahoma City, how they 
left her body under a tree along I–40, and how his brother showed no 
emotion or remorse in the minutes following the killing. 
 There were similarities in the cases: Repp’s abduction happened 
just four months before my mother’s. Repp was leaving her job at a 
doughnut shop when she was forced into her car—another random act. 
My mother’s car was found in Tucumcari, New Mexico, her body, like 
Repp’s, dumped along I–40. And Martin and Maguire could be placed 
in Oklahoma around the time of my mother’s abduction. The police 
seemed to latch onto a single piece of evidence recovered from Maguire’s 
house in Kentucky—a gold lighter engraved with the name Kathy, my 
mother’s name—even though my father insisted that my mother did 
not own such a lighter. The police questioned both Maguire and Martin 
about my mother’s case; both denied having any involvement.
 But we were told these were the men who did it. We were told 
they knew Maguire and Martin were guilty; they just didn’t have the 
evidence to prove it in court. This isn’t a one-time crime, they said. And 
at least they’re in prison, Maguire for life, Martin for eighteen years. We 
were supposed to rest more peacefully. We were supposed to believe.

uuu

She’s	 sitting	 in	 her	 sixth	 grade	 homeroom	 where	 desks	 face	
away	 from	the	door,	 toward	 the	chalkboard	and	Mrs.	Lathrop’s	desk.	
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There	is	a	knock	on	the	light	wood	door,	a	window	in	the	door	and	a	
cold	silver	doorknob.	Every	single	student	turns,	 leaning	over	to	 look.	
Two	policemen	in	full	uniform,	batons	swaying,	ask	to	see	Kristine	Engle	
in	the	hallway,	where	the	counselor	stands	at	a	distance.	She	gets	up,	
confused	and	nervous,	the	students	asking	her	what	she	did	and	if	she’s	
going	 to	 jail.	 She	 closes	 the	 door,	 standing	 where	 the	 whole	 class	 can	
still	see	her	profile,	and	gives	her	full	attention.	The	policeman	speaks	
softly	and	tries	to	whisper	that	they	just	found	the	men	who	killed	her	
mother	by	finally	matching	the	fingerprint	and	the	half	of	a	palm	print.	
She	screams	and	collapses	on	the	cold	tile	floor.	She	waits	for	the	class	to	
empty	before	she	awakens.

uuu

Dear Kyle Eckardt,
 Did you know that your birth date is the same as hers? 
She had just celebrated her 41st birthday. I gave her three 
silver bangles, two of them thin, the other thicker with 
diagonal cuts that sparkled in the light. I was most excited by 
the free jewelry case that folded like a large wallet. She hadn’t 
asked for that. She sat on the living room couch, as she ripped 
open the paper with her chewed, cracked nails. You had just 
turned 21. Do you remember the gift you received? Was there 
anyone next to you who felt as happy as I did, when she slid 
the bracelets over her slender hand or when they slipped to 
her elbows as she hugged me? 
 You two share the same first and last initials. Did you 
know that? Do you think these are just coincidences, the 
dates and names, the seemingly random way in which you 
met her? Would it surprise you to learn that the chance of 
those occurring altogether is over 1 in 5 billion? That’s nearly 
the population of the world.
 I bet you didn’t know that my initials are the same. I bet 
you haven’t even considered just how connected I am to her, 
and to you. I want you to know me. You need to see my face. 
But do not worry about how to find me. You’ll recognize me 
in the crowd. You’ll see her behind my eyes. You’ll remember. 
 You need to understand that her death lasted longer than 
a few hours or days.
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uuu

In May 1999, my brother Dawson, an Assistant District Attorney 
at the time, asked the Daily	 Oklahoman to write an article about 
my mother’s case and about our still-present hopes of finding the 
murderers. Dawson wanted to pressure the Oklahoma State Bureau 
of Investigation into performing DNA testing to confirm or deny 
Rickey Martin and Travis Maguire as the killers. In the May 2 Sunday	
Oklahoman, Dawson says, “‘The detectives have told us they’ve ran 
down every other lead they have…. This is it. It either points to them 
(the suspects) or it doesn’t. If it doesn’t, we can put behind any hope of 
prosecuting anybody. To us, it’s closure either way.’” 
 We were naïve then.

uuu

She’s	 standing	 in	her	apartment	 in	Manhattan:	400	square	
feet	where	the	lease	requires	80%	of	the	wood	floor	to	be	covered	with	
carpet	 or	 rugs;	 five	 windows,	 three	 of	 which	 face	 another	 building	
and	 two	 that	 overlook	 an	 empty	 space	 between	 buildings;	 the	 tile	 in	
the	kitchen	stripped	with	Softscrub;	a	metal	door,	painted	white,	with	
duct	 tape	covering	 the	hole	where	a	deadbolt	once	was;	and	a	viewer	
that	doesn’t	work.	The	white-turning-gray	 cordless	 telephone	 rings.	 It	
is	her	brother,	and	he	asks	 if	her	boyfriend	 Jerry	 is	 there	with	her	 in	
an	unusual	tone,	a	tone	hesitant,	concerned.	She	says	he	isn’t,	that	he’s	
bartending	lunch	at	ESPN	Zone,	and	she	asks	what	is	wrong.	He	wants	
someone	to	be	with	her,	but	he	knows	it’s	too	late.	He	says,	“Goof,	after	
fifteen	years	of	hoping,	they	finally	found	the	men	who	killed	Mom.	The	
computer	matched	the	DNA.”	Should	she	cry;	should	she	faint;	should	she	
ask	“really?”;	should	she	say	“I’ll	find	a	flight	that	leaves	today”;	should	
she	rush	to	Union	Square,	take	the	NRQW	to	Times	Square	and	tell	her	
boyfriend?	No,	this	time	she’ll	call	her	father	and	hear	his	voice	shake.

uuu

After the DNA testing cleared Martin and Maguire of my 
mother’s murder, I decided it was time to let go of the dream of finding 
the men. All the fantasies had been pointless. All the times I stared into 
my reflection in the shower’s tiles, the water coursing down my back, 
and practiced exactly what I would say during the sentencing phase of 
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a trial were in vain. Time wasted. There is nothing more to be done, I 
thought, nothing more for Dawson to press. 
 I was living in New York then, attending graduate school and 
living in the East Village. I had been witness to 9/11, to knowing that 
my husband Jerry and I were supposed to have been at The World Trade 
Center that morning for tax forms but we had overslept, to smelling 
the burning building and bodies when the wind shifted toward our 
apartment. Here was pain multiplied by the thousands. The faces of 
the missing lined the subway walls. The faces of the dead. The search 
for the two men who killed my mother seemed insignificant then. I 
wanted to give up, to accept, as Claudia Rankine in her meditation on 
forgiveness puts it, that this happened, happens, will happen, to feel a 
void rather than a presence. But I needed a gesture, a symbolic act of 
emptying. I decided to write the men a letter, just as I had desired, at 
eight-years-old, to write my mother a note while she was missing and 
to release it in the wind outside my bedroom window. 
 I didn’t enter Grace Church on Broadway and 10th for God or the 
representations of Christ or the Scripture, resting in the back of the 
pew, with its words of forgiveness read to me long ago by a woman 
who looked like a witch. I was nine then. My friend’s parents took me 
to their church on a Wednesday night. They led me to a room in the 
basement while the rest of the congregation snacked on cookies and 
punch. The room was small, more gray than blue, with two folding 
chairs opposing one another. They shut the door, left me alone with 
the old woman with the large nose who talked to me of forgiveness, 
while I ran the side of my shoe along the stitches of the carpet. She 
said I must ask forgiveness for my sins. It was the only way to see my 
mother again, who was waiting for me in Heaven. 
 “But why did God let my mom die?” I asked. 
 “Because God has a plan for everything, even if we don’t understand. 
He has a plan for you. And being saved is part of that plan.”
 I didn’t really understand why I needed divine forgiveness for lying 
about taking two Hershey Kisses instead of one or for prank calling my 
first grade teacher during a slumber party, but I wanted to be reunited 
with my mom. I didn’t feel comfortable praying in front of the old lady, 
even though she gave me the words to say. When I told her that I would 
pray that night before bed and ask forgiveness then, she said the devil 
would come to my room and convince me not to pray. “Every night he 
will visit you because he wants you with him instead.” I imagined his fork 
at my throat, his tail that kept me snared as he dragged me farther and 
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farther out of her reach. I kneeled, and I prayed, and I asked forgiveness for 
all the wrong I had done, and I asked to be saved. 
 That night, I huddled under my sheets and shuddered, waiting 
for the shadow of a man with horns. I heard the earth cracking open. 
A deep fiery hole. The flames danced outside my window. My father, 
furious with my friend’s parents, tried to convince me that the devil 
would not come for me, that the old lady was wrong, but I waited all 
night and nights after, ready for his clawed hand. 
 Nor did I enter Grace Church in New York because of the words 
of the youth minister, who spoke to me at sixteen about forgiveness 
of others. We sat in the gym while my friends played basketball, so 
many balls vying to enter one hoop. I had gone, then, to ask for an 
answer on how to handle my hate and anger, strengthening from my 
growing awareness of the horrors of my mother’s death—from my 
father’s answer of “Probably” when I asked him if she were raped, 
from learning that the words “decomposed” and “in nature for about 
a week” and “identifiable only by her teeth” really meant that her 
body wasn’t a body after it was dumped in an oilfield. With my legs 
crossed, one shaking nervously as I described the murder, I said that 
I wondered if church or God could help me heal. Wearing jeans and a 
white silk blouse, the young blond woman with a crop haircut and full 
bangs told me I needed to forgive the men who killed her. “The Lord 
says, we must forgive those who trespass against us,” she said, as she 
detailed a fight she once had with her sister, how they didn’t speak for 
a year, how she repeatedly asked the Lord to help her forgive. “After 
time, He answered my prayers. I forgave my sister, and I felt so much 
better afterwards,” she said. 
 My leg stopped shaking, my body suddenly stiff. She had said this 
with sincerity. I paused, not knowing how to respond, and then leaned 
forward. “I’m sorry, but I don’t see how this is the same. A fight you 
had with your sister, no matter how serious, is not like the men raping 
and killing my mother.”
 “It’s all forgiveness,” she said quickly, her voice soft and certain, her 
head tilted slightly to the side, as if to say I should understand this already.
 I shook my head and bit my lip. I should have ended the conversation. 
I should have seen the court as a metaphor, the lines dividing what is in, 
what is out, what thresholds can’t be crossed. But instead, after a short 
time of staring at the boys playing ball, their armpits sweaty, I asked, 
“How can I forgive when they haven’t apologized?”
 “My sister didn’t apologize to me.”
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 The sunlight through the open gym doors was bright. I leaned back 
in the folding chair, the slight screech of metal on concrete. “Okay, but 
how can I forgive them when I can’t understand, when I can’t empathize 
with what they did?” And then that ultimate answer again—You aren’t 
supposed to understand; you’re supposed to accept that God has a plan 
for you—the answer that shuts down the conversation. I hadn’t yet 
learned to see the answer as a narrative, one we have invented because 
living without a cause, without a reason, is too difficult to bear. We 
want to walk on earth that is firm, made steady by the stories we create. 
 I didn’t tell her this. Instead, when she asked if she would see me 
at church the next week, I answered, “We’ll see, you’ve given me a lot 
to think about,” as I stepped out of the gym into the Oklahoma wind.
 No, I didn’t enter Grace Church on Broadway for forgiveness or 
to forgive. I passed the gates for the architecture, the exterior wood, 
scored to look like stone, the yard of bright green grass, the only full 
grass for blocks, the pointed archways, the spires reaching like my 
mother, on tiptoe, for something just beyond her fingertips. I entered 
for the groin vault, for the chandeliers, dimmed during the day, for the 
dark pews like my mother’s antique pew along the wall of our family 
room, for the colors, floating along the floor. I entered for the silence. 
 I sat on the right side of the sanctuary, pen in hand, the paper, 
textured and tan, bought specifically because it appeared weathered, 
an embodiment of grief. I already knew the first line after the opening 
address. I had recited it in my head for months, hearing it as I passed 
the faces of the dead on the subway walls, as I passed the bare walls 
later, after a city worker had torn off the tape and wadded the flyers in 
the trash. I heard the line in the passing of sirens, on their way to a fire 
or a heart attack. I fell asleep to the rhythm of the line. 
 To the men who killed my mother…
 Penpoint on the page, ready for the line to appear. But I hesitated, my 
hand beginning to shake, lip quivering, the skin between my eyebrows 
suddenly furled. Penpoint to the page. Hesitate. I don’t want to cry here, 
not here, not where they can see me. I don’t want them to ask if I’m okay. 
Just focus on the page. My sniffling echoed through the nave. Shit, that 
woman turned slightly. Did she notice me? I should have brought tissue. 
Why did I think it would be this easy, the words, because planned, kept 
at a distance? The page remained blank, except for the address and the 
dots where I kept placing the pen’s tip in an effort to begin, for an hour, 
until my hand finally steadied enough to write:
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To the men who killed my mother,
 I’m letting you go. For sixteen years I have held onto you, 
fists clenched. I have dreamed of finding you, my life spent 
in thoughts of hurting you—the first: to stomp on your toes 
and kick you in your balls while your arms were chained to 
charcoaled walls. As I learned the extent of her pain, of her 
rape and her suffering from fear, I wanted to hurt you more. I 
wanted to make you bleed where wild animals could smell your 
stench, to watch as they ate you. And then it was simply lethal 
injection, to your blank stare and my head against glass—all of 
this for closure to my loss.
 What I didn’t realize was that you were controlling me, my 
thoughts like obsessions, my memories tainted with sadness. 
My suffering has been long—the hope of justice always giving 
way to disappointment.
 I am opening my fists, fingers stretching to let you slip. 
And though I am afraid to see my palms, empty and open, 
I will no longer love you, as hate becomes indifference. I am 
in control, my thoughts of her not clouded by her death, my 
memories innocent again, not because I have forgotten what 
you did, but because I can remember joy—the way we laughed 
as I repeatedly tried to crawl away, and she snatched me up 
again and again, encircling me in her arms, pulling me close to 
her body.
 Do not think that I have forgiven you—I cannot forgive 
what hasn’t been apologized for—and even then I would not 
give you the satisfaction. This is my testimony that you will no 
longer be a you to me, that though I still hope for justice, my 
time, energy, and care will not be given to searching anymore.
 I will drop this in the East River, not so it will find its way 
to you, but for me to watch it drift away.

 After writing the letter, I walked toward the East River through 
Alphabet City. I was bundled up in my down coat and scarf, my 
fingers no longer feeling the paper because of my gloves. The wind 
wrapped around the buildings like cellophane. At the river’s edge, 
I leaned forward over the rail to place the paper in water with my 
ungloved hand. I held it there, the paper darkening, briefly stiff under 
my fingertips, then softening until it rippled with the water. I let it 
slip from my fingers and watched as it drifted quickly, dipping in the 
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current, the ink smearing, my words running together, being washed 
away, until the letter disappeared in the wake of a barge. 
 Or so I imagined. 
 I walked to the river, thinking I could reach the water as I could 
on Roosevelt Island, but a tall chain link fence obstructed my passage. 
I stood watching the current, the water thick and tinted a brownish 
green. I wrapped my fingers around the diamonds of metal, placed my 
forehead against its rough grain, until the cold wind off the river made 
me turn away. I walked back to the apartment with the letter in my 
back pocket, protected by my coat. It’s with me still.

uuu

October	6,	2004	Journal	Entry. 

Dawson called tonight while Jerry and I watched the playoffs 
on TV, the Yankees against the Twins at Yankee Stadium. We 
miss the YES Network in New York where we could watch every 
game. Here in Houston, we have to wait until the postseason to 
see many of the games. I had just finished cussing at the couch, 
or, more accurately, at the slip cover that keeps falling on the 
floor despite my repeated attempts at using a carpet grabber 
for grip. Dawson spoke to Jerry first, without forewarning 
him, and then asked to speak with me. He babbled about the 
TV show Lost, telling me to watch it sometime and to call him 
before I do, so he can catch me up on the storyline. His voice 
then cracked as he said he called the police to check on your 
case again. I should have known this was coming; he works on 
about a two year cycle. The detective told him that they had 
recoded the DNA evidence for the sixteen points of reference 
needed for CODIS, the federal database. No matches.
 I acted normal on the phone, asked questions in an 
indifferent tone, and listened to his voice become scratchy, as 
if tired. After I hung up, my eyes began to water, and when 
Jerry asked me what was wrong, my bottom lip quivered as I 
struggled to say It’s	over. 
 I know I’ve told people that the search for the men was 
“basically over” and “pretty much done,” but I didn’t realize the 
hope in the words “basically” and “pretty much.” I don’t know 
what to feel. I’m terribly sad, feeling that there is nothing more, 
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no chance, no justice, no knowing. Part of me, a small part, is 
relieved, wanting there to be an end, wanting for Dawson to 
stop calling the police, wanting the facts to be stored away, not 
fully absent, but not present either. And there is part of me that 
still hopes, still thinks there will be a match one day, and I hate 
that I feel this. Another part feels like I have failed you.
 It feels like the game Marco Polo—my eyes have been 
closed, I’ve been calling out Marco and the facts of the case 
return Polo,	 the men just beyond my reach. I have felt the 
force of water when they move, the splashes when they dash 
away. But now I’ve opened my eyes; no one is there, just ripples 
spreading out over the surface from where they once were.
 How do I let go? How do I give up? I’m scared.
 Jerry, in trying to comfort me, said that we	just	don’t	know. 
They could have been convicted of another crime years ago, 
before they logged DNA. They could be in prison. They could 
have already had the death penalty. You	 never	 know. And I 
answered, That’s	the	problem.
 Mom, I’m sorry.

uuu

Dear Kyle Eckardt,
 I dare you to come for me. Just know that I will not die as 
she did. This time it will be your body in pain. Your scream. 
Your blood beaten from your head. And just as you begin to 
beg, just as you plead please, please kill me, I will take the 
only two things you love—the casting of a fishing rod and the 
thrill of blunt force trauma—and then let you live. You’ll lose 
your legs, the use of your arms, the freedom of scratching 
your cheek when it itches. I swear your fingers will never 
again find a woman’s thigh.

uuu

On our balcony in Houston, my father had just finished his 
Marlboro Light, the smoke drifting in the direction of downtown, 
when he stepped back into our apartment and said, “Wow, it’s muggy 
out there,” in a tone that showed his annoyance for having to step 
outside for his cigarette after dinner. He settled into his brown leather 
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chair—his chair because I stole it from his house after he finally 
redecorated, though only the family room. The rest of the house 
remains as my mother had decorated it over twenty years ago. “Let’s 
start the movie,” he said, the pillows now propped just as he likes. I 
put in the movie The	Interpreter	and turned the volume way up for 
my father, who cared less if our neighbors were home. In the film, one 
of the characters describes an African ritual to end mourning where, 
after a year has passed, a murderer is bound and then tossed into a 
river to drown. The family of the victim then has the choice to remain 
on the shore, their feet firm in the sand, or to swim out and save him. 
If they choose to let him drown, they will have justice but no peace, but 
if they recognize that life is not always fair or just, the act of pulling 
him from the depths can take away their sorrow, 
 I turned to my father, backlit by the setting sun, and said, “You 
would let him drown wouldn’t you?”
 “Damn straight,” he said unhesitatingly and then he paused. “No, 
on second thought. I’d castrate him first. Then let him drown.”
 There is relief in hearing him say this, my father unapologetically 
stating his hatred, leaving no veil. Growing up, I never heard him cast 
judgment, no “you should try to forgive,” no “it isn’t good to have 
those thoughts.”  Instead an understanding and a comfort.
 And yet I am moved by the story in the film and at times blush 
before it when the character says, “Vengeance is the lazy form of grief.” 
I am touched by the image of a hand reaching down into cold, clear 
water for the body of the undeserving, to see, in the distortion of the 
light, the surprise on the face of a killer who does not understand.

uuu

August	12,	2008	Journal	Entry 

A few weeks ago, after returning to Houston from a trip to 
Oklahoma, I was unpacking suitcases and doing laundry, 
when Dad called and said that I should sit down. I didn’t 
sit down, thinking a joke would follow—“Kristine, I called 
Florence, and I have a date; Kristine, I cleaned out the fridge!” 
Then he said he received a phone call from Booker, the retired 
detective for the “Cold Case” unit of the Oklahoma City 
Police Department—they have a DNA match. “His name 
is Kyle Richard Eckardt”—I quickly wrote his name on the 
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refrigerator wipeboard, his name now a part of my domestic 
space, my home—“in prison at Stringtown for aggravated 
assault and battery of a Tulsa woman.” 
 My reactions are not as I have rehearsed in my head. I 
haven’t screamed. I haven’t fainted. I sat there. Stunned. Silent. 
Shaking my head. A few tears. Silent again. What do I do with 
this information? Why now? 
 I listened to Dad give the few details he had. His voice was 
calm the entire time. Always the stoic father. “That’s all I know 
for right now, darlin.” 
 After acknowledging that there was nothing more to 
say, Dad told me to call him if I needed him, and we hung 
up. I reeled. When will the press be involved, what will I 
say, what questions will be asked, how quickly will the case 
move forward, will it move forward, will he be paroled next 
year, never to be convicted of Mom’s murder. Working on the 
police’s time, not mine, not hers, not knowing what that time 
is, how it runs, not knowing if they have spoken to him, what 
he has or will say. 
 Jerry immediately began the internet searches. Links 
to the Department of Corrections, with links to newspapers 
that covered his crime in Tulsa, Oklahoma, with links to his 
picture. I’ve now seen his face, his body at 6’1’’—large, almost 
twice mine in weight. A picture of him with a long dark gray 
beard, his hair, growing white, in a mullet cut, glasses thick. 
He looks so much older than forty-four. Three years older than 
Mom was when she died. Another picture, taken at DOC, with 
a shaved head, shaved face, and no glasses. Eyes straight at the 
camera. Heavy bags under them. Dark. There is something 
behind those eyes that I cannot pin down or comprehend.
 A rush. My hate now with a target, a focus, just give me 15 
minutes with him, just let me put my stiletto to his throat, just 
let me ram a rod up his ass so he knows what it feels like, just 
let me tie a noose around his neck and inch it up, a little at a 
time, for a period of days. The desire to speak with him, to ask 
why, to ask him to explain in terms I can understand how one 
does it and continues on with life, how one inflicts permanent 
pain on a family, on an eight-year-old, a six-year-old (the son 
of his latest victim). To see him in person, the dreams, as in my 
childhood and youth, that he comes for me. 
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 I needed to swim laps at the apartment pool because there 
was nothing more that I could do but pull the water, transfer 
energy, swim until my body exhausted itself so as not to think. 
Pull again, again, for days. One afternoon, as I paused between 
laps, I looked around at the people at the pool. People drinking 
beer, reading magazines, listening to their iPods, talking on 
their phones. A kid jumping in the water, getting out, and 
jumping in again. Laughing. I wanted to scream at them. None 
of you fucking people know that my mother was murdered. 
You sit there smoking your cigarette, talking about how Jessica 
needs to leave her bastard boyfriend and here I am trying to 
stay under the water where it is silent, but Eckardt’s face keeps 
trailing me. Go to the other fucking pool so I don’t have to hear 
that your main concern is the amount of Keystone Light in the 
cooler and you don’t have to see that I’m breaking.

uuu

Dear Kyle Eckardt,
 The earth is splitting open…it’s time for us to jump in.

uuu

Though I have returned at times to indifference, to where 
I was before, not indifference but a feeling deep down, a shrug, an I	don’t	
know, a giving in or giving up, a feeling that nothing has changed, nothing 
will come of this, another “this is the man who did it but there isn’t 
enough to convict him,” another failure, all it takes is a look at the details 
of his prior arrests or at his photograph on the Department of Corrections 
website, and the emotion is strong again. I’m sitting here at Inversion 
Coffee House on Montrose, rereading Eckardt’s prior affidavits—the 
restraining order filed by his mother, two marijuana possessions, and 
an assault and battery for his live-in girlfriend, in which the detective 
describes the girlfriend’s wounds: a laceration to the back of her head that 
was bleeding profusely, black eyes, one swollen shut, lacerations on her 
lips, a swollen nose—and I am back to wanting to kill him. 
 Just yesterday I was telling Jerry, as we ate Chicka-Chicka-Boom-
Boom at Chuys, that I didn’t think I could do it, that I can play it out 
in third person, seeing a woman who resembles myself swing the bat 
for a smooth strike to the spine, but when I imagine the stiletto or gun 
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or knife in first person, Eckardt’s face below my feet, the feel of my 
heel through flesh, the kickback of a gun, the knife hitting bone, its 
slight ricochet in my hand, I can’t do it. I can’t continue the scenario. 
But thinking of the woman in Tulsa, with her knocked-out teeth and 
severe anal tears, and of her six-year-old son, the way he stayed in the 
apartment with his dead mother’s body in the bathroom, the way he 
didn’t pee for a day because he was afraid to go in, finally walking next 
door when he couldn’t hold it any longer, destroys that hesitation. I 
want to hurt him. I want him to feel what his victims felt—the skin 
sliced open, deep black bruises, an animal’s bite, fear. Yes, I want him 
to know fear, his 6’1’’ body brought down, incapacitated.
 These people around me on their laptops, the people with margaritas 
yesterday, the waiter who brought me extra boom-boom sauce, have no 
idea what I’m thinking, that I’m writing about cutting off a man’s dick or 
paralyzing him from the neck down so that he can never feel a woman 
again and never have the ease of death. The man with his Dell, his terrible 
green tie with white polka dots, his blue and white checkered shirt and 
pinstriped pants, who types away with The	Project	Manager’s	Handbook in 
front of him does not know this. And the woman to my right, with short 
hair that I wish I had the guts to have, with her omega drink and two large 
bags, has no idea that it is she I want to protect. She is the reason I do not 
sleep, fearing his release from prison and her affidavit added to my stack.

uuu

He’s	standing	in	front	me.	Shaved	head.	Eyes	with	dark	circles.	
Tall	and	heavy.	He	doesn’t	move.	He	doesn’t	 say	anything.	 I	 feel	 the	
rage	begin.	The	skin	on	my	face	tightens.	A	tension	in	my	lips.	A	tension	in	
my	temples.	My	entire	body	stiffens.	A	pulling	back.	A	revving	up.	A	surge.	
I	punch	him	just	below	the	ribcage.	Centered.	Direct.	Knuckles	in	the	gut.	
	 But	I	am	the	one	who	doubles	over.	A	loss	of	breath.	An	explosion	
on	the	underside	of	muscle.	He	still	stands	there,	unmoved,	unhurt.	I	
look	up	at	him	and	think,	This	is	the	difference	between	you	and	me.	I	
can	feel	the	pain	of	others.
 In my waking hours, there is a residue, like a phantom limb or 
a scar that aches in cold weather. I remember the dream and feel the 
urge to double over. It hurts still. Three inches above my belly button, 
the diaphragm tenses, ready for another blow to myself.

uuu
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Dear Kyle Eckardt,
 Soon we will meet, though not as I have wished. They 
surprised us both with new evidence, and now we will be 
surrounded by the law and not the cracked red earth. With 
the blindfolded woman above us, her scales tipped, though 
imperceptibly so, with the procedures and motions, the 
rulings and arguments, with the language you and I do not 
use and the multitude of voices while our own voices are 
hushed, how will you know me?

References:
—The	Interpreter. Screenplay by Charles Randolph, Scott Frank, and Steven 
Zaillian. Dir. Sydney Pollack. Universal Studios, 2005. DVD.
—“Jury Gives Slayer Life Man Suspected in City Woman’s Death.” Oklahoman.	
14 Apr 1988.
—Rankine, Claudia. Don’t	Let	Me	Be	Lonely:	An	American	Lyric.	Saint Paul: 
Graywolf Press, 2004. Print. 
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Jazz in the Afternoon
Art	 Tatum	 was	 born	 blind	 in	 one	 eye	 and	 with	 only	 partial	
sight	in	the	other…[and]	learned	to	play	primarily	by	ear	off	of	
piano	rolls,	radio,	records,	and	from	other	musicians…
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 —Internet	Jazz	Project

That music’s another example of what can be overcome; which 
is everything, after all. The question is degree, and the answer 
lies in the debris gathered around. Just don’t get carried 
away. Kept under control, and modest, the fresh snow can be 
shoveled away, the walk cleared, so the mailman can get close 
enough. We don’t want most of the news—or whatever he 
brings—but the way to the box is clear and waiting, a salute 
to the idea of hope. Maybe the check I’ve imagined is about 
to appear, and I’ll understand the long argument someone 
was shouting in the dream. The home team lost in the finals, 
reinforcing the world, the disappointment overcome by 
relief.  After all, the snow is gorgeous and so is the music.  If 
I’m quiet long enough, I can actually hear it. 
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What You Don’t Remember

Once you lost your own house, standing in front of it
during a snowstorm. A large lake of a house, its locked
rooms cold as stones but for one where you slept
by a cast iron stove and your parents who never
would leave you. What wish sent you out
to that huge hollow skull bone of snow?
You’d been told how all flakes make
their own matchless patterns
and patient, you watched
for each one. The yard
yawned its end into hills
thick as books that in fall
you had lined with red leaves.
You walked through time and past it
while snow waited, its sound like the sound
of wings on sleeping birds, of paper being crushed
underwater. Out of time the air stitched itself up
into icy sweaters, feathers, a spin of walls. You
were the quiet you heard. The fogged glow
of the lit kitchen window diffused
into holes in the snow that then
folded and filled as if no
unique pattern could matter. Time
swayed to wobble, tipped: You swished
in your coat hood without it. You were not
trying to find your way home. You were not afraid. 
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The Book of Fruit

The hunger to eat the halved kiwi
is balanced by the hunger to look

a moment longer at its two
pale green opal faces, cleft ovals 

glistening, the tiny 
black seeds lined in wild rows

like schoolchildren allowed to fan out
between crossings, or posed but only

half-stilled for a photograph.
Each seedlet clinging by the tiniest

thread to the white mothering
swelled column in the center

that joined the stem. That was
the vine that now

has fallen. This is the womb
we eat, each bittersweet

seed crackling between the teeth,
the moist jade sugars glimmering.

It should not surprise us
the resemblance to what we can see
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of the woman, or that this is the shape
still inside that we cannot.

It should not surprise us
how simple life is

or with what sweet care
the woman walking through

the pale green shimmering light 
of the world must be touched.

Sam Taylor
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Where to Find Work in Natrona, Wyoming

        
   
Natrona remains a mystery,
a Highway 287 remnant
of a time when Wyoming
satisfied herself with solitude.
The sign reads, Pop.	5. This

should say it all. You
walk through railway
cinders to a grocery
store disguised as a gas stop.
You wear the same shoes

you always have—or maybe,
they are boots that chafe your ankle
with twenty-seven years of
sweat accumulated under this
same road sign. Natrona mocks you,

with a population exactly
one thousandth its elevation.
Here, dust floats like a fog
over everything, but ultimately
it obscures only the fact that there

is nothing to see but horizon. This 
is a family thing—you run the 
store because you always have.
In Natrona, generations
are measured in a dry, leathery
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handshake. You bide time
with a home veterinary guide
and come off sure you could
operate on the broken foreleg 
of a horse with no problems. 

Later as the sun sets, you turn on the 
radio that is next to the Ring Dings,
near the window that looks out on
the highway, and hum along
to a song you know the words to.

Seth Brady Tucker
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The Nest

For days it has moved
from one spot to another—
bookcase, table, counter,
bathroom—shedding 
stray bits of twig 
and flecks of moss. 
None of us can keep 
from fingering it,
tracing the intricate weave
of root tendril and fiber,
strands of hair 
and shreds of grass. 
The bottom is worn
almost through.
Only an open, meticulous
meshwork remains.
Woven into the whorled 
lace of thread 
and hair and stem
is the weather-softened 
flag of paper
from a chocolate kiss,
repeating its one word:
DARK   DARK   DARK.
There the eggs must have rested
like warm pearls,
carried among drifting branches.
From out of summer’s lush heat,
this frail coracle.
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Washed Away
close	up	its	cosmos	of	debris	and	sparkle
	 —Barbara	Ras,	“Once	the	Ocean	Takes	You”

The coastal village name is Saito but there is no 
evidence it was here except for the miles of debris— 
a gray car on its back, the torn second floor of a home 
with its dark tiled roof, a train station sign crumpled
but still recognizable among piles of steel and wood, 
pots and shoes stranded with kelp in flooded
rice fields. Just days before the tsunami
I read the poet’s warning, “Once the ocean takes you,
it’s over”—and as I view photos of Saito, the only
sparkle amidst the devastation comes from 
a search team’s fluorescent yellow coats.
A lone man wanders down a section of cleared
highway, unable to take in the heaps of rubble
crowding each side. Weaving along the road’s
center line, still painted bright yellow, he heads
seaward to a mute horizon of water and sky.
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Snow Falling on Opening Day

    I

Two brothers dressed to play today
Stand disconsolate, faces pressed
To deep-plated supermarket glass
As snow falls generously to asphalt,
Cars, and ambulance. I pass by, pull
A grocery cart—one among many—
From the Schnucks Brentwood atrium.

There’s a spillage on aisle thirteen: 
It notes all lost days are not erased.

    II

We walk hand-in-hand down the stony
Lane, mother dressed in her floral
Summer dress, singing, as she often
Sang, “These Foolish Things,” that
Song I had once thought, as I pulled
Queen Anne’s Lace and fuchsia
From the hedgerows, she had made
For me, her fingers tinkling idly
On the grand piano of her failing
Heart. When that last July at sun-
Down she sought among new arrivals
At the commissary some news from
Town. And bread, milk, cigarettes,
And wine. She sat among women
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Till shutters were drawn down, all
Huddled into cardigans. A lover,
Feverish and severe among school
Children, I feigned the mildest play.

    III 

Two brothers—the first an Albert
Pujols, the second a smaller Adam
Wainwright—pull plastic sleds, all
Red and white, across the pristine
Parking lot. Claiming the space at
Schnucks’s entrance the baseball boys
Had held, I shape through wiped
Plate glass the narrow lane to which
Mother and son adhered. The boy,
Among gray hedgerows, is caught
Breaking from his mother’s vocal
Grasp, while the scene itself begins
Its shift toward formlessness. We
Would sit on stormy evenings with
Our opened books, television wiped
Out by the wind, white lines across
A dark background. Who read at
The kitchen table, which one of us 
Slouched in a brown armchair?

    IV

Inside the bright commissary, where
Forms were placed in front of wooden
Shelves, a man stood before his dry
Goods singing. His arms opened into
A torc of welcome when a customer
Entered from the lane. A bell rang.

Eamonn Wall
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    V

Too heavy with breath and memory,
The supermarket window moistens
Over. The two boys have long since
Departed for, as I imagine, the Art
Hill ski slope in the family minivan.
On Brentwood Blvd., across from 
Where I stand, this late-March day,
Buses pass and falling snow catches
To mother’s hair: such foolish things
As time procures. I am looking
At my pasted breath, seeing nothing.

Eamonn Wall
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Núi Khê Revisited

For most of 1970, my home was the forested hills southwest 
of the old imperial city of Huế. Infantry companies of the 101st 

Airborne Division roamed this area, known as the Rocket Belt, trying 
to preempt rocket and mortar attacks on the city and nearby American 
bases. Alpha Company’s patrols took us from stream-threaded valleys 
to rippling ridgelines and once, for three days, the windblown rocky 
crest of Núi Khê. (In Vietnamese núi means hill or mountain;	 khê 
means a ravine or steep-sided valley with a stream flowing through 
it.) On our military grid maps, Núi Khê, represented by dense brown 
elevation swirls, was Hill 618. At 618 meters, or 2,028 feet, it overlooked 
the lowlands surrounding Huế and the quilt of grassy foothills and 
wooded mountains unfolding toward the higher western peaks. From 
the depths of the forest, it resembled a whale’s pale head breaching a 
blue-green sea. Up close, its denuded hump showed the scars of hard 
fighting. My stay there had been preceded by bloodshed but was 
uneventful. When sunrise or sunset made the panorama below leap up 
in chiaroscuro, Vietnam looked beautiful.
 Fifteen years after the last time a chopper plucked me from those 
undulating green hills, a ten-year-old named Nguyễn Thị Kiều Tiên 
began her seven-year exile there as a girl of the forest. Her family had 
paid for her father’s allegiance—Luật had served as a lieutenant in South 
Vietnam’s army and as a translator for the American army—when 
the Communists relocated them after the fall of Saigon in 1975 to a 
remote rural gulag. Years later they moved to Bình Thành to be closer 
to relatives near Huế. They were the poorest residents in a poor village 
without electricity, plumbing, phone service or rice paddies. All around, 
wilderness and semi-wilderness rose and dipped. In this era before 
Vietnam’s shift to a market economy transformed everything natural 
into a commodity, the forest, which was reclaiming American firebases 
and resisting small-scale woodcutters, appeared to be the face of a 
lovely, dangerous, all-powerful spirit. Kiều Tiên started out helping her 
father patrol his snares and net fish. Later she panned for gold or, more 
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often, gathered rattan, bamboo shoots, mushrooms, fruits and a host of 
edible and medicinal leafy plants. When she was older, she and her sister 
awoke before dawn and trekked to Núi Khê, whose summit they reached 
at midday. There they had thirty minutes to scavenge American shell 
casings and other scrap metal (convertible to cash to buy rice, a luxury 
for their family) before departing to make it home by nightfall.
 During the sort of improbable adventure that tourists traveling 
alone sometimes walk into, I met Kiều Tiên at Bình Thành on the second 
day of the Lunar New Year festival of Tết 1996. A decade and a half later 
we made our third visit as a married couple to Huế. We’d decided to 
mingle our memories of Núi Khê by climbing it together. My wife also 
wanted to see the forest again—see its beautiful, diverse trees and its sites 
of personal and communal memory that, at the age of thirty-five, she’d 
begun to view as retreating into an irretrievable past. Me, as a literature 
and environmental studies professor working on a book of stories about 
Vietnam, I had mixed motives. Getting some exercise and clean air 
after an eighteen-hour flight to sunny but polluted Ho Chi Minh City 
(Saigon’s name after April 1975) was my least complicated motive. The 
big barrier to our excursion was Kiều Tiên’s fear that government forestry 
workers would use their rifles to make me the last casualty of what the 
Vietnamese call the American War. Her brother’s friend, a policeman in 
Huế, reassured her. Excitement replacing anxiety, she drew up a list of 
hiking necessities to buy at the Đông Ba market on the north bank of the 
Perfume River.
 My wife and I think differently about many things. I envisioned 
rough throwaway clothes (December is the middle of central Vietnam’s 
monsoon; my memories of rain, mud and swollen streams were vivid) 
and a fast-paced, military-style hump straight to the mountain. Her 
priority was food. We already had her mom’s scrumptious, rice-thread-
crusted fish sticks, which we’d brought from the Nguyễn family’s 
apartment in Ho Chi Minh City. Quickly she picked up pork and beef 
rolls, baguettes, rambutans, tangerines, drinkable yogurt, sweetened 
orange juice and, the one thing I’d counted on, lots of bottled water. 
Boots she wouldn’t even consider for a hike she’d always done in 
sandals. I trailed after her through the sensory overload of Đông Ba’s 
maze, pleased when she bargained a “North Face” backpack from 
China down to $3. She also bought gifts for the elderly neighbors in 
Bình Thành who kept watch on the bamboo-and-rattan house that 
her much-loved late father, who gazed out from his photo on an altar 
within, had built and rebuilt.
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 Núi Khê rises only sixteen kilometers southwest of a famous 
city in a populous country, yet it had no recorded history until the 
war made it a contested site. For cultural reasons, people simply 
didn’t think of going there. Few Vietnamese except for recent 
Ph.D.s in environmental science have ever felt the forest’s allure. 
(In English we usually apply the term “jungle” to the woodlands 
of Vietnam’s cordillera; scientists categorize them as monsoon or 
tropical rain forest.) Among Vietnamese writers, no counterparts to 
the Transcendentalists have ever contemplated the natural sublime. 
Núi Khê is a striking mountain whose peak catches its own wind-
chased weather, yet it never inspired anyone as Maine’s Mount Ktaadn 
inspired Thoreau. Although Vietnamese literature and songs display a 
detailed love of nature, the context is normally the cultivated lowlands 
where most of the non-urban population dwells. In war novels such as 
Bảo Ninh’s The	Sorrow	of	War and Dương Thu Hương’s Novel	Without	
a	Name, the wooded mountains are spirit-haunted, hostile. During the 
early postwar years my future wife had an uncommon experience, 
growing up in and learning to appreciate the forest thanks to her 
family’s internal exile. But for millennia, until the American War was 
well underway, Núi Khê remained a blank. Poking the sky high above 
the woven green shade of its valley, it existed outside of Vietnamese 
culture, part of a wilderness where civilized people didn’t belong. 
 The evening before Kiều Tiên and I set out, we sat on the seventh-
floor balcony of our room at the Ideal Hotel—“the first in-room garden 
hotel in Huế,” as its owner Lý Tưởng advertised it—beside a nook 
formed of mossy rocks, green leaves sticking out from holes in fake 
bamboo, dark-purple ground plants, and a frog-embossed pottery 
fountain burbling into a pool. The rain that had slapped us since we 
landed at Huế-Phú Bài Airport thirty-six hours earlier had tapered 
off. We breathed the cool, water-logged air breezing in from the hills. 
With delight and nostalgia, she recalled details of her girlhood in the 
forest. What I recollected was a surprise encounter along a shallow, 
mossy-rocked stream one morning in June 1970.
 For months Alpha Company had turned up no signs of large-scale 
enemy activity in the Rocket Belt, and the area seemed safe enough 
for its three platoons to cover more ground by operating separately 
a few klicks (kilometers) from each other. That morning, 2nd Platoon 
woke up alone on a grassy rise above the stream. It was undermanned, 
as usual, with seven to nine guys in each of its three squads. When 
Lieutenant Wertin ordered 3rd Squad—my squad—to do a dawn recon 
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in a valley near Núi Khê, Sergeant Mindak felt unconcerned enough 
to let me stay behind and clean my M–60 machine gun. I watched 
the six men vanish as they stumbled down the bank of an unnamed 
winding “blue” (a stream, so called from the color of water on our 
maps). Twenty minutes later those of us left behind jumped up at the 
distant, mixed crackling of AK–47 and M–16 rifle fire. We talked 
uneasily while rushing to pack up ponchos, breakfast things and a 
half-cleaned machine gun. Finally Mindak radioed a report of two 
casualties resulting from “contact” with a small enemy element. 
 I joined a relief column that didn’t get far on the blue’s slippery 
rocks before a racketing M–60 (my friend Toby’s gun) made us 
flop for cover. A prolonged, dappled pause. Those of us at the rear 
of the strung-out column wondered what had happened and what 
was about to happen. Bursting with an adrenalin-fueled sense of 
aliveness, I scanned the banks for movement. As minutes slipped by, 
I was drawn by the water’s gurgling glissando and the electric-blue 
dragonflies darting above it—the most intense beauty, it seemed, 
I’d ever experienced. Doc broke my spell. He splashed by, loud-
whispering: “Don’t drink the water! There’s blood in it.” Toby had shot 
one of 3rd Squad’s ambushers, who’d chosen the wrong direction to 
flee, at a blind bend in the stream. Soon we slogged on, linking up with 
my buddies and forming a ragged defensive perimeter. A Medevac 
hovered, fanning the treetops so hard that leaves floated down, and 
lowered its jungle penetrator to hoist up the wounded. Two days later 
what remained of 3rd Squad clambered to the summit of Núi Khê.
 After a predawn breakfast, my wife and I met the driver of the 
hotel’s Toyota Innova, a front-wheel drive van we hoped would save 
time by negotiating the muddy logging tracks that the mixed, unequal 
blessing of market reform had gashed deeper into the forest. A new 
paved road and a new bridge across the Perfume River took us smoothly 
to Bình Thành. There we hooked up with Kiều Tiên’s cousin, Châu, a 
wiry forty-two-year-old with the shy but assured smile of a man who’d 
survived a bullying father and an inauspicious birth in 1968, the bloody 
Year of the Monkey. He hadn’t scouted the forest for years, thanks to 
the village’s recent relative prosperity, but was game to be our guide. 
A twenty-seven-year-old woman joined us as something between a 
companion and a lightly burdened porter. Duyên had gone to grade 
school with Kiều Tiên’s younger brother. He’d moved forward with 
my help through prep school and university and now, as the marketing 
director of a company in Ho Chi Minh City, was the village success 
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story. Duyên had been forced by her hapless parents’ poverty to quit 
school after fourth grade. Gamine and cheerful in spite of her smile’s 
left-sided curl, she didn’t seem put out by her old classmate’s rise or his 
sister’s wealth as a foreigner’s wife—that was fate, after all. Kiều Tiên 
had brought cash for her in a gift envelope, to be offered later as thanks, 
and treated her with the same informal courtesy as Châu.
 The rains of Thừa Thiên province—which encompasses Huế, the 
Rocket Belt and the higher mountains rolling westward to Laos—are 
notorious. The monsoon begins as early as September and peters out as 
late as March. Although the forest is tropical, as its sprinkling of frost-
intolerant banana plants indicates, temperatures in the hills fall into the 
forties. My worst bout of feeling cold, or feeling chilled to my bones 
and organs, lasted for three days when the monsoon pelted down early, 
catching 2nd Platoon without rain gear and socking us in under such low 
roiled clouds that no choppers could rescue us. Trudging in a nonstop 
downpour toward the nearest firebase, we huddled at dusk over the brief 
white flames of C–4 explosive pried out of our claymore mines. Then we 
shivered through the nights. Half of us got immersion foot, the warm-
water variant of trench foot. 
 In the midst of the monsoon, sometimes the sun, like God’s grace, 
would break a two- or three-week period of monochrome skies. As we 
headed from Bình Thành toward the forest at eight, the shift from leaden 
dawn to creamy-gray rainless overcast looked promising. Then the 
Toyota foundered in the ochre mud of the first logging road it slithered 
down in first gear. I wasn’t surprised. On Firebase Birmingham, in 
March 1970, I saw a deuce-and-a-half—a two-and-a-half-ton truck—
that had been stuck for months, over its tires, in the same viscous mud. 
Dismay, demurral. The dapper, leather-jacketed driver didn’t want to 
directly refuse to go on, and so we wasted twenty minutes talking and 
examining the slough that had caught his spattered vehicle before 
accepting his unwillingness to challenge the slalom of reddish ruts.
 The necessity of losing time by starting to walk so soon frustrated 
me. Our quest was foolish, doomed! Such was the volatility of my 
edgy jet-lagged brain. Kiều Tiên, as we traipsed along the fringe of 
her girlhood forest, remained bright-eyed and bouncy. A milky-blue 
crevasse split the clouds ahead; she pointed beneath it to a tract planted 
in tall, dark-green rows of arrowroot. That was land, she said, a sort of 
commons, which her father and she had leveled into terraces to grow 
upland rice. After they’d backpacked the harvested rice plants home, 
“chickens” (chicken-like forest birds) came to forage and got caught in 
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her father’s traps. “They were delicious!” Aware of her protein-scarce, 
cricket-roasting childhood—she was born in June 1975 after Luật had 
commenced a three-year term in a “re-education camp”—I’d overcome 
my vegetarian bias and accepted her relish for fish, flesh and fowl.
 We turned onto another logging road, avoiding gray water buffalo 
that meandered on the bushy borders with their herders or stood solo 
like statues among the trees. G.I. lore had it that the smell of Westerners 
incited them to charge. It was my wife, however, who loathed these 
primeval-looking creatures because at age twelve one had chased her 
with lowered horns, bellowing, until she scrambled up a guava tree. 
The road was dotted with large amoeba-shaped piles of charcoal-gray 
dung. The free range given to buffalo in the forest was Kiều Tiên’s first 
disappointment. As we approached the forestry station, her second 
disappointment was the replacement of the wonderfully varied trees 
she remembered by plantation stands of agarwood. A fast grower 
with a straight mottled trunk, agarwood has been traded since 
antiquity for the incense, perfume and medicine brewed from its 
resinous heartwood. It’s not an ungraceful tree, but as we regarded it 
en masse, my environmental background popped bad words into my 
mind: cash crop, monoculture, loss of biodiversity, etc. For Kiều Tiên 
it was personal: the effacing of something beautiful that now existed 
only in memory.
 A spacious, handsome wood outpost of the Thừa Thiên Forest 
Protection Department, which could have graced the Los Angeles hills, 
stood on a terrace twenty yards above a broad, fast-flowing river. The 
river’s name, Khe Đầy, means an all-year stream—one that doesn’t 
dry up in summer. Gingerly, we forded the thigh-deep clear water on 
smooth rounded stones. On the other bank, below the apparently empty 
forestry building, we paused to roll down our trousers. 
 Kiều Tiên’s face—heart-shaped up to the soft swell of her cheek-
bones—broke into a full gleeful smile. She had lots of memories of Khe 
Đầy, which she recounted as we moved on. During the monsoon and 
early spring she used to pan for gold washed down from the hills by 
the rain-quickened water; she got soaked to her neck as she crouched 
to manipulate the long, heavy, partitioned wooden pan. For a week 
or longer, her dad, her older brother Tôn and she would camp beside 
a productive stretch. After dark she listened to Luật tell stories about 
the war before the doomsday of April 30, 1975, when South Vietnam 
surrendered to the North. In good weather, she’d gaze up at the sky.
 “The stars were so beautiful. Some were shaped like a deer or other 
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animals. Some went chup-chup-chup.” She opened and closed her fingers 
and thumb, miming twinkles. “Sometimes I watched one star. I thought 
about how poor my family was. I wished our life could be better and I 
could have new pretty clothes from the Đông Ba market.”
 The Khe Đầy winds between Bình Thành and a wave of ridgelines 
culminating in the hump of Núi Khê, at this point invisible to us. We 
began to climb a narrow logging track overlooked by the green masses 
of Elephant Mountain and Banana Mountain. Kiều Tiên had explored 
both of them, cutting rattan and the long palm and bamboo leaves out 
of which Huế’s iconic conical hat, the nón	 lá, is woven. On Banana 
Mountain, or Hill 434, an OP (observation post) for both sides in the 
war, she’d also collected military scrap metal. Once, nearby, she’d fled 
from a hollow the size of a football end zone where the laterite-red earth 
had expelled old bones, pith helmets, web gear and other fragments of a 
Communist unit shredded by artillery fire or bombs.
 We trekked on. I leaned into the slope. My quadriceps muscles, 
accustomed to biking and walking in flat Chicago, tightened with the 
unfamiliar effort. No one else looked strained, and I envied Duyên’s 
calves cording beneath her knee-length pants. Here and there other 
walkers had discarded trash that pricked my Sierra Club sensibility. 
Duyên tied a yellow-green plastic lemon-tea bottle to her ankle, which 
rattled and bounced behind her. When I asked through Kiều Tiên 
why she’d done that, the answer came, “For fun.” Duyên, whose name 
means “charm” or “grace,” had been seduced at twenty by an attractive 
stranger and abandoned before she gave birth to a daughter. She’d live 
in her thatched hut for the rest of her life, I guessed, unlikely to ride 
the splash-over wave of the boom that had helped Châu, also a likely 
lifetime resident of Bình Thành, build a modern concrete house for his 
family. I quit being irritated by the bottle.
 As we ascended toward the Five Slopes, another of Kiều Tiên’s sites 
of memory, the hazy, partly re-forested summit of Núi Khê appeared 
and disappeared like the Cheshire cat through breaks in the trees. My 
first view of it in forty years! I felt excited yet puzzled. What exactly 
was I seeing? What vision would overtake me when I stood braced 
against the wind up there? I regretted forgetting to tote a GPS device 
to calculate distance, but what I really needed was some metaphysical 
equivalent to measure the unreeling of personal history through time. 
 Hill 618’s role during the war was sporadic but, for a week and a 
half, spectacular. The fuse that exploded it into strategic prominence 
trailed west into central Vietnam’s backcountry. Graham Greene 
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described this wilderness, in a 1952 Paris	Match article on France’s war 
against the Communist Viet Minh, as “a region of mountains and deep 
forests,” inaccessible to colonial forces, where the rebels kept bases from 
which they’d emerge to assault Huế and other coastal cities. A decade 
later, the U.S. Army thought it had solved the problem of neutralizing 
insurgent hideaways. With “Airmobility,” put into effect by the use 
of thousands of helicopters (as opposed to the handful flown by the 
French), it could in theory outmaneuver foes in even the remotest areas. 
 Some things hadn’t changed since Greene made his observation, 
however. One was the ability of NVA/VC forces to lay low (though 
bloodied by American air bombardments) and band together when the 
time came to strike the lowlands. Hill 618 sat athwart the west-east route 
taken by NVA soldiers from their refuge in the A Shau Valley, near Laos, 
during the countrywide attacks of Tết 1968. Together with their VC 
adjuncts they seized Huế. In the toughest urban combat embroiling U.S. 
forces since World War II, Marines and soldiers of the 101st Airborne 
Division fought for a month to recapture the city. (They were aided 
by the much-slighted Army of the Republic of Vietnam—in which 
my late father-in-law Luật served—whose story of bravery, cowardice 
and doom has yet to be fully told.) While Huế remained the focus, 
surrounding areas harbored more infiltrators. General Westmoreland 
asked President Johnson for reinforcements. The 2nd Brigade of the 82nd 
Airborne Division—America’s strategic reserve—was mobilized from 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina with the amazing speed and logistical 
resourcefulness that marked most large American actions against an 
enemy that couldn’t outmatch us in anything except resolve. On May 25 
and 26, 1968, during the eleven-day battle to seize Hill 618 from the 5th 
NVA Regiment, the brigade and a sister battalion mounted two of the 
war’s rare bayonet charges and killed over two hundred defenders. 
 Later, Hill 618 became a fortified outpost called LZ Satan II. In 
spite of this foreboding name, it was overshadowed by bloody fighting 
elsewhere in Thừa Thiên province. North Vietnamese soldiers stood 
their ground against the 101st Airborne Division on Hamburger Hill 
in 1969, and they carried the war to the division in devastating night 
attacks on fire support bases (as a new guy in March 1970, I watched 
from afar the chaotic fireworks of a sapper assault on Firebase Granite) 
and the siege of Firebase Ripcord in July 1970. Núi Khê was scarcely 
forgotten, though. After its little outpost was dismantled, NVA rocket 
teams, at odd intervals, occupied the summit after dark. They launched 
slender, beautiful arcs of light toward Huế, the 101st headquarters at 
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Camp Eagle, Firebase Birmingham and a semicircle of other bases. 
These 122mm Katyushas—fin-stabilized rockets, heavier and taller 
than a GI—compensated for their lack of pinpoint accuracy with their 
long range and fiery, end-of-the world explosions. American grunts 
searched the forest for caches of 122s, launchers and other weapons. We 
also searched for the elusive rocketeers. Eventually 3rd Squad blundered 
into four or five of them, beside a gurgling stream, after dawn on June 
25, 1970. That chance meeting ended in two deaths and a knee wound 
for “Army” Armstrong, who was walking slack behind our point man, 
Tuy. 
 Tuy, a Kit Carson Scout, died from loss of blood on the Medevac. 
Army records of our skirmish reflect a wounded American and a 
dead NVA; officially, Tuy’s death was a non-event. Whichever PR guy 
invented the term “Kit Carson Scout,” he overlooked the ambiguities 
of Carson’s role as a trapper who roamed the Southwest with an 
Indian consort, Singing Grass, yet later as a colonel during the Civil 
War became the scourge of the Navajos. The flack also ignored the 
ambiguous status of former NVA and VC soldiers who’d taken the 
desperate step of offering their services to a reputedly rapacious invader. 
I snapped a Kodak Instamatic flick of Tuy three weeks before AK–47 
rounds shredded his shoulder. He stood slouched beside a sun-stippled 
stream with a cigarette drooping from his mouth and his rifle slanting 
down at the same angle—a seventeen-year-old trying to look tough. We 
communicated haltingly. He struck me as gentle, dreamy, even more 
out of place than me. The chances that his corpse reached his village, 
probably in “Injun country,” as Americans called enemy-dominated 
areas, seemed slim. He was luckier in death, though, than the equally 
young NVA soldier who dashed the wrong way into Toby’s machine 
gun. As ordered by our company commander, the platoon stripped 
his body, the chest jabbed with red rosettes, and booby-trapped it in 
midstream with a trip-wired claymore mine. His skeleton became a 
landmark of sorts, though not on any map. We passed it, while the smell 
was still drawing flies, in the shallow water of late summer. Afterward, 
we heard, a lieutenant from Delta Company had plopped the skull into 
an empty sandbag as a souvenir.
 All this meshed in my memory with 3rd Squad’s subsequent 
sojourn on Núi Khê, and it percolated at the back of my mind as 
Kiều Tiên, Duyên, Châu and I climbed higher. Up here, the forest 
wasn’t marred by plantations and bushy second growth. It resembled 
the old Rocket Belt, and two streams we hopscotched in shade and 
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brightening sunshine had undoubtedly been crossed by Alpha or a 
sister company. We stopped for lunch above the second stream. Kiều 
Tiên hiked up her jeans and squealed in horror at the sight of sinuous 
dark tiny twigs fastened to her legs and ankles. Châu snatched the 
leeches before I could explain the G.I. drill, using lighted cigarettes or 
insect repellent or monkey blood (a red antiseptic), of inducing them 
to fall off without leaving their heads embedded under the skin. Never 
in her girlhood, she complained, had leeches infested this part of the 
forest. She blamed the buffalo, whose charcoal dung had punctuated 
our route so far, for attracting the blood-suckers with their smelly 
huge slow bodies. Châu and Duyên were amused. 
 We sat down on rocks to eat an eclectic meal that we shared, in 
the casually hospitable Vietnamese way, with a teenager who showed 
up with a bulging rice sack of plants slung across his motorbike. Her 
dad, Kiều Tiên recalled, sometimes lugged home a pannier of lá	 lốt	
(bright-green wild betel leaf, tasty in soups or wrapped around the then 
rare treat of beef). He picked it at a place called Strawberry Stream. 
Delectable small red fruits, not strawberries, grew on bushes there. The 
name reminded me of Turgenev’s story, “Raspberry Water,” about a 
rural Russia stranded, unlike the Vietnamese boondocks of my wife’s 
youth, far beyond the stepping-stones of living memory. At fifteen she’d 
borne her skinny father to safety after he’d broken his leg at Strawberry 
Stream and almost died in the forest like his own father, who hadn’t 
survived a knife-and-tusk duel with a large boar. The forest was full of 
animals, though GIs other than stealthy recon squads saw few, and full 
of ways to die. As we resumed our quest, we passed a well-preserved 
yellow pagoda shrine, about one square foot, set on a cement post. It was 
a place to make offerings to the spirit of one of Luật’s friends, a victim 
of a logging accident. 2nd Platoon should have left a shrine for Tuy, I 
thought, and even for the slain NVA soldier—two among the many 
wandering souls, some American, in this forest.
 Two days after its lightning exchange of fire on June 25, 3rd Squad 
set out from a stream-spooled valley and humped a humid, green-
shaded web of trails to the top of Núi Khê. Our assignment was to pull 
security for a mortar team dropped off by chopper earlier that morning. 
Enacting the military’s clannishness, we barely acknowledged the 
redleg unit and vice versa. No problem. With the vast sunny view there 
was no sense of crowding. None of us knew Hill 618’s recent history, 
such as the battle between the 82nd Airborne and the 5th NVA Regiment, 
or sensed the presence of fallen combatants. But we could see that the 
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summit had been rearranged by airstrikes into a de-vegetated center 
flanked by fractured boulders. Our days felt like a low-key R&R: we sat 
cross-legged playing hearts or spades, Mindak listened to tapes from 
his girlfriend, I read Henderson	the	Rain	King, Jimmy Piers (Tuy’s G.I. 
buddy in the Kit Carson Scout program) wrote letters. But the nights 
were spooky. There weren’t enough of us for a tight perimeter. Worse, 
the noisy wind, which kept smacking large bugs into our faces, would 
have drowned out the preliminary sounds—a rustle, perhaps, or a 
clattering pebble—of a sapper attack. We popped our hand-held flares 
into the starry sky. Their burning white lights swayed down under 
dinky parachutes so fast that what they illuminated on the slopes 
below was phantasmal—more the terrain of our imaginings than what 
was really out there. Falling asleep between stints of guard on a cozy, 
grave-sized patch of grass shielded from the wind by low boulders, I 
thought of Tuy and wondered what was to come. 
 The junction of the Five Slopes came into view after an uphill slog 
lasting an hour. This was the point where we planned to sniff out a 
trail leading to Núi Khê. It was also a hub of shared memories for 
Kiều Tiên’s family. “There,” she said. There—or maybe fifty meters 
up the track, she wasn’t sure—she had been so beat from bending 
beneath a load of rattan that she hunkered and prayed a logging truck 
would come along. One did, snorting and swaying. The tough-looking 
loggers hoisted up her pannier and let her sit beside the chained 
timber. Fortunately, she said, that wasn’t one of the trucks that had 
toppled over.
 The afternoon had become lovely, maybe seventy-five degrees, 
and the muddy ruts were already thickening. Above us rose unbroken 
forest—neither a haunt of demons nor an inspiration for a transcendent 
vision, but rather a complexly beautiful, self-possessed, alien presence. 
It yielded no sign of trails. Only an emerald ridgeline and a valley 
separated us from the sky-framed hump, floating like an iceberg above 
its occluded base, of Núi Khê. I willed myself, unsuccessfully, not to 
feel hope. Kiều Tiên said, “No way.” This appeared to be literally true. 
I recalled that a single rainy season could make following a once-
familiar path an exercise in reading light and vegetation patterns. 
Now, long after soldiers and villagers had ceased prowling the remoter 
terrains of the Rocket Belt, it was no wonder the forest had erased the 
traces of their histories. 
 Undismayed, Châu unsheathed his machete. I promised Kiều Tiên 
we’d return in ten minutes. We made fair progress bushwhacking. 
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My companion’s gameness as he walked ahead made me think 
uncomfortably of Tuy, 2nd Platoon’s point man, doing the Americans’ 
dirty work. My wife began calling. Finally, after the vegetation had 
attenuated her summonses to the faintness of far-off bird cries, Châu 
halted at a sun-splashed thicket barred with slanting sections of fallen 
bamboo. Beyond, there was no clearing or animal track—just more 
bush to hack through. He turned to me with a querying half smile. He 
must have known that at best we’d reach the crest of Núi Khê toward 
dusk and have to spend the night there. I knew, too. It wouldn’t be my 
first aborted mission in the Rocket Belt. Periodically Alpha Company 
had been forced to abandon its objectives. There were various reasons: 
weather, the need during summer to descend to the nearest “blue” 
to fill canteens and water bags, the lack of coordination between 
map features and what really lay ahead, etc. Such detours never 
disappointed us. One way or another, we were stuck in the boonies, 
and our goal was surviving another day in the mental calendar of our 
tours of duty. Now, though, as I faced the end of my personal quest in 
the forest, disappointment seeped through me like a transfusion of 
cool rainwater. I pulled myself up onto a boulder and snapped a last 
picture through the trees of the dreamlike, green-fringed stony peak. 
Then I shrugged, grinned at Châu and led the way back downhill.
 After fording the Khe Đầy again, we found the opening between 
the gate and the hillside, where we’d angled through that morning, 
stuffed with fresh-cut brush. We bypassed it by climbing higher up the 
slope. Looking down at us, two forestry men, whose intentions we’d just 
frustrated, began an angry complaint. Their khaki uniforms reminded 
me of NVA soldiers, but the edge of their anger was softened by their 
drawling rural variant of the Huế accent. Châu scowled and replied 
without stopping; the whining went on until we were out of earshot. As 
Kiều Tiên explained, they wanted not my life, as she’d feared, but some 
money on the grounds that I was a foreign tourist. A more peculiar kind 
of tourist than they imagined. It was a final anticlimax but okay with 
me: no shots, no blood except tiny coagulated circles from leech bites, 
no untimely deaths. I’d gotten off easily, carrying unscathed from the 
forest my loot of snapshots and new memories. 
 That evening the narrow, tourist-streaming streets of downtown 
Huế felt like civilization. The war seemed ages ago, yet as my wife and I 
strolled to dinner, flames danced in the dusk at the mouth of the Ideal 
Hotel’s driveway. They were contained by a short bottomless metal 
cylinder. A youngish man wearing the sandals and dark cheap clothes 
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of poverty, befitting the son or grandson of a soldier or functionary 
who’d chosen the wrong side during the American War, hunkered and 
stirred whatever was burning. On our way to La Carambole, a French-
Vietnamese restaurant where we intended to splurge in celebration of 
our adventure, we encountered the embers of two more fires. A woman 
swept away ashes and scraps of blue paper, fake bank notes, fruit and 
other offerings. In the Vietnamese calendar, which varies a few days 
from the Gregorian, it was the mid-month Full Moon Festival—a 
time to comfort and propitiate wandering souls. These are the spirits 
of childless unfortunates who have suffered chết đường—“death in the 
street,” death away from home—which prevents reunion with relatives 
in ceremonies at family altars. Vietnam’s most famous poet, Nguyễn Du 
(1765–1820), addresses them in his elegy “Call to Wandering Souls.”
 Unlike my wife, I don’t believe in ghosts literally, but memories 
and thoughts of the dead are ghostly enough. The flames and ashes 
and the miniature blue pagoda shrine at the entrance to our hotel, 
which I hadn’t noticed before, stirred me to recollect Tuy and the NVA 
soldier my friend Toby had killed. The largeness of mind that animates 
these ceremonies recognizing the persistent pain of strangers’ tragic 
deaths seemed right to me. And I pictured Tuy, or rather his image 
in my small square Instamatic photo, until Kiều Tiên and I stepped 
into La Carambole, where feasting tourists were innocent of any felt 
knowledge of the local burden of the past that my wife evokes when 
she says, “Huế is sad.” 
 Spirits and memories haunt all of us as we age, but if we’re lucky 
they do so only at intervals. Kiều Tiên and I already felt the pull of life’s 
busy stream. The next day we joined her brother, Tôn, at a business 
luncheon at the Festival Restaurant between Lê Lợi	boulevard and the 
south bank of the Perfume River. At forty, Tôn hadn’t quite lived up to 
the expectations placed on a Vietnamese oldest son. Like his siblings 
he’d grown up dirt-poor, yet as the eldest had benefited from his parents’ 
drive to better the family’s lot by sending him to medical school, from 
which he’d graduated as a G.P. Without ties to the patronage webs of 
the government and the Communist Party, that hadn’t assured him a 
middle-class income. His loud deep voice, sharp suits and good-sized 
fleshy build implied the success he hadn’t achieved and desperately 
needed from his latest, riskiest venture as executive-of-all-work and 
investor in a vitamin/health supplement start-up. Most Vietnamese 
shy away from vitamins, an untraditional form of nutrition, and the 
principal person among the doctors he’d be pitching—the clinical 
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vice director of Huế’s Central Hospital—was a confident, skeptical 
man. Tôn intended my presence, as the prestige-conferring American 
brother-in-law, to work as a sort of amulet.
 During the 1960s and early 1970s, Americans hadn’t brought 
luck to his kind, and I doubted I’d bring luck now in 2010. But it 
was Kiều Tiên’s and my duty to be there for him. Vietnamese today 
are forward-looking people, in spite of their nods to ancestors and 
wandering souls. We sat next to Tôn under the banyans and the salt 
trees, with their clusters of olive-sized fruits, as he and his fellow 
doctors talked about the enticing uncertain future—investments and 
markets and profits. Meanwhile, from its watershed in the forgotten 
Rocket Belt and the mountains beyond, the turbid Perfume River 
flowed past us. After two hours we grew tired of the talk of money 
and took a break to stroll and discuss our own plans for the future. 
Already the forest and the brooding, blue-hazed hump of Núi Khê 
were receding, like spirits, into the past.
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is donnalewiscowan.wordpress.com. 

Adrian Dorris lives in Ashland, Oregon. His work has appeared in Burnt	
Bridge,	Blackbird,	Portland	Review,	Pindeldyboz, and other journals.

Nancy Eimers is the author of four poetry collections, including her 
most recent, Oz (Carnegie Mellon University Press). She has received a 
Pushcart Prize and has poems published in Alaska	 Quarterly	 Review,	
Hunger	Mountain, and Smartish	Pace.

Susan Elbe is the author of Eden	in	the	Rearview	Mirror (Word Press) 
and two chapbooks, Light	 Made	 from	 Nothing (Parallel Press) and 
Where	 Good	 Swimmers	 Drown, which won the Concrete Wolf Press 
Chapbook Prize and is forthcoming in Fall 2012. Her poems appear 
or are forthcoming in many journals and anthologies. Her website is 
www.susanelbe.com. 

Kristine S. Ervin received an MFA in poetry from New York University 
and a Ph.D. in nonfiction from the University of Houston.  She is 
the recipient of the Inprint/Joan and Stanford Alexander Prize in 
Nonfiction and the winner of the 2011 Baltimore	 Review Creative 
Nonfiction Competition. She grew up in a small suburb of Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma, and currently lives in Dallas, Texas, where she is at 
work on a memoir titled The	Distance	to	You.

Jim Fairhall is the winner of the 2012 John Guyon Literary Nonfiction 
Prize from Crab	Orchard	Review. A former infantryman in Vietnam, he 
has published a collection of poems, At	the	Water	Puppet	Theater, and 
an award-winning book on James Joyce.  Recently he won the Tennessee 
Williams/New Orleans Literary Festival award for short fiction. He 
teaches modern literature at DePaul University in Chicago.

Sascha Feinstein’s latest poetry collection is Ajanta’s	Ledge (The Sheep 
Meadow Press). His recent books include Black	Pearls:	Improvisations	
on	a	Lost	Year, a memoir (Eastern Washington University Press); and 
Ask	Me	Now:	Conversations	on	Jazz	&	Literature (Indiana University 
Press). He is Professor of English at Lycoming College, where he co-
directs the creative writing program and edits Brilliant	 Corners:	 A	
Journal	of	Jazz	&	Literature.
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Sean Frederick Forbes is an adjunct professor in English at the University 
of Connecticut. His book of poems, Providencia,	was a semifinalist in the 
2011 Crab Orchard Series in Poetry First Book Award competition.

Dana Fitz Gale is an MFA student at the University of Montana, and 
the winner of the 2011 Charles Johnson Award. She is also the winner 
of the 2011 Alexander Patterson Cappon Fiction Award, the Writers@
Work 2012 Fellowship Competition in Fiction, and 2012 Arts	 and	
Letters Prize for Fiction. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in 
Quarterly	West,	Indiana	Review,	New	South, and elsewhere. She lives in 
Missoula, Montana, with her husband and children. 

Juan Carlos Galeano’s poetry has been published in Latin America and 
the United States. His poems have appeared in translation in American 
magazines and journals including The	Atlantic	Monthly,	Crab	Orchard	
Review,	 Ploughshares, BOMB,	 FIELD, and TriQuarterly. He teaches 
Latin American poetry and culture at Florida State University.

Liz Gerber is currently pursuing an MFA at George Mason University. 
Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in RHINO,	 Greensboro	
Review,	 and Spoon	 River	 Poetry	 Review, among others. She lives in 
Washington, D.C.

Carrie Green’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in DIAGRAM, 
The	Pinch,	Cave	Wall,	Louisville	Review,	and other journals. Her poems 
also appear alongside Lori Larusso’s paintings in their collaborative 
chapbook, It’s	Not	My	Birthday,	That’s	Not	My	Cake.	Born and raised 
in DeLand, Florida, Carrie lives in Lexington, Kentucky, and works as a 
reference librarian.

G.L. Grey received her MFA from Eastern Washington University and 
has been published in various journals, including Drunken	Boat	and 
Salamander. She teaches at Gonzaga University.

Eric Gunter teaches English at Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas. 
His story “The Colored Boy,” published in the 2007 issue of descant,	
was awarded The Frank O’Connor Award for best short story in a 
yearly issue. He just completed his first novel, Sparagmos. 
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Douglas Haynes’s essays and poems have appeared in Witness,	Virginia	
Quarterly	 Review, Boston	 Review, and Bellevue	 Literary	 Review. He 
teaches writing at the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh and lives in 
Madison, Wisconsin.

Richard Jackson is the author of ten books of poetry, most recently 
Resonance (Ashland Poetry Press), the Eric Hoffer Award winner, and 
ten other books of translations, criticism, and editions. He teaches at the 
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga and Vermont College of Fine Arts, 
and has been a guest at the Prague Summer Program and Iowa Summer 
Festival. He directs the Meacham Writers’ Workshops in Chattanooga.

Ilyse Kusnetz’s poetry has appeared in the Cincinnati	Review, Poet	Lore, 
Rattle, MiPOesias, and Stone	Canoe. She teaches at Valencia College in 
Orlando, Florida.

Stephen Lackaye’s poems have appeared in Cave	Wall,	Waccamaw,	The	
Pinch,	Los	Angeles	Review,	Spoon	River	Poetry	Review, and Valparaiso	
Poetry	 Review. He received an MFA from Johns Hopkins University 
and lives outside Portland, Oregon.

Karen An-hwei Lee is the author of Phyla	of	Joy	(Tupelo Press), Ardor	
(Tupelo Press), and In	 Medias	 Res	 (Sarabande Books),	 winner of the 
Kathryn A. Morton Prize and the Norma Farber First Book Award. A 
recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, she lives and 
teaches in southern California, where she is a novice harpist.

Teresa Leo is the winner of the 2012 Richard Peterson Poetry Prize from 
Crab	Orchard	Review. She is the author of a book of poems, The	Halo	
Rule (Elixir Press), winner of the 2008 Elixir Press Editors’ Prize. Her 
poetry and essays have appeared in the American	Poetry	Review,	Poetry,	
Ploughshares,	Women’s	Review	of	Books,	Poetry	Daily,	Verse	Daily,	and 
elsewhere. She works at the University of Pennsylvania. 

Julia Leverone lives in St. Louis, Missouri, where she is a Ph.D. candidate 
in comparative literature at Washington University. She received her 
MFA from the University of Maryland. Her poetry has appeared in 
Sugar	 House	 Review and her poetry translations from Spanish are 
forthcoming in Poetry	International.
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Moira Linehan’s collection, If	 No	 Moon, is available from Southern 
Illinois University Press.  Her new work has appeared or is forth-
coming in America,	 Christianity	 and	 Literature,	 Journal	 of	 Medical	
Humanities,	Notre	Dame	Review,	Poetry	East,	South	Carolina	Review,	
and Tar	River	Poetry.

Sandy Longhorn is an Arkansas Arts Council fellow and the author 
of Blood	Almanac, the winner of the 2005 Anhinga Prize for Poetry. 
New poems are forthcoming or have appeared in	32	Poems,	Cincinnati	
Review,	North	American	Review,	Waccamaw,	and elsewhere. She teaches 
at Pulaski Technical College and runs the Big Rock Reading Series. 
She blogs at Myself	the	Only	Kangaroo	among	the	Beauty.

Martha George Meek is author of the chapbook Rude	Noises. She has 
work included in To	 Sing	 Along	 the	 Way:	 Minnesota	 Women	 Poets	
from	 Pre-Territorial	 Days	 to	 the	 Present, published by New Rivers 
Press. Together with Jay Meek, she is editor of Prairie	Volcano, the first 
anthology of poetry and fiction by North Dakota writers.

Orlando Ricardo Menes is an Associate Professor in the creative writing 
program at the University of Notre Dame. His poems have appeared in 
the	Hudson	Review,	West	Branch, and Alaska	Quarterly	Review. In 2009, 
he received a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship.

Amy Merrick is the winner of the 2012 Jack Dyer Fiction Prize from 
Crab	Orchard	Review. She has received a BS and MS in journalism from 
Northwestern University and an MFA in creative writing from Pacific 
University. She has worked as a reporter for the Wall	Street	Journal and is 
currently an instructor at DePaul University in Chicago.

Faisal Mohyuddin’s poetry and fiction have appeared in Poet	 Lore, 
Atlanta	 Review, Flint	 Hills	 Review, Free	 Lunch, and Indivisible:	 An	
Anthology	of	Contemporary	South	Asian	American	Poetry (University of 
Arkansas Press). He teaches English at Highland Park High School in 
Highland Park, Illinois, and is currently working on an MFA in fiction 
writing at Columbia College Chicago.

Richard Newman is the author of the poetry collections Domestic	Fugues 
(Steel Toe Books) and Borrowed	Towns (Word Press). His poems have 
appeared in	Best	American	Poetry,	Boulevard,	Crab	Orchard	Review,	
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New	Letters, The	Sun,	and many other periodicals and anthologies. He 
lives in St. Louis, Missouri, and serves as editor of River	Styx and co-
director of the River Styx at Duff’s Reading Series.

Derek Otsuji teaches English at Honolulu Community College and 
works on the weekends at Otsuji Farm, a family-run farmer’s market. 
His work has appeared or is forthcoming in Atlanta	Review, The	Ledge,	
The	MacGuffin, The Midwest Quarterly,	The	Monarch	Review,	Green	Hills	
Literary	Lantern,	Poet	Lore, and Word	Riot.

Deborah Paredez is the author of This	Side	of	Skin (Wings Press). Her 
poems have appeared in Callaloo,	Mandorla, and Poet	Lore. She is an 
Associate Professor of English at the University of Texas at Austin and 
the co-founder of CantoMundo, a national organization dedicated to 
Latina/o poets and poetry.

R.A. Pavoldi’s poems have appeared in Blast	Furnace, Cold	Mountain	
Review, and are forthcoming in North	American	Review. He makes his 
living in print publishing.

Memory Blake Peebles grew up in the tiny north Alabama town of 
Mooresville, population 61. She was a Henry Hoyns fellow at the 
University of Virginia, where she received her MFA and served as a 
fiction editor of Meridian. She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and is 
currently at work on a novel at the Writers’ Room of Boston. This is her 
first publication.

Zara Raab’s latest book is	Swimming	the	Eel (David Robert Books). Her 
poems appear in the Evansville	Review, River	Styx,	The	Dark	Horse,	and 
elsewhere. She lives in Berkeley, California.

Wendy Rawlings is the author of a novel, The	 Agnostics	 (University 
of Michigan Press), and a collection of short stories,	Come	Back	Irish	
(Ohio State University Press). Her work has appeared in Tin	 House, 
AGNI, The	Normal	School, Colorado	Review, and other magazines. She’s 
a member of the creative writing faculty in the University of Alabama’s 
MFA program.

Thomas Reiter’s most recent book of poems, Catchment, was published 
by Louisiana State University Press in 2009. He has received fellowships 
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from the National Endowment for the Arts and the New Jersey State 
Council on the Arts. His poems have appeared in the	Hudson	Review,	
Sewanee	Review,	Southern	Review,	Kenyon	Review,	and Poetry.

Kristen Staby Rembold’s chapbook, Leaf	and	Tendril, was published by 
Finishing Line Press. Her poems have also appeared in New	Ohio	Review,	
Literary	Mama,	Iron	Horse	Literary	Review,	Blueline,	Appalachia, and 
other journals.

Jack Ridl’s last two collections are Broken	Symmetry (Wayne State U. 
Press) and Losing	Season (CavanKerry Press). In 2013, Wayne State will 
publish his new collection titled Practicing	to	Walk	Like	a	Heron in which 
the poem “A Generous Welcome” will appear. Now retired from Hope 
College in Holland, Michigan, he looks back, grateful for his students, 
seventy-six of whom over the last fifteen years earned an MFA and are 
now publishing.

Juan Manuel Roca is a well-known poet born in Medellín, Colombia. 
His numerous collections of poetry include Memoria	 del	 agua,	 País	
secreto,	 Pavana	 con	 el	 diablo,	 Luna	 de	 ciegos,	 La	 farmacia	 del	 ángel,	
Tertulia	 de	 ausentes,	 Los	 cinco	 entierros	 de	 Pessoa,	 El	 ángel	 sitiado	 y	
otros	poemas,	Testamentos, and	Pasaporte	del	apátrida. His poetry has 
received many awards including El Premio Nacional de Poesía Eduardo 
Cote Lamu in 1975 and El Premio Nacional de Poesía Universidad de 
Antioquia in 1979. More recently he has received El Premio Casa de las 
Américas de Poesía José Lezama Lima in 2007 for his poetry collection 
Cantar	de	lejanía.	Antología	personal	and El Premio Casa de América de 
Poesía Americana in 2009 for his book Biblia	de	pobres. 

Sheila Sanderson is a rural Kentucky native who now lives in the high 
desert mountains of Arizona and teaches at Prescott College. She is 
poetry editor and creative nonfiction co-editor of Alligator	 Juniper. 
She has published a collection of poems, Keeping	 Even (Stephen F. 
Austin University Press), and her work appears in Alaska	Quarterly	
Review,	Southern	Poetry	Review,	and Crazyhorse.

Betsy Sholl’s most recent book of poetry is Rough	Cradle (Alice James 
Books). From 2006 to 2011 she served as Poet Laureate of Maine. Recent 
poems have or will appear in Ploughshares,	 Image,	 FIELD,	 Brilliant	
Corners,	Massachusetts	Review, and Best	Spiritual	Writing	2012.
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Deborah J. Shore has poems forthcoming or published in Radix,	
Anglican	Theological	Review,	Sea	Stories,	Relief	Journal,	and Christianity	
and	 Literature.	 She has previously won poetry competitions at the 
Alsop	Review	and has been included in their print anthology.

Barry Silesky’s poems have appeared in more than eighty magazines 
and anthologies including Poetry,	Denver	Quarterly,	Chelsea,	Notre	Dame	
Review,	and	Fifth	Wednesday. His poetry collections include This	Disease 
(University of Tampa Press), One	Thing	That	Can	Save	Us (Coffee House 
Press), and The	New	Tenants (Eye of the Comet Press); and he has also 
authored biographies of Lawrence Ferlinghetti and John Gardner. All of 
this has been in the shadow of Wrigley Field, where he has lived for 
almost thirty years now with his wife, fiction writer Sharon Solwitz.

Taije Silverman’s first book of poems, Houses	Are	Fields, was published 
by Louisiana State University Press. Her work has appeared in Poetry,	
Ploughshares,	 Agni,	 The	 Harvard	 Review, and Pleiades, and she is the 
recipient of Fulbright and Rose Fellowships. She lives in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

Sam Taylor is the author of Body	of	 the	World (Ausable Press/Copper 
Canyon Press). His poems have appeared in the Hudson	Review,	AGNI,	
Michigan	Quarterly	Review,	The	New	Republic,	Cincinnati	Review,	and	
Poetry	 Daily.	 A recipient of The Dobie Paisano Fellowship, a James 
Michener Fellowship, and fellowship residencies from Yaddo, Djerassi, 
and the Vermont Studio Center, he recently joined the MFA poetry 
faculty at Wichita State University.

Seth Brady Tucker’s poetry collection, Mormon	 Boy, won the 2011 
Elixir Press Editor’s Poetry Prize and was published in April 2012. He 
is the recipient of a number of awards, most recently a scholarship 
from the Bread Loaf Writer’s Conference. His  poetry and fiction is 
forthcoming or has appeared in the Antioch	 Review,	 Connecticut	
Review,	 Chautauqua,	 River	 Styx,	 Indiana	 Review,	 Rosebud,	 North	
American	Review,	Witness, and RHINO.

Emily Tuszynska’s work has appeared in Sou’wester,	Poet	Lore,	Center,	
So	to	Speak, and other journals. She lives, writes, and is mother to three 
children in Fairfax, Virginia.
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Amy Uyematsu is a third-generation Japanese-American poet from 
Los Angeles, California. She has three published collections of poems: 
30	Miles	from	J-Town	(Story Line Press);	Nights	of	Fire,	Nights	of	Rain	
(Story Line Press); and	Stone	Bow	Prayer	(Copper Canyon Press). Her 
work has appeared in Bamboo	Ridge	Journal,	Askew,	Cha, and Global	
Graffiti.

Eamonn Wall lives in St. Louis where he teaches at the University of 
Missouri-St. Louis. His critical book Writing	the	Irish	West:	Ecologies	
and	Traditions was published by the University of Notre Dame Press 
in 2011.

Kenneth Watson has published essays and reviews in romanticism, 
modernism, and critical theory in New	 Literary	 History, Journal	 of	
Aesthetics	 and	 Art	 Criticism,	 Mississippi	 Review,	 and	 Romanticism	
Past	and	Present. He presently lives in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, where 
he teaches in the English Department of the University of Southern 
Mississippi.
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The chaRLes Johnson sTudenT FicTion awaRd

Crab	 Orchard	 Review is pleased to announce that our prose 
editor, Carolyn Alessio, selected “Canoe” by Dana Fitz Gale 
(University of Montana; Missoula, Montana) as the winner of 
the 2011 Charles Johnson Student Fiction Award. We would also 
like to congratulate the finalists for the award: “Those Who Go 
About the City” by Avital Chizhik (Stern College for Women – 
Yeshiva University; New York, New York); “Out of Illiana” by 
Chidelia Edochie (Purdue University; West Lafayette, Indiana); 
and “Terra Villa” by Lisa Hill-Corley (George Mason University; 
Fairfax, Virginia). 

As this year’s winner, Dana Fitz Gale’s story “Canoe” appears 
in this issue. The Charles Johnson Student Fiction Award 
is now one part of the expanded COR Student Writing 
Awards in Fiction, Nonfiction, and Poetry from Southern 
Illinois University Carbondale. These three annual award 
competitions are intended to encourage increased artistic and 
intellectual growth among college and university students at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as reward excellence 
and diversity in creative writing. The winning entries in each 
category will receive $500 and will be published in the Winter/
Spring issue of Crab	 Orchard	 Review. These awards are co-
sponsored by Dr. Charles Johnson, Crab	Orchard	Review, and 
the SIUC Department of English and College of Liberal Arts.

The 2012 COR Student Writing Awards in Fiction, Nonfiction, 
and Poetry competitions are closed. The results will be announced 
on September 1, 2012, and complete guidelines for the 2013 
awards will be available at:

johnson.siu.edu



There was an error in Volume 16, Number 1 on the title of the 2012 John Guyon Literary 
Nonfiction Prize Winner. We have corrected this error in the archived PDF of the issue  
available free at CrabOrchardReview.siu.edu and here is the correct information on all 
these winners. My apologies for this mistake.—Jon Tribble, Managing Editor

2011 Richard Peterson 
Poetry Prize Winner

Three Poems by Catherine Anderson

(Kansas City, Missouri)

2011 Jack Dyer 
Fiction Prize Winner

“Mutare” by Greta Schuler

(Washington, DC)

2011 John Guyon 
Literary Nonfiction Prize Winner

“Flight from Hungary” 

by Erika Reich Giles

(Mercer Island, Washington)

2010 Charles Johnson 
Student Fiction Award Winner

“Calls That Carry for Miles”

by Rachel Furey

(Texas Tech University, Lubbock)
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